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The'following definitions apply for the transliterated organizational entities included
in the text:-

i h.st' [voinskaya chast'] - Administrative,^line, and\supply unit
(yedinitsa) of the [branches] of troops, vhichýýhas a number
and banner, e.g., a regiment, separate battalion (batalon,
division) and troop organizations equal to them.

Sobttyedineniye, -[operativnoye-ob"yedineniye]- :Large-scale~unification of
various soyedineniye of the branches of troops, which is
nonpermanent in composition and is intended to conduct
operatiohs-in-a war.

podrazdeleniye, Troop unit of perm."anenc organization and homogeneous
cbmposition in each branch of troops, which unit forms a
larger podrazdeleniye or a chast'.,

boyedineniye [(syedineniye voyskovoyc] e Combination (soyedineniye) of
ýseveral chast' of one or various branches of troops into a
permanent organization (division,,brigade, or corps),'headed
by a con' mand and a staff and including chast' and
podrazdeleniye of auxiliary. troops and iervices necessary
f~roeoibat operations.

Source: -Russian-English Dictionary of Operational, Tactical and General'
Military Terms, 1958
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IN- THE MILITARY DISTRICTS, (Frohtpiete)ý
GROUPS OF ?FORCES, AND FLEETS

Red Banner Far East Military District:. Major V. Kulagin,
the deputy commander of the separa.-e repair and& reconstruction
battalion for political matters,' apabl and inspiraticnally
conduct, studies with the troops &ink 1 i arning the 'decisions of
the 24th CPSU Congress. Entering int6 sociali'st competition,
,the repair workers obligated themselves to +reach the goal of
having each third man become outstanding and every+ scond man
to master a related' specialty.
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Red Banner Kiev Military District. order of Lenin Leningradi Militar'y
,EngineerLieutenant V. BlintsoV, District. 'Serilor Lieutenant V.
an electrical and special equipment Malyshev not only achieves out-
'repair engineer, is one of iheý standing results in firing, bitt also
leadingz ,officers in the-podraz- gives much attention to' the training
deleniy'e. On his initiative, the of his subordinates. A device
work area which he supervises was w~hich he developed, to significantly
modernized accordtng to the improve traininig conditions in
requirements of scientific organ- weapon~ sighting,(is widely used in
ization of labor. Thtsm,#ad6 it the chast'.
possible to raise repair quality
and labor Oroductivityz.
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.•Red P,.anner Belorussian. Mlittary- District. Specialist. First
• : ClrS ati Techi)ýbl Service'-V. Sosnin is the chairman of

c he conmmission On inventioný in the chast'. An active effi-
i• ciency ,expert, he has made many valuable suggestions which

Shave helped to reduce the time peri Iod in performing adjustment

"• ~and repair operations to aircraft• equipment.
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'THE INNOVATORS (p 1

The great plans-ito create aMateri'al and technical base for
communism and to strengthen the econiomic mnd defensyive might of -the
country as planned in the 24th- CPSU' Congress give rise 'to-mighty energy
on the part of the people. Socialist, competition to carry out this year's
tasks and those of the Ninth Five,.Year ,Plan is expanding everywhere and,
is enriched by valuable patriotic !ýinnihgs. Under the supervision of
the Lenin party, the So~'et people, with 'inspiced tab dr, re- developin- a
society in which, as L. I. Brezhnev-stated at the Congress, 9ne can live
well and breathe easy.,

It can be stated"wlth complete, confidence that in -ca~ifing out te
"historical plans of the beloved party,, the' personnel of the aimed forces
ae also making a worthy contribution., The Soviet fighting-men see their
duty to dependably'protect the creative labor of .the people and not for a
minute to weaken vigilence ahd readiness to repel at any moment the attack
of an biggressor 'from wherever it may emanate.4 Adhering to the slogan:
"The year of the'24th CPSU Congress - a year of outAtanding training and
servicei" they are assiduously mastering the first-class weapons entrustedý
to them and dre strengthening themselves morally ;nd-pfiysically4

Another remarkable'trait in the character of the Soviet fighting
men is their desire toward'technical creativityt Now, you',willno~t
encounter a chast' or ship in which -inventive and efficiency expert con-
cepts have not been developed,. The skillful army and navy personnel to
whom the feeling of the,,•ew is inherent and who by rights, can'be called
innovators, are fruitfully carrying out very important tasks asq9eated,
with maintaining constant combat readiness and in rai'sing the q~uality of
field,. naval, and-,air skills.

Devices to ensure precise troop control, training devices,which
help save motor resources and fuel, devices which reduce the time to
service and rehabilitate machines - all this and much more 'are the
result of the undeniable talent and skillful hands, of the innovators.
It is most heartening to note that, the scientific and technical maturity
of many of them hMlps find the ways to improve existing models of arms.
A ,number of very singular innovations developed in the army and navy have
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found their use in.'the national economy. The inventors and,,efficiency
experte bf repair podrazdeleniya and enterpriiies ,took to heart the
announcement carried in our magazine concernilng competition to'introduce
the most rational equipment for the work pladies of metalworkers, lathe
operators, Journeyman radio repairmen, electrical assemblers, and welders
according tq the requirements of scientific organization of labor. The
-totals of this competition gill'be drawn up at the-end of this year. But
even-now, judging by the-incoming correspohdence,, it is possible with
great Satisfaction to note tne growth in labor productivity and standards
and a very specific economic effect.

Many of the military collectives have come up with significant
achievements in inventive anw efficiency .expert activities. What are the
causes of this? The causes are that the one-man commanders, political
organs, and party and Komsomol organizations deeply understand and
actively support all that is leading, all to which the future belongs,
are decisively opposed to adherence to the old which brakes forward

imovement. The initiative of innovators is alwayi..conmnended, the material
potentials are developed to check their sciedntific and technical ideas,
and favorable concitions are made to replenish their ranks.

In this respect, the chast' and soyedineniye of the Group of Soviet
Forceo in Germany can serve as examples. In just the past year, the

inventors and efficiency experts have submitted moz- than 20,000 suggestions,
of which.more than 10,000 were realized. Worthy of approval were the
tactical field panels which, in-quick time, transmit information on targets
destroyed during, firing, tank proving ground panels which register. the
slightest infractions of the Rules of Driving when overcoming obstacles,
and various devices which help to improve personnel training.

There is something to be iearned and something to be gained fr6m
the innovators' of the Order of Lenin Leningrad Military Disrict. Their
creative efforts resulted in an.increase in the traffic capacity of
training sites, an improvement in the reliability of individuak types of
apparItus and ,a reduced time of preventative maintenance, the development
of a. ystem to fix and record firing practice results,. improvements to
company tactical sets, the equipping of firing ranges with targets, and
imitation of '"enemy" fire under'night cover conditions. The sl.tiv~in
this district has also made many othor technical decisions which bring
great usefulness to combat training.

The Directives of the '24th CPSU'Congress point out theneed eo
widely expand the creative initiative of the workers for the technical
improvements inproduction, to facilitate in every way an improvement in
efficiency expert ind inventive activities. This instruction also is
fully applicable to the armed forces. One of tuie most important tasks of
main and central directorates of th& USSR Ministry of Defense -nd 'of the
command elements of military districts, groups of forces, and fleets is
to make the innovator movement even more encompassing and to establish
the situation in all collectives which would imbue them to bold searches
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and opedings. In this connection,, the experience of the Order of Lenin
Moscow Military District is worthy of dissemination. A 6fi'trict coumittee
fbr efficiency expertise was •formed and is called uapon t6 efficiently
resolve mai.ters concerning innovaitve -activity among the troops.

Among the problems which have a direct bearing upon inventiveness
and efficiency expertise, a most vital one is that of improvin3 scientific-
technical and patent information. In no other way but by its absence can
we explain the appearance of suggestions which only repeat those which
have already been carried out. There also are cases in which suggestions
worthy of general approval are used on 1 y. in- that chast' or
that ship where it was, first launched. This shortcoming not only hinders
the introduction of the progressive, but also infringes on the rights of
authors for additional remuneration because of the expanded scale their
ideal have gained.

Unfortunately, there are also shortcomings which artificially hold
back the desire of the military servicemen to turn to technical creativity,
to make their contribution into the development of the training-material
'base. -This primarily is the--inexcusable-de1-ys- in -time- of ýreviewing-sub-
mitted suggestions, the too general thematic tasks to the innovators, and.
the decisions made by commissions on inventions from which it is difficult
to understand who is to introduce a reý ommende4 suggestion and when.

The Directives of the 24th CPSU Congress contain instructions that
the' realization of inventions and openings would be ,implemented in short
time. This is understandable. The further strengthening of the economic
and defensivemight of the government is in direct relationship to how
quickly introductions of modern achievements in science and technology are
made. 'The time has come that the •task of one-man conmianders, political
organs, and party and Komsomol organizations'be that of decisively moving
perspective developments forwardi maintaining the dissemination of the
work results of inventors and efficiency experts under unweakening' super-
vision.

The CPSUýProgram and other party documeuts emphasize the importance
of material. andrmoral stimulation of the effort of inventors and efficiency
experts. I31i`4`ed; individuals inthe army and navy have their activity
rewarded irwkhi' 'orm. Large sums are expended from the means allocated
to organize #invehtive and efficiency expert activities in the armed forces
in the parident of awards. The one-man commanders have the right to award
valuableip ents and certificates to innovators, to announce cotn~enda-
tions in comaiard orders, and so forth. We must continue in every way to
raise the significance of moral incentives, surround the leading personnel
with respedt and praise, and disseminate their know-how.

Weighing their capabilities and initiating socialist competition,
the inventors and efficiency experts in the army'and navy have set th6
goal for themselves to complete the first year of the Ninth Five-Year
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Plan with high indexei in creative effort. This goal rill be reached.
This will be their new and weighty contribution into the, matter of
raising the combat readiness of our glorious 'armed forces,8

I
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PATENT INFORMATION (pp 2-4)

II

R. Vcherashnyy, candidate of technical qciences, director of the
Central .Scientific Research Institute of Patent Information and
Technical and Economic Research.

.Th6 Directives of the 24th CPSU Congress for the five-year plar of
develooing the USSR national economy during 1971-1975 plan a broad program
to accelerate the rate of scientific and technical progres6. In solving
this task, a greatkcontribution is made by inventors and efficiency
experts. Just these figures are indicative of this. During the past
Five-Year Plan, more than 15.6 fitýllion inventions: and efficiency expert
suggestions 'pund their application in the national economy, which made
possible a significant improvement In many branches of industrial production.

9
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The Directives of the 24thiCPSU Congress open new and broad
possibilities to develop the'inverition movement. This wll be facili-
tated by improved scientific and tichnical information, a systematic
transmission to interested branchel and enterprises of dsta on scientific
and technical, achievements tand lee4ing experience -in the fields of
techniques and technology, in thet organization of production and control.
Patent information is •called upon to prdvide particularly efficient
assistance in seeking the,,-most effective' technical dectitsi .

Its iWaportance 'isi determined by the daily needs of society. A
new invention is born eVery five minutes in the world; each year more
than 350,000 patents covering 100-120,000 inventions are issued each
year and 150-200,000 persons become inventors. The technical content of
inventions becomes more conilex, their differentiation by branches of
technology becomes more and uvre difficult. Moreover, the differences
in the systems of patent laws and classification of inventions and the
practices of thdiO application in various cquntries comilicates overcoming
the language barrier's and requires an orderly information, system., With-
out it, it is impossible to efficiently introduce scientific mnd production-
technical achievements- into, the-national teconomy_ tprotect -the•tdomestic
prestige in the development of new equipment, the proper ,.rgulation of
the rdghts to prot'ect work performed within the framework of international
collaboration, an( the placement of competitive domestic production f
the world market. It is therefore not by chance that the Directives
the 24th CPSU Coiigress make mention of raising the incertive role of
patent matters.

The party and government always give great attention to improving
information systems in our country. The small, interdepartmental com-
mission on purchasing foreigný'literature, created on the initiative of
V. I. Lenin, has now grown into a huge net of information organs in which,
thousands of specialists are at work 'and a new type of scientific activity
was born -- !scientific information, and a new category of specialists-
infotmants appeared.

According to the decisions of the Soviet Government, the Central
Scientific Research Institute of Patent Information and Technical and
Economic' Research (TsNIIPI) was formedwithin the USSR Council of.
Ministers, which was assigned the task of coordinat-ing work on organizing
a patent information system (SPI) in the country.

A series of difficulties were encountered during the initial
phases: the country did not have the necessary experience, the state fund
of the All-Union Patent-Technical Library (VPTB) did not have an exhaustive
volume of documentation, there was a lick of patent materials at the
enterprises, and there was a shortage of qualified cdfes of patent
experts. In a short period of time, it was necessary to develop the
principles and methods to handle patent documentation, systematize the,
huge retrospective fund, teach 1 large army of design engineers and
project engineers how to use the appropriate materials, plan the ways of

10
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overcoming language barriershindering-the study of such documentaLon,
and: so forth.

However,, the advantages 6f the socialist systems - and -primarily
the planned handling of the USSR' national economy --m provided the
favorable and objective conditions to .establish a union-wide centralized
SPI in the country within the shortest period of time.

Its fundamental intent is to efficiently make avatlable to.each
scientist,, engineer, and technician, the necessary technical-,-ecbnomic,
and legal information-on new technical decisions protected .by.patents in
many countries of the world.

In order to tprovide the USSR's national economy with-patent docu-
mentation, a network, of patent funds was created within the framework of
the SPI. There is signal information on all new inventions, a reference-
information-service is under implementation, and patent services are made
available to enterprises and organizations 'n the USSR. The central patent
fund which is in the All-Union Patent-Technical Library is the storehouse
'far allmateri'als of'the USSR's national fund- and, also the-fund-of ýother
c6untries. The State Patent Fund of the USSR was developed on its base
and is a unification of all funds belonging to state organizations, namely:
central, branch, territorial, ani special ones used in the interests q2state patent expertise.,

Te,,fitorial patent funds have'been created 'in 29 of the largest
industrial centers in the zountry including Leningrad, Gor'kiy, Rostov-
na-Donu, Khabarovsk, Sverdlovsk, Yaroslavl, Ivanovo, Kiev, Kharkov,
Lugansk, Minsk, Alma-ALA, Tbilisi, Riga, Yerevan, Tashkent, and other
cities. On the average, the volume of each fund is 1.5-3 million
ihvention descriptions. These are also widely used by inventors in the
Soviet army and~navy. For example, many officers in the chest' and
military training institution of the Kiev garrison visit the terricorial
patent fund located in the Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of
Infor"ation. In 1970, 175 persons from the Nlitary Academy imeni
Mozhaysk visitedthe Leningrad patent center in order to study new
technology items.

Branch patent funds are created at enterprises, in organizations,
,and in central branch organs of information including military training
institutions., Thus, the fund of the Red Banner Military Academy of
Chemical Protection contains several thousand descriptions of domestic
and foreigninventions.

Sending out its information signal on new inventions, the TsNIIPI
publishes various indexes (systematic, alphabet-name, numerical) and
sBpecial bulletins on changes taking place during Lhe year inthe national
patent funds.

IIr
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Information-search systems, complex automated information
processing systems, electronic digital computers, automatic
systems for indexing and sel~etive distribution of signal
information - all of this today is at the service, of our
country's patent activities.

Actually, the information signal is a periodically published item
in the Russian language containing the basic data on inventions (designa-
tion, short resume, and one of the sketches). The information is
published in subject issues according to the international classification
of inventions.
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•This 1£fifrmatioP--ii studied ast- eterprisei where neCessary-materials
are taken out and an order f6rwirded for-copies' to the centra1 informition-
organ (or main-patent center) which dupli:cates thim (particularly through
"the Patent enterprisa)I and dissemination of copies-sbf inyentioii descriptions
to the enterp'rises.

'In the performance zof ixpertiue• the information signal is. used 'o
obtain reference; -data necessary' tioconiduct -Var1iofs --type of retrpspective
analyses of patent do6umientation.

The USSR has a reference information -service -and•patent service in-
order to -sat tfy-the requests of .individual, enterprises-and orghii~zations.,
information as to the introduction of inventions, data-pn t01e aVailabi-lity
.of a patentfile,, requesAs to-have necessary translations .made, searches'
made in the fund, and so forth,. may be:-effitciently received through the
appropriate TsNIIPI services, thi Patent-enterprises, thrbugh t• VPTB,
and through the cpintral branch and territorial- interbranch information
-organs. Some subijects (alloys, lasers and .mssers, analogue-digital
converters, and others) are searched-by electronic computers using the
information-search system. In all, more than 220,000 documents have been
fedd into the electronic computer iiim-orJy.- In the- next few years, 'the scope-
of-problems carried out by thil information-computer-center oT the TsNIIPI-
will expand considerably and nidw.search systems will be put into use (for
example, on radar' electronic comnputers, and so, forth).

The successful use of the SPI in the country requires that the) TsNI-IPI
resolve a multiplicity of various-.probl'ems. If particular, one is the.
establishment of a complex system of automated processing of patent
documentation which will makeit possible to-expedite issuing information
to consumers. The need for a broad introduction of means of mechanization
and automation into patent-Information activities is the result of the
great size of the fund, the centinuing increase in-,the flow of new
incoming documents,-and the need' for an annual expertise to be made of
more than 100,000 invention requests.

The bibliographic information p0reparatioh and search service,
automatic systems of indexing and selective distribution of signal informa-
tion, the electronic computer translation of foreignpatent documentation,
and others ar... part of the complex system of patent documentation automated
-processing and handling.

The technical and economic investigations performed in the TsNIIPI
are of great practical sfgnificance. Their goal is to determine the
principles of using patents and other documentation to form the technical

Spolicies of branch industries, including forecasting of equipment develop-
ment. Considering that prognosis is one of the preparatory stages of
scientifically, based planning, the,-TsNIlPi has recently been giving much
attention-to the development of a methodology to use potent information
to forecast equipment development.

13
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"The favorable sales, of Soviet inventions- abroad and the ,successful
-use -of obtained-patents requires-a thorough analysis of foreign patenting
methods which- is impossible without -a deep-,study' of ýappropriate information
a4nd primarily o6f patt i t stics whi-h- will help reveal the laws in the
-div~iopment of forei;jn patent o6prati6hs against a background of general
-dmifistratfir cmeiroeition and the, structure ,of -foreign economic ties.

P- - -For this reason, legal, methodological, and other studies are also per-
-- . formed- in the TsNIIPI.

The, VPTB holds an important -place in the overall patent information
system; it Performs the completibn and.,scientific processing of the state.
funa1 of the USSR and fdreýigr doiintries.

It justifiably takes its place in 6he same rank with such univer-
sally known storehouses 8s the State Library imeni V. I. Lenin, the State
Public Scientific-Technical Library, the-State-Public Librarý imeni
Saltykov;-Shchedrin, and others., The state patent fund of the-USSR is
concentrated in it - a 0ollection of descriptions of inventions of
different countries collected over many years. Of the-13 million
descriptions counted fo the -world- f nd-, more than-eight -mi1lion- areý
stored on the shelves Of the VPTB and, moreover, hundreds of new documents
-come, in, every day.

The foundation of the-'USSR VPTB is the fund of domestic and foreign
patent- documentation, calculated at the present time at more than 36
million printed-units of 54 pages. Moreover, nearly one million'requests
for inventions submitted in the USSR are stored in the VPTB.

The basic direction in the scientific-methods activity of the VPTB
is that of rendering assistance to libraries, organs of scientific-technical
information and patent departments in scientific library-bibV~ographic
activity, the solution of Vital problems in the theory and practice ,of
bibliography and librarianship, and the dissemination of leading exper-
ience of libraries, territbrial and branch organs of scientific-technical
'information, enterprises, and organizations. The VPTB does this by
preparing and conducting all-union and occupation-type assemblies and

c. seminars, provides individual and group consultations, and so forth.

The dissemination of informationa! activity is carried -out by one
of the largest specialized production-polygraph enterprises, Pate•t-.
which was developed in 1966 aiid is now wellknown not only inside the )USSR
but also abroad. Because of the servicej of this enterprise, hundreds of
thousands of engincers, scientists, inventors, and efficiency ei:per,1s,
including the military onea, now have the possibility, yith6ýt turntng
to the VPTB,, to obtain copies of patent materials necessvary kqr work'.

The Patent has a wide network of affiliates in the copitals of
the union republics and in major industrial centers, has I;arge electrography
and microphotocopying shops which are able to produce 500 million micro-
photocopy frames, 20 million pages of electrophotographic copies, and more
than 120 million imprinted sheets of printed matter annually.
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The acti'Vity of the enterprise is detmrained by the placew1which it
hoh•s in the sa-union system of patent information. It has the mission
of filling the,"ranch and territorial funds, duplication, copying, and
dissemination 6f literature, and of providing patent services to enter-
prises, organizations, and individuals.

The Patent workers, on a coat accounting'basis, fill out request
materials for suggested inventions, industrial samples and trademarks, and
patezt clarity 6f export items. Their task also includes rendering
assistance to ente;prises inasolving organizational and methods problems
associated with-patent and license-activities. A special department is
engaged in prfocesing documentatton to patent Soviet inventions abroad.
ts workers provde comprehensive assistance in the compilation of

descriptions of inventions ,nd the preparation of graphic materials
according to the laws and- regulations of the coun-try in which the given
irivention is to bapatented, in translating the requests of domestic
inventors-into foreign languages, in reprinting the texts of description6,
in editing, and .other activities.

In order to ready qualified specialists, A Central Institute to
improve the qualifications of supervisory personnel and national economy
specialists in patent activities and Higher State courses to raise the
qualifications of supervisory engineer-technical and scientific workers
on matters bf patent afid inventions have been created and are in opera--tion in the Couuitiýtee on Matters of Inventions.

In the'past three years, several thousand national economy
specialists• including many military specialists, have• gone through
retraining in the-qualification improvement system.

Large and responsible tasks face the inventors and efficiency
experts in the new Five-Year Plan. V. I. Lenin state. that socialism is
unthir.kable without equipment -built according to the latest word of
science. This is why the matter of providing the multi-thousand army
of sci-entific and -technical workers with information on the most/important
achievemento in ail fields of the national economy is an importilht con-
tribution into thezsuccessful implementation of the decisions of the 24th
CPSU Congress.
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ELECTRIC MOTORS OF THE FIVE-YEARPLAN (pp 4-5)

The following is stated in the'Directives of the 24th CPSU
Corgress: "To master the production of a new series of
lectric motors for general industrial application with

improved weight, technological, and operating indexes, and
with a wide range of power to include small motors and
micromotors.- To- support -the -development -and series produc-
tion of electric motors, electrical apparatus, and cable
items with consideration for the specifics of agricultural
production." Our correspondent, Engineer Colonel L. Karnozov,
asked the chief design engineer of the Moscow Electrotechnical
Plant imeni Vladimir Il'ich, candidate of technical sciences
and laureate of the state premium,, V. I. Radin, to describe
the work of design engineers in resolving these problems and
also to describe some of the products manufactured by the
plant.

At the present time, industry is producing a large amount of
various types of electric motors. -Some of them are ver" expensive to
produce, romplex in operation, and most important, no longer respond
to moderfn requirements.

Currently, several organizations headed by the 'll-Union Scien-
tific Research Institute of Electromechanics under the,-supervision of
academician A. G. Iosif'yan ar. -developing a unified series of 4A
electrical motors intended for ,mass production. Along with, this, the
task has been set to improve the technological indexes of the electric
motors and at least cut the labor consumption for their production in
Riif.

1it is necessary to mention- that the requirements presented to
the macl~nes of this series were reviewed by representatives of the
CEMA,coantries. The newest electrical motors will be developed with a
consider)Aon for the industrial interests of all ,cov'-:ries in the
sqq'it>* ' comity.
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Our plant has been conimssioned to develop motors of three sizes
with a power ofmore than 100 kilowetts. We have already designed and
builf moOls whfih are currently. undergoing factory testing.

All, of ,thc-machinery willkbe produced in two types:, closed and
protected. For the first time 1n the world, we will be using a completely
new system of ventilation in th6 closed type electric motors, with 'the
result that in their technical-economic indexes, they now considerably
surpass the best models of foreign firms. Whereas earlier only the
stator of motors of this power was ventilated, air is now also blown
through the rotor. This has reducedithe~heating of windings by 36-40
percent.

The protected type machines also have a new look. They have a
welded construction. This has sharply reduced labor consumption and
metal consumption. But the main advantages are that we have been able to
develop a totally extraordinary bedplate~i Its design fundamentally
changes the technology of manufacturing the machines as a whole.

The-new machines are extremely convenient in operation. All one
has to do is to open the upper housing to inspect the condition of the
rotor, the bearings', or to remove dust from the windings. The production
of these electric motors will begin in 1973 and the entire 4A series will
be assimilated by 1975.

Our A3 series of electric motors have also received a high rating;
they are currently under production. They were the first in the country
to receive the state quality emblem. State quality emblems were given to
18 types of electrical machines produced by theplant. The collective is
proud of the fact that the plant's products arecurrently exported to 67
coufitries in the world.

'Speaking of the work of design engineers, we cannot avoid mentioning
the achievements made by the entire plant, since we design engineers are
only a small part of this huge collective.

The five-year task to increase labor productivity was fulfilled
ahead of time, on 20 November 1969, because of the persistent daily work
to raise production quality, to introduce the latest achievements of
science and technology into production, to improve technical processes, to
mechanize production, and to make use of interproduction potentials.

In preparing a worthy greeting for the 24th CPSU Congress, the
plant's workers also completed the five-year-task of production volume
ahead of schedule. During theEighth Five-Year Plan, the plant's

* collective manufactured hundreds of millions of rubles worth of products,
including above-plan by several million.

Bec&use of the high indexes in socialist competition in honor of

the 50th anniversary of the Soviet Goverrment, the plant was permanently
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granted the Memorial Banner of the CPSU Central Committee, the Presidium
of the USSR Supreme Soviet, the USSR Council of Ministers, and the All-
,Union Central Trade Union Council. In marking the '100th anniversary of
V. I. Lenin's birth, the plant's collectivei, as the winners in the All-
Union socialist competition, received the Lenin Jubilee Honorary Certifi-
cate. The Jubilee medal "For valiant labor in marking the 100th anni-
versary of V. I., Lenin's birth" was given to 775 shock workers of
communist labor anda'production innovators. On 4 January 1971, the Order
of the October Revolution glistened brightly rn the plant's banner along-
side of the Order of Lenin and the Order of- Laborr 1ed Banner.

For 14 months in a row now, the plant has won first place and the
challenge Red Banner as winners in the All-Union socialist competition
among enterprise collectives of our branch of the national economy.

I'o
S 4 ,

The 200-kilowatt electric motor of the unified 4A series.

The design engineers of the plant have also made a noteworthy
contribution into these successes. 'It ,is impossible toc mention everything,
but it i's necessary to pause on some of the works carried out on world
standard levels. For example, the AKP electric motor, developed for the
powerful presses of the Volga Motor Vehicle Plant, is worthy of attention.
Italian firms were initially, against installing these machines, but com-
parative tedsts performed in Italy showed that our motors sA-rpassed foreign
motors in all indexes. As a result, the Italians not only refrained from
delivering their electric motors to the Soviet Union, but began to purchase
our xmotorps 'to re-equip the presses in Italy.

Thie powerful VASV electric motors are used in the nonreducer drives
of coolinig tower fans which were built to cool spent water and which are
used at ghemical pllants and thermal electric power plants. If we take
into, con.4ideratia.c-iat in the enti're world, and including theýUSSR, the
cooling týower fofns which make but several tens of revolutions per minute
always 'had',.o.ly reducer-type drives, then we must admit that this work by
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the prant's design engineers is a greai., ep foword in the matter, of
cooling tower construction.

The essence of the prob'lem lies in tAi lfcliowing. :A fa• wtth
blades which sometimes reach a diameter of 20 q,,Aers, is installeq, ab6ve
the cooling tower water reservoir. A high-revolvtlon electric niOtor i16
mounted in the upper part of the cooling tower w1hWt is several 'dzen
meters in height. A very long shaft, which has to b54,:sipporteo by -a
large number of bearings, leads down to 'the reducer.

We were able to develop powerful low-revolution electricmdtotrs,
Their weight is relativelyX0low because they are co6led by the wac6r whichb
passes through the hollow'rods of the-'rotors. These machines are inste')led
at the bottom of the gooling tower, right at the fan, rather than ht .the
top. There is no longer a need for cumbersome transmission and complex
reducers whose service life do, not exceed 2,500 hours.

The drive now operates for 25,000 hours and"the economic effect is,
counted-in millions of rubles. The power of the largest electric motor
is 800 kilowatts and it makes only '75 revolutions per minute. These
machines are now being widely used in the USSR as well as abroad.

'A'

Turn-over device to place the stator into the housing of an
electric motor.

As we know, the:.24th CPSU Congress devoted great attention to the
development of agricultýural produc.ion.

In association with thi'3, we were given the task to ensure the
development andseries production of electric motors and necessary
electrical machinery, taking the specifics of agricultural production
into account. In solving it, this year we will manufacture a series of
ABP gasoline-electric units for the distant pastures. They will help to
pull water out of wells. Even now, the plant is manufacturing small
electric power plants of 2.4 and 8 kilowatts which are widely used for
the electrical shearing of sheep.
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Thus, our plant's collective is garrying out the tasks set by the
24th CPSU Congress.
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EXPENDITURES ARE AMORTIZED (pp 6-7)

Engineer Colonel (Reserves)' A. Lopatin,
chief of the office of scientific .organization

of labor and production control

'Informatibn on competition to introduce the most rational equipping
of work places announced by the editoriasl office of the magazine "T~ch-

-nology-And-Armamnt," the Department of 1Inventiois of, the USSR Ministry
of 'Defense, the Central Council.of 'the All-UnionSociety of Inventors and
Efficiency Exports (VOIR], and the director's"office of the Exhibition
of Achievements of the National Economy of the USSR,[VDNKhJ reached our
enterprise Just after we had begun reequipping work places according to
requirements of tho scientific-organ'iztion of lIboi [NOT]. Business-like
discussions were underway at the shop NOT councils, at the Ckul'man]j
of the technical department's designoffice, and directly at the work
places as to what the equipment shodld be like,-sttidies.were made of theL results of test model use, and ouggestions ý nviewed pertaining to their'
improvement. Naturally, the greatestactivfty'in these discussions was
on the part of the efficiency experts -- the active members of the.NOT
councils and creative work teams.,

An element of competitiveness was introduced into this work, of
introducing rational equipping'of work places arndthe activity of
production efficiency experts and innovators becatte even more enlivtned.

Now, when a significart part of these concepts heve, been iwple-ý
mented and proven in practice, certain totars may be dratn up -as to •the

5 participation-in this compefition and to share' the experience of equipping
work places of leading professions with progressive gear. For examplei
in developing the work place for a lathe operator, particularly for a
,general-purpose lathe operator, use was'made of the experience gained by
VOIR members during temporary duty assignments at the USSR VDN~hi 'at
industrial enterprises, and in specialized scientific-research organizations.

Moreover, for ,several years now our enterprise has bteih a constant
subscriber to prospectuses, catalogs, cards, informastion bulletins,
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thematic plans, and other informational publications of the State
Scientific Research-Institute of Scientific and Technical Information,
the LTsBTI (Leningrad Central Office of Technical lnformation -

the USSR VDNKh, and a numbek of departmental information institutes,
This has made it possible to stay on top of 811 new items, promptly
receive not only necessary information but also working drawings of
"progressive equipment uind adaptations of interestl to us.

At the time we begin designing the work placesb of machine tool
operators, we a'ready yhad in our possession working diagrams of the
lathe operator and milling machine operator tool chests exhibited at the
USSR VDNKh, as wel••'as information,ý including technical documentation,
from a number of industrial. entk)rprises concerning individual types of
mAchine tool operator work pjljce gear which had already proven itself in
practice,-

However, the specifics of our enterprise is that it has a large
andifrequently changing lisý; numbering in the hundreds, of manufactured
complex equipment. This dedands that there be a large-number of various
tools and engineering-gear at each work place which prevented us from
acceptihg and intrdiciig onhe of the existing "one for oni."-

Therefore, it was decided to develop that type of equipage for
the work place of the lathe operators which would use praceice-approved
deeigný and which would respond to our conditions. Much work had to be
done. It was first necessary to determine what gear and tools, and in'
what amounts, had to-be available at the work place during a shift; we
made up a list, and used models and test samples to determine the most
feasible place of tool chest location. After final corrections ha4dub'en
made,-projects were developed and samples made. In the final stage, we
published- an album on -the organization of' lathe operation and milling
machine- operator work places in which we,placed the list and drawings of
gear and tools kept, at the-work place, and ih the toolroom of the. shop..
The albums also contained reference materials: the plan of the work
place, reference data on technical equip~ient, operating and instruction
charts for different cutting-stages, and tolerance and shrinkage charts,.
Ln active part in the development of, the albums was taken by efficiency
experts euployed by the Soviet army M. Zobkov, Ye. Rogov, A.,Gubanovi
and V. Panyushkin, Soviet army employees I. Boykov, M. Zuyev, and many
others.

We will describe some of the elements of equipping the work sites

introduced at our enterpiise.

The general-purpose lathe operator tool chest for two-shift

operation (figure 1) is made from sheet steel. Its top is covered with
plastic. Inside, it is divided'into two sections by a vertical separator;
each section has ict own door and is intended for one worker.
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Each s-etion of the tool chest has ten drawers and a pallet. The
-height of eight drawers is 45 nm, which excludes placement of tools in
other than one row. The height of the upper and lower drawers is 100 m.
The upper drawer is used to store metering tools in appropriate cases and
the lower drawer and pallet are for larger gear and auxiliary materials,,

The replaceable separators in the drawers form compartments of
vAriiu6s:size. Each drawer and the pallet can hold 20 kg. They move out
on rollers and havesa stop device. The doors open 180 degrees and each
has a separate bar lock. Each door .1so has places on its inner side in
which to store alxiliary gear. There- are also two pockets to hold various
reference materials.

The receiving table, differing from that recommended by the
competition, is fixed in plaLe according to the shop:s plan. Instead
of wheels, it has adjustable screws po that it can be set -at a convenient
work height.

Billets apd readied parts are. tansported by a special rack-cart
-with- -three- racks; 'the- height-of -eaclai-corre -sponds--to -the shelf height, of

the receiving table (figure 2). The upper shelves are hinged to facili-
tate placement of 'large-size itemr on the cart. At the milling machine
operator work placte:s.the-.16wer shelf can be pulled out.

The- stand to which layouts can be fastened at the lathe operator
work place is also made differently (figure 3). It is brought Out from,
the tool chest to the front headstock of the lathe. It is made in, this
way because, as experience shows, it is inconvenient for the-worker to
turn toward the tool chest each time he has to use the layout. The lower
shelf of the stand to which the layout is fastened is used to store meter-
ing and auxiliary tools necessary for work. The author of this design is
Engineer Majc'.r V. Loyko.

In addition to the equipment which is directly at each machine tool
operator work place, group equipment has been made -and introduced at the
enterprise for each specialized sector. For examle, the very simjile beds
welded from 'angle iron for large-size items (faceplates, chucks, stays) are
very convenient. They substantially help 'to reduce preparatory and
finishing time, improve work conditions, and raise labor productivity and
standards. They were developediby Soviet army worker Yu. Gaydukov and,
Soviet army employee -M. Zuyev.

At the suggestion of Soviet army employee V. Shekhovtsev, a test
model of a special des"Ign roller conveyer was installed at the milling
machine operator wbifk place; it runs under machine tool jaws weighing up
'to 65 kilograms. The introduction of this suggestion significantly eased
the effort of the worker and raised labor productivity by reducing pre-
paratory-finishing time by 24 minutes per shift on the average.

All in all, the expenditures to remodel the machine tool operator
work places and the introduction of progressive gear provides an economic
effect of four rubles for each ruble spent.
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IMuch work was also done in tquippingmetalworkerwork places. In

particular, a work bench for twd-Olaces (figure 4) was introduced at thet
enterprise for metalworker-assemblers and a movable workbench (figure 5)
for the metalworker-repairman; these were made according to competition
recommendations.

*'For those metalworkers who are engaged ii final assembly and use
only wr.nches of varying sizes, Engineer Major N. Puzyrev developed a
convenient ,and compact workbench with movable (hinge4 shelves for a

complete assortment of wrenches. Special work pl-_,es with boxes for
tools were also made for the metalworker-electrical aisemblers.

It wouid be desirable if this competition was but the beginning of
creative efficiency expert thought directed toward introducing NOT
elements not only to the work places of production worKers, but also to
improve auxiliary operations without which complex implementation of NOT
'rt an enterprise is senseless. A broad field of activity opens up before
the efficiency experts. For example, at our enterprise we have introduced
clamp-carts to transport heavy billets, which was suggested by Soviet
ar my:orker V. Oeyukht!; a device to measure the beding of criane bo6ms as
developed by Soviet army worker Yu. Gaydukov and Soviet army employee
A. Mitrofanenko; "•open book" racks for the tool shops, with the design
borrowed from the Tashsel'mash plant; and so forth.

Problems still remain to be solved in the rationalization and
mechanization of warehouse operations and finishing shops, warehouse and
,intershop containers,'mechanization of the clean-up of premises and
briquetting of metal shavings, washing of floors and windows in production.
shops, and many others.
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WORK PLACES (pp 7-8)

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel'M. Gamanilin

Taking part in the competition, our enterprise's collective,
along with the introduction of more efficient equipping of work places
'for metalsmiths, radio repairmen, welders, lathe operators, and elec-
trical assemblers is doing much work to create specialized work places,
-the introduction--of which -has made- possible a savings- of -more than
10,000 rubles a year.

Following are descriptions of some of them.

The workbench for the compressor rotor wheel repair metalsmith
(figure 1) is welded together from steel pipes, channel iron, and
angle iron. Two rotating-fixing devices are mounted on the table top
lined with plastic. These devices select and fix the compressor wheel
in a position most convenient for the repairman.

Repair and metering tools are kept in two drawers. For handling
conveiience, they are placed on rotating shelves fastened to the table top.
Repair- operations (depending on the nature of the work) can be• carried out
either standing or sitting. The workbench is designed for simultaneous
use-by two persons. Its dimensions are 2150 x 1250 x 970 mm.

The workbench of the compressor stator directional apparatus
repair work (figure 2) consists of a frame welded together from steel
pipes and angle iron. A rotating-fixing device with two degrees of
freedom is mounted on it; it helps set the apparatus in the most con-
venient working position.

A small chest with four drawers for tools is fastened to the
right side of the frame. Its upper part is faced with plastic. The
workbench dimensions are 1600 x 1150 x 935 mm.

The workbench for the oil unit and drive repair metalsmith
(figure 3) is designed for the simultaneous use by two individuals. It
is welded together from steel angles and sheets. Its upper panel is
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made in the form of a ,palette (to collect oil), and coveredi'ovei with a
perforated. sheet of rustproof steel0 Two• rotating-fixing`devi6ces arej fastened to the frame; ,they ensure placement of the unit-to be disassem-
bled in'themost convenient working position., The frame also has a set
of adapters and tools necessary to disa~ssemble elements&of the iznits and
drives. If the unit is disdstembied .~n a position set out beyond the
limits of the panel, then there are piVoting •trays, kept under the frame,
to collect the oil.

Tools are kept in two metal drawers installed in the central part
of the frame. Large-size tools -nd devices are kept on' wo open panels
of the lower tier. The dimensions' of the ,workbench are 2250 x 110,0x,
1200 mn.

The workbench of the oil uniitmetelsmith-assembler is similarly
equipped. The,,only~difference is that along the, rear edge there are
small cassettes made from organic glass with lids fer the Storage of
assembled. units.

The workbench for the compressor stator housing repair metalsmith
(figure 4,) is made from steel pipes and- sheets. It is made in- the 1form
of a large socket set on a crosspiece to the ends of which are fastened
wheels weight line. The upper part of this socket has a rotating support
for the unit to be repaired and can be fixed to the necessary position
;by a foot pedal. The workbench is kept from moving across the floor by
two set screws. Ixts dimensions are 1200,x 1020 x 680 mm.

The workbench of tha paint method defectoscope soperator (figure 5)
consists of a welded frame and panel faced with plastic. A round table
is mounted in the center of the panel and it also is Zqced with plastic.
The exhaust ventilation receiver, made from oiganic glass on a tubulai
frame, is located to the rear; it ensures normal illumination of the
workbench. ýA two-door chest with shelves on which to store production
equipment and expendable materials, is built into the center pf the table.
Two defectoscope operators can work at the workbench simultaneously. Its
dimensions are 2200 x 1190 x 1000 mm.
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WITH A CONSIDERATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES (pp 8-9)

Lieutenant Colonel N. Tamanov

The repairmen, of the Order of Lenin Leningrad Military District,
taking part in the competition announced-by the editors of the "Tekhnika
£ Vooruzheniye" magazine,'the Department of Inventions of the USSR
Ministry of Defense, theý VOIR Central Councili and the management of the-
USSR VDNKh have introduced many convenient work places developed through
the active participation of efficiency experts -and with considerations of
the features of repair technology. These workbenches areýmade according
to requirements of scientific organization of lab6r und their design
features, in our estimation, may be of interest to other repair chasti
and enterprises.

The workbench of the electrical unit repair metalsmit1i.'(figure 1)
is a wooden table with legs made from metal shapes. The cover, 1, is
faced with plastic. The item to be repaired is placqd on a rubber mat, 2.
Drawers, 4, for tools, fastenings, and small parts ore 166ated on the
right-hand side of the table. The electric power eiupply rnd fusetpanel,
7, is mounted on the side wall. A small can for technical waste !s mounted
on either the right or the left side. The table's shelves, 6, ar;e cut out
for leg space. Auxiliary equipment is placed on the side insert! shelves,
3: devices to burn off insulation-from leads, a place for indufitrial
liquids, andsothers. This kind of workbench provides maximum convenience
for work and the metalsmith does not have to make any unnecessary motions.

The metalsniith workbench is also simple and convenient for work
(figure 2). Its frame is welded from steel angles. The side walls, 1,
are made from sheet steel. The table top, 6, is faced with duraluminum..
The screen, 5, is made from metal screening. A lamp, 4, is fastened to
the screen's frame. There is a box, 2, on the left side of the table
for auxiliary devices and it has a pocket, 3, in which technical documents
are stored. The workbench is mounted on legs, 8, with metal tips. There
is a console-type seat, 7, which can be moved and whicb also rotates. The
tool boxes, 9, are oompletely pivotable.
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A cabinet tob store small pýitts and fi'stenings is shown in figure 3..
Its- frame is welded from pipes arid steel angles. The drawers are made so
they can rotate 180 degrees on,.j horizontal axis. Such 'a cabinet takes
ýup but littl~e space and is con~venient to use.

A special work~place has been equipped at one of the repair enter-
prises for checking and sorting standard parts and fastenings (figure 4).
It consists of a horseshoe-shaped table, 3. The sideboards, 7, which
are 30 mm high, form a tub, 6, in'which the parts are placedi There are
openings, 4, cut into the inner part of the table which lead into ,troughs,
2. A metal basket, 1, 500,x 250 x 180 mm in size, are,,placed under each

Work carAo e hl n or~seated on stool, 5. After
parts and f astenings have bee~n wa Ned; "&j 'a'rf 'deli'vered t~o -the table
and -ld~~i~ijq,:q~,,, e chcig them, the sorter drops the
itmýitqhA~r~~-toe the numiber of which are set
accordingý,to the nature of eprduction.

,gpgifpn increase-in productive, labor and
repir-ua y~throughkth.int uatibii 6f a workbenich-for' the radio

assemblqr ;ppirLpg untis_(fgr, '5)> It'is'a table consisting of' a
tuua~~tmq.J-yt p,,helf, ;3, power'ad'lstibution panel', 2, three
drwr~yjA5,oplpjhl and bo'x''7, for small waste. The

tab.er.d. ý9 .
ta 'p.ji~p~ye lmnedjasc The 'item to be' repaired

A set of tools is kept in the upper box, th 'e center-one has a bin
,for smaj1ljpA~t .an4.'As*enings,, and the lower one'is used for various

g~a~c rds, unicovers AM so forth).,

wiidd ýth equýipment necessary to repair
mechnicl eemets of units, tiaviily-i a smal'l-siz6 portabl'e drill stand

for drilling, openings from 0.'s31to 5 ns, a device with a flexible' shaft
to %-j all,~4i dijerhoeinad-to-reach places, a vise- with

mo0v 4 beti% tI Al... , jý- Fý hod 'small parts 'for m~etalworking, a device for
remoing 2 ancýnstalipg,oitis in~to hinged parts,, and a device with a set

of clqqps,.,tq wo rýptnheads and 'to 'fifi~1h off the'pins. ,All of, this is
kept on a shelf, 3.' The set ~ca'n 8e' changed and 'added to' depending on the
type and designation of the up~.# to be repaired.
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PREL.IMINARY TOTALS (p 9)

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel (Reserves) V. Prosekov

Preliminary competition totals on the introduction of rational
equipping',of work places have been drawn up at a number of enterprises
engaged in the •repoir of motor tractor equipment.

Thus, at one of the enterprises, 24 work places have been equipped
according to the requirements of scientific organization of labor for
specialists of various professions. Labor produc ivity increased by
5-8 percent at those work areas where they have been introduced. At the
presenh Ltime, thejcreative work brigades are developing equipment and
accessories for 34 more specialized work places, including those for the
disassembly of transmissions and repair of the piston and connecting rod
groups.

According to competition requirements, all workbenches of the
.electrical assemblers have been equipped at another enterprise, 80 percent
of the lathe operator work places have been equipped, and the introduction
of recommended equippage for the work places of metalsmiths and welders
is under completion.

Efficiency experts are actively participating in the competition.
For example, they have introduced a design to equip the welding area in
,the engine repair department, the work places along the gear box and
universal Joint assembly line, and a rebuilding of the spring assembly
line.

The command element of one of the repair chasti included the work
to introduce rational equipping of work places into the organizationa.,
technical measures plan to provide for improved productibn efficiency for
1971. As of now, 68 percent of the equipment made according to competi-
ti~on recommendations has been introduced. It was also decided to
develop individual projects,,pplicable to the conditions of the chast'
and to introduce equipment which would improve the working conditions for
auxiliary workers.
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THE HEIRS OF COMBAT GLORY (pp

Lieutenant Colonel (Reserves) F. Levshin

In my files there is a photograph which shbws the attack of T-34's
of the Guards Kantemirov soyedineniye during battle at the Kursk arc. As
photographer for the Krasnaya Zvezda, I also met with the men from this
soyedineniye during the Stalingrad battles and in the final days of the
war when they moved from the Dresden area to'help the inhabitants of
Prague who had taken up arms against the fascist invaders-.

More than a quarter Of a century has gone by since therr, How the
new generation of tank men are carrying out their duty to the, homeland!'
Are they following the heroic traditions of the frontline personnel? A
direct answer: with honor. Ibecame,convinced of this after recently
visiting a famed division, particularly the company which is commanded by
Guards Lieutenant M. Klishin. 'Inspired by the histbric decisions of the
24th CPSU Congressi. the men are persistently, with full stress of morar.
and physical strength, mastering' the art of winning.

The combat vehicles speed ahead at top' speed (1). The senior
officer, in checking driving, commented "outstanding" witL satisfaction.
This word for the young tank men has a sound of respect f'r 'their
successes.

Modern tanks are able to cross deep and wide rivets. Firm skills,'
acquired during training at the water pr6ving grounds, are essential 'for
this. In the photo ,(2), the crews receive instructions prior to the
beginning of the exercise. The mobile shop (3) was set up nearby. The
repairmen' hlp, the c&ws •toz ready the tanks for water driving. It has
now become a ,tradition ,in the division to bring out the repai'rfacilities
for every fie'd-,cxzrcisdein which the hardware is used. This, is just one
more example iihdicatirg blow stubbornly the men of this soyedineniye are
struggling for high fid!Xt skills.

On the signal of the sianeuver director, the- kirst tank confidently
moves into the water. Behind it come the second, thie third ... (4). A
few minutes have gone by and the company, in full pomplement, has moved
to the other shore.
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The great effort by the Officers-instructors, party and Komsomol
organizations, and of each soldier is finally crowned with success. The
deputy company commander for technical matters, Guards Engineer Lieutenant
A. Golik (5), puts quite a bit into the collective effort. This erudite
specialist, he has served, for just a little more than one year, is
industrious. demanding to himself and his subordinates, and has earned
deserved prestige. Just as required, he teaches the tank men to carry out
complex exercises (6) and ably organizes the technical maintenance of
armored equipment (7).

The field exercises -are over. Company personnel return to the
post. Now they-have to prepare for political studies. They are studying
the materials of the 24th CPSU Congress (8). The Kantemirov personnel are
full of desire to implement the plans of the Lenin party to further
strengthen the defensive might of the beloved homeland.
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RADIOISOTOPIC GENERATORS (pp 12-14)

D. Krivozub, professor, doctor of technical sciences

The discovery of radioactive substances has led to the wide use of
natural and artificial'isotopes in various branches of science aid tech-
nology. In particular, they are used in electric energy generators in
-such- branches -as -power engineering.

It is known that the disintegration of atomic nuclei is accom-
panied by the separation of kinetic energy possessing alpha-particles
(positively charged nuclei of helium) or beta-particles (electrons) and
by quanta of electromagnetic energy (gamma-protons). The simultaneous
emission is possible of these particles with an overabuv4ance of one of
them. As they are absorbed in substances, there is a conL-ouous emission
of heat energy. However, not all of this can be utilized for direct
conversion into electric energy. Only half of the gamma-ray energy is
used, since hard gamma-quanta depart beyond the confines of even a
massive generator. When beta-disintegration occurs, only one-third of
the energy is carried off by these paiticles; the rekt of these are
neutrino.. The energy of alpha-disintegration is large (approximately
5-6 Mev for one disintegration) and these radioisotopes are usually the
best fuel for radioisotopic electrogenerators (RIEG or RIG). Biological
protection is quite simple since the run of the alphd-particles terminates
inside the radioisotopic substance itself. Unfortunately, many of the
alpha-radioisotopes have a small half-life T (the time during which one-
half of the initial product disintegrates).

Radioisotopic materials for \he RIG must possess high specific
power, low cost, a sufficiently large half-life, must not react with the
meterial of the ampule in which they are confined, with water or air,
must-not dissolve in it, must have heat, chemical, and radiation
stability and high heat conductivity, must contain an insignificant amount
of admixtures with hard radiation, and must have a very high mechanical
sturdiness.

More than 1,000 radioactive isotopes are known. But only about 50

of them are characterized as practically applicable half-life (from 100
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days to 10'years and more). Table 1 gives the characteristics for the
more usable isotopes. It can be seen from this table that the first four
radioisotopes - "short-lived" - have a rather high specific heat power
Rt. The remaining three belong to the "long-life" and they have a much
smaller Rt, but they are very effective for RIG intended for long-term
operation without recharging.

Table 1

Parameters Co-60 Ce-144 Po-210 Cm-242 Sr-90 Cs-137 Pu-238

Half-life T,
in years 5.27 0.78 0.378 0.45 27.1 29.7 36.4

Type of
disintegration

Specific heat power

Pt,, watts/gram 17.-5 26.7 141 120 0.94 0.41 0.58

Specific weight
activity
Pa, curie/gram 1,130 3,180 4;500 3,310 142 87 i7

Specific energetic
activity
Pe, curie/watt 65 120 31.4 27.6 150 215 30.3

Type of bond metal CeO 2  metal Cm203` Sr TiO3 glass PuO2

Note: One curie corresponds to 3.7 ' I010 disintegration in one second.
r This amount of disintegration gives one gram of radium.

Electric energy may be obtained in various ways with the use of
radioisotopes - by direct charge (atomic batteries), thermoelectric,
thermoion, and dynamic. In obtaining electric energy by the first method
(figure 1a), the atomic battery uses a rod covered with a beta-emitter
.isolated in the center of a metal beaker. The departing electrons
negatively charge the walls of the beaker, the rod receives a positive
potential. In the developing process, the beta-particles have to move
against the forces of the electrical fiele. Such elements have a high
voltage, a current of several microamperes, and a power on the order of
a milliwatt.

The thermoelectric electric method (U1F"re ib) to obtain electric
energy with the use of isotopes is that the isotope is placed within a
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metal ampule; hot welds of semiconductor convertors of heat into electtic
energy are pressed against the outside walls of the ampule. The cold
welds mak6 contact with the cooler or biological protection. Such.RIG
are quite-efficient when it is necessary to obtain power from several
watts to 0.5 kilowatts.,

The thermoionic (thermoemission) method (figure lc): one of the
* cylindrical tubes,, tube 8 for example, is heated by an isotope placed in

it to a temperature of 1700-20000 K while the temperature of the other
is maintained 3-4 times lower. The inner tube (cathode) then emits
'electrons and acquires a higher potential than the outer one (anode).
The vacuum gap between the tubes is 0.2-0.3 nm. Cesium vapors are fed
into the space to neutralize the inevitable volumetric negative charge
at the cathode. Generators of this type may develop a power of more than
0.5 kilowatts. However, they are inconvenient in that the narrow gap
between the electrodes becomes impure rather rapidly.

In the dynamic (turbogenerator) cycle (figure ld), the isotope
placed in the heat unit 5 is heated by a heat conductor (nitrogen,
helium, liquid sodium). It enters into a turbine which has an electro-
generator on its shaft. The heat conductor is subsequently cooled in
a condenser and then fed to the heat exchanger by a compressor or pump.
This principle may be used to build an RIG with a power of several
kilowatts. However, they are more complex and less dependable since.they
contain rotating machine elements.

Primary attention' is currently given to thermoelectric RIG which
have an energy capacity of approximately tw6 orders higher than the
electrochemical sources. These are devices with internal .heat sources,
the number of which_ cduce as a result of disintegration of radioisotope
nuclei. The temperature distribution within the device depends on the
nature of heat transmission (heatconductivity or emission) and the
method of heat. exchange with the ambient medium (convection oi contact
bond). These RIG use thermoelements in the shape of rods, for example,
20 mm high and a cross-section, of 5 x 5 nmunpossessing a holed (p) electron
(n) conductivity. When one end is heated and the other end is cooled,
'there is a temperature drop AT with the result that an electromotive
force is stimulated E = x I 6T, where x is. the Zeebek coefficient. 'Low
temperature thermoelements are differentiated (temperature of the 'hbt
weld Tr up to 3000 C), intermediate temperature (Tr - 300 4 7000 oC),
and high temperature (Tr>7000 C). The first one is used most frequently
and it is made on the basis of tri-alloys by means of cold pressing:
Bi2 Te 3 + Sb2 Te 3 for r-elements and Bi 2 Te 3 + ,Bi2 Se3 for n-elements.
They possess a resource of more than 50,000 hours. In addition to this,
the thermoelement is characterized by good specific electrical conduc-
tivity l, a specific heat conductivity X , a quality factor of

These parameters change significantly when there is a change in Tr
(figure 2) and, moreover, not identically for elements with different
types of conductivity. The efficiency of 'such converters depends
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substantially on the temperature drop and quality factor; in modern
semiconductor thermoelements, it can reach 12-15 percent.

The type r and n rods are connected in sequence in order to
obtain the necessaryelectromotive force and the ,subsequent windings
are in-parallel to develop the necessary current. So-called modules
are formed which possess, unfortunately, a rather high internal
electrical resistance. Another shortc~,ming of these converters lies
in the sharp voltage drop ai5 the load current (soft volt ampere
characteristic) is increased which requires voltage stabilization or
RIG operation in a rather limited regime.

The cylindrical isotopic block is located in the center of the
radioisotopic thermoelectric generator (figure 3) and is fastened in
the metal housing of the heat unit with a lid. The required directivity
of the heat flow takes place with the use bf insulating screens. The
thermoelectric battery can be located on the lower or upper end or on
the side surface of the heat unit (in this case, it represents a multi-
faceted prism). In-order to compensate for temperature stresses and
mechanical -tolerances, the "hot!' side of the thermal battery is placed
against the surface of the heat unit by means of a flexible heat cross-
over, which also simultaneously serves as tte electrical insulator. The
battery must be insulated from, the housing '*y biological protection. All
of this creates additional heat resistance. In order to improve heat
take-off and a reduction in- Tx (temperature of the housing contacting the
medium), the housing with its-biologidal protection is provided withribs. There, are no ribs on generators of this type which are intended

for use in water.

It is essential to note at this point that the most important part
of the generator is the heat unit. It must be able to withstand the
heaviest emergency situations, must have a very high mechanical sturdi-
ness (vibration strength and vibration stability), as well as stability
to high operating temperatures and powerful radiation fields.

The arrangement of one of the RIG, the "Angara" type, is shown
in figure 4. The basic data characterizing some of the domestic RIG are
given in Table 2.

Radioisotopic electrogenerators find their application in auto-
matic weather and other tracking stations,'in special non-serviced
installations, in space vehicles, and so forth.

The RIG have a number of advantages over other autonomous sources
of electric energy: high reliability, long operating life, and low
operating costs.

If rules. of radiation safety are observed, the operation of RIG
is completely harmless to the operating personnel.
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The relatively high specific weight of the RIG is compensated by
their output of a large specific energy which is considerably higher than
that of storage batteries.

Table 2

Characteristics Beta-i Beta-2 Beta-3 Beta-S "Efir" "Angara"

Isotopes Ce-144 Sr-90 Sr-90 Sr-90 Sr-90 Sr-90
Activity A, curie 17,500 22,000 40,000 31,000 100,000 40,000

Heat power Pt, watts 135 148 260 200 690 260

Electrical power Pe,
watts 5 7 12 10 30 12
Electromotive force E,
volts 6.5 7.9 21.2 10.5 37112 24.4
Voltage U, volts 3.5 4 I2 6 21.4 12/6
Electrical capacity Q,
kwt-hý -- -- 880 880 i,060 1,050
Service life t, years 1 10 10 10 10 10

Weight G, kg 400/2100 130/500 250 150/500 250/: 120/600
10,000

Efficiency . 3.7 4.72 4.6 5 4.35 4.62
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Figure 1. Methods to convert, the ,energy of radioisotopes into electrical
energy (a -,direct charge, the element of an atomic battery is shown;
b - thermoelectric;, c - thermoionic; d - dynamic): 1 - radioactive
isotope; 2 - metal beaker; 3 - electrical insulation; 4 - electrical
load; 5 - heat dnit; 6 - semiconductor converter; 7 - cooler or
biological protection; 8 - inner tube (cathode); 9 - ou:tside tube
-(anode); 10 - coil (heat exchanger); 11 "- turbine; 12 !-, electrical
generator; 13 - condenser; 14 - compressor (or pump),.

Figure 2. The relationship of change in the Zeebeck coefficient dý,
the• specific electrical conductivity o,, and quality factor Z to
temperature for P of the semiconductor.

Figure 3. Diagram of a thermoelectric generator: I - lid of the heat
unit; ? - heat unit; 3 - isotopic unit; 4 - heat insulation; 5--
flexible heat cross-over with electrical insulation; 6 - thermoelectric
battery; 7 - housing with biological protection; 8 - generator lid.
Figure 4. Clinographic cross-section of the "Angara" radioisotopic

electrogenerator.
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POWER STEERING UNITS (pp 14-15)

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel I. Chaykovskiy

As the weight of vehicles increases, there is also an increase in
the effort necessary to turn the wheels',iparticularly when moving at low
speeds or when there is lower air pressure in the tires. However, it is
very difficult to turn the wheels of a parked vehicle even when there is
a relatively high air pressure in the tires (2-2.5 kilograms pelkr square
centimeter). An effort of 70-80 andCeven~more kilograms must be applied
to the turning wheels. It would seem that 611 that is necessary to ease
turning of the wheels would 'be to increase the gear ratio of the steering
mechanism. However, this worsens maneuverability and the energetic
exkpehdiiures for handling are-not reduced.

It was possible to resolve• this problem thfough the use of power
,steering which utilizes some of the engine power to.turn'the wheels.
The drýiver only has to apply an effort of some '12-15 kilograms to the
steering wheel., Additionally, the power steering unit substantially
'raises driving safety, particularly at high speeds and particularly when'
there is tire damage or a heavy impact by a wheel against an obstacle.
These, qualities are particularly important ,for ,wheeled military vehicles
which often have to be operated over destroyed roads and broken terrain.

In driving a vehicle with power steering, the driver expends
effort only to displace the slide valve inside the distributibn housing.
Howev'er, itis not desirable to overly reduce this effort becau"Ise the
driver nodlbnger "feels" the road - feels the resistance of wheel
turning. Therefore, the power unit is "hardened" - special elements
are introduced by means of which''the effort to be applied to the steering
wheel becomes proportional ,-o the angle of turn of the vehicle (to the
amount' of load on the power unit).

Hydraulic power units (figure 1) are the most widespread. Their
operating principles are -identical. But the design and placement of the
main element - supply pump, distributor, operating device (cylinder),
and steering wheel mechanism - depend on the type of vehicle.
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The GAZ-66, ZIL-130,; ZIL-131, URAL-375, and KAZ-608 vehicles use
standardized vaned double-action pumps activated from the engine crank-
shaft by a V-belt drive. The pump's sszety valve is computed for a
limiting pressure of' 65-70 kilograms per square centimeter. The passing
valve limits fluid circulation in the eystem during engine operation at
higher revolutions. Geared monotype pumps, driven -from the intermediate
shaft %' the gearbox, are used on the BTR-60P and BRDM-2 transporters.

The hydraulic power pump operates only'when the engine is on and
its efficiency depends on the number of crankshaft revolutions. This is
why vehicles which have power units' should never have the ehgines turned
off when under motion, for example, when poasting. Pump efficiency
reduces at low revolutions of the crankshaft and the effort applied to
the steering wheel increases. Therefore, when turning the vehicle's
wheels in a parked position or when moving at a low speed', the number of
engine revolutions must be increased. In addition, the Sears cannot be
put in neutral in the BTR-60P and BRDM-2 transporters, as this'will
disconnect the pump. Since the power unit in the BTR-60P and BRDM-2 is
part of the general hydraulic system, it must be disconnected before the
flap of the waterJet impeller is opened or the additional wheels are
raised (lowered). Only after _these-operations- have been completed can
the control valve 'levers be placed in the "wheel" position.

The power distribution slide valves are made in a flow-through
type. When the slide valve is in the neutral (middle) position, the
pump, is partially exhausted. The slide valve in the distributors of
the GAZ-66, BTR-60P and BRDM-2 vehicles is fixed? in a neutral position
by means of so-called reactive ,chambers (see figures la, lb). These
chambers, are connected by channels which have vaned slide valves at
the ends to the appropriate cavities of the cylinder - A and B. As
wheel-turning resistance force rises, there is an increase in the fluid
pressure in the working cavity of the cylinder, let us assume in cavity
A, and simultaneously in chamber a connected to it. The cavity of
cylinder B and the chamber of distributor b are connected at this moment
to the drain line. The fluid pressure difference in the distr-butor
chambers criates a force which hinders slide valve displacement and is
the one which the driver must overcome. The greater the resistance of
turning, the more effort must be applied to the steering wheel. When
the turn is completed, a Oressure difference is created in chambers a
and b, and the slide valve again assumes a neutral position.

The fluid is forced out of the cylinder through the distributor
into the tank during a specific period of time with the result that the
return of the wheels is slowed up somewhat. Since the volumes of
cylinders A and B differ, there is a breakdown in the' symmetry of the
stabilization process. For the same reason, the equal forces of
resistance to wheel turning cause unidentical effort to be applied to
the steering wheel - somewhat higher when making a left turn. This
should be particularly taken into consideration when driving a vehicle
in mountainous terrain.
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The' steering mechanisms of the ZIL-131 and URAL-375 vehicles use
distributions with reaction plungers and centering springs (figure 2).,
When turning the steering wheel, the steering mechanism screw moves into
(out of) the piston rod and displaces the slide valve inside the dis-
tributor housing thrust bearing. The plungers compress the springs.
The change in the drain slit size and in the pressure causes an increase
in the fluid pressure in one of the cylinder blocks and on the reactive
plungers. The piston begins to move and turns the Pittman arm, shafti
and wheel through the gear drive. The greater the force of wheel-turning
resistance, the greater the fluid pressure on the reaction plungers.
There is a corresponding increase in the effort applied to the steering
wheel.

When operating'vehicles which have power steering, units, it is
recommended that the wheels not be turned in place when the motor is
working at low revolutions. The steering wheel should not be kept in
the extreme position for too long because in this case the fluid pre'sure
is very gre.t. It overheats and can lead to a breakdown in the gaskets,
In order to avoid increased'wear on the elements of the hydraulic system,
it is also uncesirable to tow a vehicle with an inoperative pump for a
prolonged period of time.

An assessment of the technical condition-of the steering mechanism
by the amount of steering wheel play can only be made after the engine
has been started. The fact of the matter is that when theengine is not
working the free play of the steering, wheel can exceed the limit of 25
-degrees because of slide valve displacement. During inspection of BRDM-2
and BTR-60PB vehicles, the control level must be kept in the "wheel"
position and the clutch engaged.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the steering control drive with hydraulic power
(a, b - reaction chambers; A, B - cylinder cavities): 1 - distributor
housing; 2 - slide valve; 3 - Pittman; 4 - pump; 5- -tank; 6 and
7 - bypass and safety valves; 8 - calibrated opening; 9 - cylinder
piston; 10 " bypass (emergency) valve.

Figure 2. Operation of the ZIL-131 hydraulic power system (a - neutral
position, b - right turn, c - left turn): 1 - hydraulic power unit
cylinder; 2 - Pittzfin shaft; 3 - steering control screw; 4 -slide
vilve; 5 - reaction plunger; 6 - ball valve; 7 - spring: 8 - piston
rod. Fluid pressure on the piston is shown by arrows.
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ELECTRONICS IN THE' SERVICE OF AEROFLOT (p 16)

Engineer Colonel,Kl Leonidov

•.-o ýW". ýk s6N

Soviet Aeroflot is currently the lar, st .air transport enterprise
in the world. In 1970, more than 70 million personý were carried along
the main air lines (their ektent exceeds 600,000 kilometers). These
figures are indicative that aviation in the Soviet Union has truly become
a mass form of transport.

The 24th CPSU Congress set newer and even more grandiose tasks
before all workers engaged in passenger and freight traffic, as well as
befL ,4 the aviators. The Directives require that support be given to
the further development of transport and to increase its capacity and
maneuverability. It must promptly and uninte.,ruptedly satisfy the needs
of the national economy and the population irn shipments. To do this, it
is necessary to develop reserves in the tranf;port's traffic capacities
and traffic capabilities and to increase the Zxeight turn-around of all
of its forms by 'A2-35 percent.
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Theý.main metns to help successfully carry out the assigned tasks
are electroniL. 'computersowhich are receiving a wider aria wider application
in air transport. It is easy to believe this afterviewing the exposition
in the "USSRTransport" pavilion at the Exhibition of Achievements of the
National Economy of the USSR where several automated systems are on
display.

For example,, interest is attracted by the "Aviaremont" system
intended to control the productive activity of a major modern enterprise:.
Of particular intereist is the fact that it is universal and can be used
with out slight changes in the most varied of enterprises engaged in the

( manufacturing and• repair of aircraft, vessels, motor vehicles, and so
forth. The system consists of a Minsk-22 electronic digital computer,
means of information transmission, intraplant telegraph commuunicatiOns'
systems, and' information viewingstands. It can be used to model
production processes using the critical path planning methods, calculate
operational-calendar work plans for production sectors with a considera-
tion for the current state of production and organize their implementation,
perform operational control over production, and forecast its development
for lengthy periods.

The "Aviaremont" has been successfully functioning since 1967 at

plant No'400 of the Civil Aviation and since 1969' at, the Minsk Aviation,
Repair Plant. Here is the result from ,the introduction of this automated
system: the equal load distribution to production centers-has been fully
ensured, aircraft repair time has been reduced by 20 percent, labor
productivity has increased by '15 percent, and the unit cost of repair
has been reduced by 10 percent. In all, only one year was required to
completely amortize the costs of introducing the "Aviaremont" system.

~6 .8 6 6
b flpueoible ny~yn#mw

Block-schematic of the "Pogoda-l" meteorological
information system intended for the remote
transmission of weather sumnaries.

Key: a - transmitting point; b - receiving
points.

An automated material-technical iupply control system (ASUMS) is
installed at the plant. It plans the re-quirements in aviation technical
gear, controls its movement, maintains bookkeeping records of material,
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gooda, anid- ca.culstes and' supervises economic indexe& The economic
effect. from the introduction of the ASUMS was 400,000 urtbles.

All Cypes of training devices are widely used to train pilots

of the Civil Air Fleet. One of them, the complex KTS-An-24 training
unit,. was demonstrated at the exhibition. It is intended to teach and
train air crews under conditions close to the actual flight'of an An-24
aircraft. The training device is based on electronic calculating
devices which model the operation of aircraft systems. Moreover, the
training unit al'so contains equipment to imitate ground visibility
flights. It is a wide-screen television set which, projects the terrain
image onto the screen. The device consists of a cabin with screen and
projector, instructor panels, ten cabLnets,'with calculating devices, ,and
a mock-up of the terrain. Preliminary training done in this training
device has very perceptible advantages over direct training in aircraft.
Efficiency igtraised considerably because the flight personnel are
trainedýunder 6onditiois of complete safety. Training costs are reduced
and, finally,, it is completely independent of weather conditions.

The "Pogoda-1" weather information system, intended for the remote
ztransmission- f weather summaries-to, the airport -services, is- also- not
without electronics. The, following are installed at the transmitting
station of the airfield meteosynoptic group (see sketch): a contril
point 1, a control mimic panel 2, command-forming units 3, and a
decoder 4. The receiving points have decoding units 5 and a weather
information panel 6. The communications line is a multistrand cable
over which nearly 20,000 commands are transmitted.

The 'ollowing information is fed to the panel: the, time of
observation•the altitude and typeliof cloudiness, visibility, wind

direction and speed, pressure, temperature, and humidity. Ini addition,
a description is given-of such weather elements as rain, fog, smoke,
sheet ice, dust storms, snow, snow storms, bumpiness, hail, icing,, and
thunderstorms.

Dependable information transmission is ensured over a distance of
up to 1,000' meters. The time to take each element of information does
not exceed 3-4 seconds.

Electronic digital computers are alrso widely used in oasseuger
service. Thus, there ,is an electronic digital computer in the centr.l
air travel office which operates as a ticket agent. Teletypes receive
requests from all ends of the country -- passenger names, fl'ight numbers,
and number of seats. The teletype, information is translated to a per-
forated 'ape which is then fed into the computing device. Finished
results come out of the machine's output.

This electronic ticket agent instantaneously operates thousands
of data and makes the necessary decision. Not only can it reply to
100 telegrams in seven minutes, but it can also calculate the number of
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rejectiens for a particular flight. This helps to better compile ýitme-
tables, select optimum versions of'aircraft movement, and introduce new
fliigts .

4 •A-system to reserve, seats and to sell tickets, the "Sirena-l",
has already been introduced at the Moscow. air terminal. It stores in
its memory all seats on aircraft flying out of Moscow over a 30-day
period. In all, more,,than 1,100 flights can be programmed into the
system. By using 'the "Sirena-l" system, each ticket agent will be able
to sell 600-700,tickets in one shift whereas without this system, the
best ticket agent could sell but 200 tIckets.
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AUTOMATIC REGULATOR (p 17)

Engineer Major L. Yanyushkin

The automatic pressure regulator (ARD) is used to maintain the
necessary law of air pressure change (Figure 1) in the sealed cabin of
an aircraft. For example, when using the ARD-54, a normal air pressure
is maintained in the cabin up to an altitude of 2,000 meters. As the
flight altitude increases, the pressure decreases (line a-b). 'In the
-altitude range of 2,000 to 7,100 meters, the regulator maintains a con-
stant pressure (line b-c). With a further increase in altitude, a
constant difference is automatically maintained between the pressure
inside the cabin and the atmospheric pressure (line c-d).

The delivery of air into the sealed cabin is usually done from;-the
engine's compressor. The ARD-54 regulator reacts to the amount of
pressure in a cabin, regulates it according to the given law, and forces
'ut part of the air through the passage of the air scouring -valve. Let
us review its operatingýprinciple (Figure 2). Up td an altitude of 2,000
meters, the inner cavity of the device is connected with the-outside air
through the three-position valve 7. As a result, the pressure in-this
cavity is less than the pressure in the sealed cabin only by the amount
of loss, depending on the hydraulic resistance of the calibrated opening 3.
Moreover, it is connected to the submembrane cavity of scouring valve 9
through which free ventilation of the sealed cabin takes place to an
aliitude of 2',000 meters. As the flight altitude increases and atmospheric
pressure decreases, the force applied-on bellows 8 is reduced, And upon
reaching an altitude of 2,000 meters, valve 9 closes completely. In the
altitude range of- 2,000 to 7,100 meters, the pressure remains the same
within the cavity of the command unit and the sealed cabin. It is equal
to the atmosphere at an altitude of 2,000 meters, which corresponds to
596+ 15 millimeters mercury column.

* At an altitude of 7,100 meters, when the pressure drop between the
sealed cabin and the atmosphere reaches a given value, the excess pressure
regulator 5 goes into operation and valve 4 opens. The force applied to
the membrane of the scouring valve reaches a value at which a constant
difference is maintained between the pressure in the sealed cabin and the
atmospheric pressure; this is 294+ 15 millimeters mercury column.
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Figure 1. Graph showing pressure change in a sealed cabin
maintained by- an ARD-54 pressure regulator.

Key: a - cabin pressure in millimeters mercury column;
b-•flight altitude in kilometers.
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Figure 2. Basic schematic of the ARD-54 automatic pressure
regulator: 1 - bottom plate of the airtight cabin;, 2 -
damper; 3 - calibrated opening; 4 - valve; 5 - excess
pressure regulator; 6 - valve; 7 - three-position valve;
8 - bellows; 9 - cabin air scouring valve.
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The ARD-54 operates in a normal as well as striking pressure state.
The transition is done to prevent sharp air shocks and destruction of the

1skin in the event of a sharp-breakdown in cabin sealing. This is-done
by an advance retuning of the regulator's excess pressure element. The
retuning is done by using a switch which has two positions: one of
which ("0.4") corresponds to the normal state and the other ("0.2")
corresponds to the striking state.

When cabin pressure is checked on the ground, the lever of this
valve is0set to the center position. The air tightness of the cabin is
checked when the lever is in the "disconnect" position (extreme counter-
clockwise position). This is done in the following manner. The hose is
hooked 4-~fr6m the ground unit to ensure the delivery of the necessary
amount of air to the cabin connecting pipe and control over the blow-in
of the sealed cabin; the hose is also connected from the air cylinder to
the connecting pipe of the sealed entry hatches and the cabin is made
airtight. 'Then, after opening the valve of the unit which blows air
into the cabin, a control instrument is used to ensure that the rate of
pressure rise in the cabin does not exceed the prescribed rise. A
pressure- of-0.2 kg-f/cm2 is developed in the cabinoand- maintAined--con-
stant; a careful inspection is then made of the cabin (hatches, windows,
seams, 'and the tightness of sealed elements and control lines).

Air pressure in the cabin 's raised to 0.4 kg-f/cm2 , after which
air delivery is stopped and the valve closed. The time is measured during
which the cabin airpressure drops from 0.4 to 0.1 kg-f/cm2 . The cabin
is considered to be airtight if this time is not less than the permissible
time. If the cabin pressure drops very rapidly, the point of leakage is
determined by ear and then made more precise with the use of a soapy
foam.

During the time that the automatic pressure regulator is in
operation, its proper functioning should be carefully checked, a periodic
inspection made of the fastenings, the valve seats and the protection
screen-of the calibrated opening should be washed out, and dust and
moisture should be removed from the surfacesof the unit. No adjustment
or oiling should be performed.

in the event the ARD-54 is inoperative, it is possible to maintain
air pressure in the cabin manually by using the combination pressure
valve in a range of 0.1 to 0.4+ 0.02 kg-f/cm2 * In the working position,
the small fly wheel in this valve should be turned as far as it will go.
As the fly wheel is turned, the pressure in the cabin will decrease.
This valve also performs 6 safety function by autpmatically disconnecting
,when the pressure difference between that in the" abin and the outside
air exceeds 0.43± 0.02 kg-f/cm2 . In order to prevent rarefication in
the cabin during a sharp altitude drop in the aircraft flight, a reverse
drop valve is mounted in the bottom of the 'sealed cabin which opens when
the air pressure in the cabin is less than that of the outside air pressure.
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NEW MEGAOHMMETERS (pp 18-19)

Engineer Captain V. Lisukov

The dependable operation of electrical,units depends greatly on
the condition of the insulation of their electrical circuits. If the
insulation is broken, the danger arises of injury t6 people by electrical
current and the unit itself can become inoperative. Therefore, primary
attention must be given to preventative control during the operating
process. At the present time, the condition of insulation is determined
by measuring its resistance with a special instrument - 'the megaohm-
meter. The M11OIM inductance megaohmmeters'with a nominal freerunning
voltage of 100 volts (a measuring limit of 100 Megohm), 500 volts (500
Megohm), and 1,000 volts (I,000 Megohm), and the MS-05 and MS-06 2,500-

volt megaohmmeters are the most widespread portable instruments used to
measure insulation resistance of electrical equipment and circuits which
are in a de-energized staEe. A manually-driven direct current generator
is used as the source of current. To use it, it is necessary to turn the
manual drive handle at a rate close to the nominal - 120 rpm. Herein<
lies their only shortcoming.

The series production his now begun of the BM-l and BM-2 (Figure'l)
noninductance megaohmmeters. The use of transistors, diodes, and conn
densers in these meters has obviated the use oý manually-driven direct
current generators. This has considerably raised instrument reliability
and has simplified measurements.

These new instruments may also be used to assess the dampness of
insulation and to check (measure) high-ohmic radiotechnical resistors.
They can operate normally at temperatures in the ambient medium of -400
to +500 C and at a relative humidity of up to 95+ 3 percent. The basic
technical data of the BM-l ifstrument are given in the table. A con-
siderable operating convenience is provided by the supply source which
consists of three series connected 1.6-FMTs-U-3.2 dry cells (the "Saturn"
type battery). In this case, the instrument generates a test voltage of
100 and 500 volts.
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Type of Parameter Unit of Nominal Data
Measurement

Voltage at the open megaohmmeter
probes Volts 100, 500

Upper measuring limit:
a) at a voltage of 500 volts Mohm 500
b) at a voltage of 100 volts Mohm 100

Basic error to the-.operating
length of the scale, Percent 1.5

Supply voltage Volts 4.5

Consumed power (not more than). Watt 0.5

Number of measurements by one
set of new batteries Times 2,000

Overall dimensions Millimeters 209 by 142
by 140

Weight (not more than) Kilograms 2.3

In addition to the autonomous direct current source, the instru-
ment also has a direct current converter into alternating current (multi-
vibrator and a noncontact switching device),, a step-up. transformer,
voltage booster, and a measuring device. For a more economic use .of the
electrical batteries and for work convenience, pne of the megaohmmeter
probes has a start btitton, KnP, by means of which the circuit is• switched
on only at the moment the measureiments- are made.

Hn,,- •RIO0 -- ,IHHk-.-

RI Rtl R2 g 16
R3 91 W 2C

C/ I

73 04 1:O
I7,1, 7 17;13 R12

Figure 1. Basic circuit of the BM-1 megaohneter.
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The KnP closes the supply circuit of the multivibrator which is
made up from transistors TI and T2, resistors RI, R2, R3, R4, and RIl,
diodes DI and D2, and condensers Cl and C2. The multivibrator begins
to generate rectangular impulses which are fed to transistors T3 and
T4. These resistors perform the function of low voltage noncontact
current interrupters in the preliminary winding WI of the step-up
transfor-..!TR. A pulsating current flows along the winding and the
polarity-of the pulses in-each half of the winding is different. The
secondary winding W2 is connected to the voltage booster (it is also

•the rectifier) made up from diodes D3, D4,: D5, and D6 and condensers
C3, C4, CS, and C6. A- zonstant voltage is thusly applied to the
megaohmmeter probes, --nd when they are closed around any resistance, a
direct current begins to flow through the microamperemeter U A (the
microamperemeter scale is graduated in megohms). The voltage switch is
used to switch the measured voltage and the measuring limits of the
megaohmmeter.

The operating efficiency of the megaohmmeter mu~t be checked
before any measurements are performed. This is done by closing the
probes, setting the voltage switch to the 100 or 500 volt position, and
the -button--is depressed--so -that -the instrument's needle can be set to
the zero mark of potentiometer RIO. With the probes separated, the
needle should position itself at-the mark when the KnP is depressed.

When measuring insulation resistance, the PN must be set to the
required voltage. At 100 volts, resistance 'can be measured from 0 to 3-
Mohm and from 2 to 100 Mohm; at 500 volts, from 0 to 20 Mohm and from
10 to 500 Mohm. If the measured' resistance is not known, the switch is
set to the largest measuring lLiit. The instrument's needle is then
-set by the correcter to the oo twark. The output probes are closed, the
KnP is depressed, and the needlý is set -to the zero mark by the "UST 0"
regulator. Following this, one of theyprobes is connected to the
housing, the -ther is placed against t0.e circuit to be checked, the
button (micr6switch),is depre~ssd, and the reading taken from the appro-
priate scale. When measuring is completed, the voltage booster switch
is set to the zero mark. The BM-2-megaohmmeterhas a similar circuitry
and design but can develop a voltage of 1,000 volts.

Insulation resistance is nonlinear and depends on the amplitude
of the applied voltage (Figure 2). Therefore, the measuring voltage
must be not less than the nominal voltage of the electrical device.
Thus, it is suggested that the GOST 11828-66 electrical machines have
the insulation resistance of the windings measured at i nominal voltage
of up to 500 volts by a 500-volt megaohmmeter and windings with a
nominal voltage of more than 500 volts be measured by a 1,000-volt
megaohmmeter.

If the electrical circuit of the machine contains other items
designed for lower test voltages, then these must be disconnected during
insulation resistance measurements and checked by standard or technical
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documents pertaining to them. It is-better to use a megaohmmeter with a
much higher voltage because during insulation resistance measurements,
this will help to detect any possible defects. But in all cases, the
nominal voltage must be less than the test voltage of the unit, otherwise
a break in the insulation will occur.

R

.08

04

a2

0 20 '0 60 CO/00 /206

Figure 2. Ratio of insulat esistance to applied voltage.

It'has-become practice to make visual readings of the insulation
resistance values on the megaohmmeter scale every-,6OM seconds after
application of the voltage (from the moment that the generator handle.is
turned for megaohmmeters with built-in direct current "eherators). This
must be done because at the moment that the voltage is applied, when
there is still a significant current because of capacitance charging
(Figure 3), the insulation resistance read from the mega'ohmmeter will
be very low. As the capacitance current attenuates, the-readings will
gradually grow and after-a certain time will indicate the established
insulation resistance reading. In testing items with a low capacitance
(short sectors of a cable net) with absorptional currents, thereading
is made 15 seconds after the voltage has been applied.

0

Figure 3. Ratio of insulation resistance and currents to
time of appli'@, voltage: Ic - capacitance current, 'a -
absorption current-I,1o - through conducting current,
R - insulation resistance.

Upon concluding the measuring process, it is necessary to dis-
charge every independent electrical circuit through the grounded case
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of the electrical unit. If this is not done, the charges retained in the
insulation capacitance pose a danger to individuals. According to GOST
11828-66, each winding after its insulation resistance, has been measured
-is connected to the casing fornot less than 15 secbndý if the power is
up to 1,000 kilowatts (or 1,000 kilovolt amperes) and for not less than
60 seconds for higher power. During rupeat measurements, the discharge
time must not be less than the charging time (it is desirable that it be
several times larger), other;iAse the insulation resistance reading will
be higher.

If measurements are performed after insulation has been teited by
a rectified voltage, then the discharge time must be considerably greater(dozens of minutes) because, much-higher voltages are used than in the

megaohmmeter .and the voltage rise is made ,in stages; the t&tal time of
voltage application is quite large.

It should be remembered that in the event of different pd,&½rfties
of the megaohnmmeter and of the rectifier which is used to perforni* the
measurements, there is a reLaction in the measured resistances.

How shouldthe results of measuring insulation resistance be
'prbperly asiessed? According to the requirements of GOST1I83-66, the
insulation resistance of a winding during thd operating temperature of
the machine must not be less than the value obtained from the formula

U
R = 1700t + 0.01 -P (but not less than 0.5 Mohm), where U is the

nominal voltage of the given winding expressed in volts; P is ,th&
nominal power of the machine in kilovolt amperes (in kilowatts for
direct. current machines).,

It is known that insulation resistance depends on the temperature:
it quickly drops as temperature increases. In most instances, it is
impossible to measure it during the working temperature of a machine,
even in•mediately after it has been stopped, because even in this short
perlod of time the temperature drops noticeably. Therefore, the given
formula, which takes into account certain nominal, data of the machine,
cannot be used to properly determine the insulation resistance in a cold
state.

At low temperatures, a reference calculation can be made by a

double formula computation of values for every 200 C (full or partial)
of difference'beh.•een the winding's operating temperature and that
temperature at ch the measurements are made. For example, the
three-phase curr..,t generator GSF-200 of 200 kilowatts or 250 kilovolt
.ampere power, at cos q = 0.8, has a nominal linear voltage o-11 the stator
winding of Un = 400 volts. Thf problem is to determine the least per-
missible value of stator winding insulation resistance if measurements
are made at a temperature of +200 C.

At first, let us determine the least permissible stator winding
insulation resistance at the operating temperature:
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But this value is less than the indicated minimum (0.5 Mohm); therefore,
the following recalculation has to be made. According to technical con-
ditions, the:operating temperature of the generator winding is +1250 C.
The difference between this temperature and the one at which the measure-
ment is made is 1050 C, which is five times greater than 200,0 ' Conse-

Squently, the measured value of insulation resistance must not be less
than 0.5 • 25 = 0.5 * 32= 16 Mohm.

Since the machine's insulation resistance is not suitable for
calculation, then it is difficult to judge its state only by its
measured absolute value. The low resistance value indicates not only
a break or defect in the insulation, but, also that Lhere is a conducting
channel in the defective place. This is why during themachine operating
process the basic method, to judge the state of insulatiodi 'b measuring
its resistance is the comparative method. A comparison is made of the
derived insulation resistance Values against the data of-previous
measurements. Any significant deviation in insulation resistance values
of different phases not noticed before'usually indicates some kind, of
substantial defect in the insulation. At the same time, a decrease in
the insulation resistance of all threephases of the winding, as a rule,
is caused by a change ia the overall condition of its surface: dirtiness
(dust, oil vapors, fresh paint) or moisturization.

Specific sbfety measures have to be followed when working with
megaohmmeters. Before connecting up the probes of the BM-I or BM-2 to
the.unit to be measured, a temporary safety barrier must be set up and
warning signs placed to keep the workers from making contact with
current-carrying elements which are under voltage.,

All voltage is removed from the unit and measures taken to prevent
any possibility of voltage delivery to the 'item being tested. If there
is a deviation in the megaohmmeter needle at the time that it is being
connected, this is indicative of the presence of voltag'e.. In this case,
it must be discharged from the capacitance current. During measuring,
all protective groundings of the device are disconnected.

Measurements must not be made during a thunderstorm or threat of
thunderstorm. Megaohmmeter measurement of insulation resistance in units

* which have a voltage of more than 1,000 volts or distributor devices of
up to 1,000 volts must be performed by two individuals in accordance with
the rules of technical electrical safety.
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TANK MACHINE GUNS (p 20)

From top to bottom: the 7.62-mm DT tank machine gun; the
SGMT target machine gun; the PKT Kalashnikov tank machine gun.

The mounting of a machine gun was provided for on the world's
first tank designed by A. A. Porokhovshchikov. In subsequeriz years,
automatic small arms were still the main type of armament for wheeled
and tracked armored vehicles. They were still used even when" tanks were
equipped with cannons.

Ordinary heavy machine guns were used at first. However, the
limited space in the battle compartments and the difficulties to cool
and replace barrels brought about the need to develop special tank
machine guns. A multitude of problems arose before the designers. For
example, it was necessary to determine whether or not to develop special
cooling devices or to make use of a heavier barrel, to increase the fire
unit or to reduce the firing rate in order to reduce consumption of
amnunition in a unit of time without concurrently reducing the efficiency
of target destruction.
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The designing of the first Sovijet tank machine gun was based on the
model 1927.Degtyarev aviation sstem. In order that it would take up less
space in the battle c6mpiartnent, design' engineer V. A. Degtyarev provided
a special removable metal, stock, the length of which could be adjusted
depending on the--Individual characteristics of the)person handling it.To mount the machine gun in- the tank,-"G; S; Shpagin designed a special'

roller bearing mount consiisting of a bearing,,iscket fastened to the tank's
•armor ,nd a ball -which held the body of the machine gun. As distinguished
from infantry and aviat-ion~machine guns, the tank machine gun had-an
open sight which, depending,on the firing range, was ýset at 400,, ý00,
800, and 1,OO0meters-.

The 7L,62 mm'DTtank machine gun. was accepted by the Red-Army ýin
1929. It successfully combined the specific requirements levied on tank
armament and was successfully use, during the Great Patriotic War. The
acceptance of -the DT comprlted the development of a family of standard
macbine guns for infantry, ayiation, and ,tanks with a single auitomatiq
system and common main assemblies and parts,

The DT did not have sufficient power to combat air targets and
the 1938 model 12.7-mm large caliber machine gun was accepted as• the anti-
aircraft tank mhchine gun-.. It was mounted on theý tank's tueet on a
special mount.

Individual design shortcomings cf the DT were found during the war
years and it was modernized in 1944. The recoil spring wasmoved from
under the barrel to the trigger guard assembly because the heat would
cause it to shrink and it would rose elasticity. A change was made in
the design-of the piston guide tube, with the result that it was possible
to, disassemble the machine gun without removing it, from its mount and
without leaving the tank. A numbcr of parts were now stamped-, which
reduced processing time.

The combat use experience of the 7.62-mm Goryunov system heavy
machine gun (SG-43 and SGM) and' its remarkable battle qualities attracted
the attention of tahk weapons designers. The decision was made to use
it in-the armament of armored troops as a target machine gun and in pair
with the ca.non; it was also mounted on irmored personneltcarriers.

The SGMT machine gun, paired with the cannon on medium tanks was
mounted to the cradle bracket. Target pointing was made ftroi a- scale
applied to the grid of the weapon's Optical sight. It wis remote con-
trolled by an electrical trigger.

The SGMT target machine gun was mounted in the-control compartment
and was fired by the tank'sdriver. An extension to remove powder
Sgasses-was used instead of the flash hider on the muzzle.

The SGMB machine gun was mounted on armored personnel carriers on
a special mount.
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In the post!war period, in connection-with the standardization
of miall arms based on the Kalashnikov submachine gun, the PKT
Kaleshnikov machine gun replaced the Goryunov system tank machine gun.
As opposed to the PK, it had a:more massive barrel (1.2 kilograms
heavier).

During firing, the cartridges were fed to the receiver from a
metal belt placed in a box. The belt has a capacity of 250 rounis. The
greatest fire effectiveness from the PKT against ground targets is
attained at a distance of up to 1,000 meters. The firing rate is 250
trounds per minute.

Heavy caliber machine guns were also used on tanks in addition to
the 7.62-mm machine guns. The 12.7-mm DShKT machine gun, mounted on a
special mounton the tank's turret, is used against air targets. The
-14.5-mm Vladimirov system machine gun (KPVT) paired with the cannon is
a powerful means to destroy personnel and antitank means.

Despite the fact that artillery pieces play the primary role in
tank armament, tthe- tank machine--guns -still remain -a powerful and*
effective weapon to combat lightly-armorýd enemy targets and personnel.
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FUEL PUMP-kEGULATOR (pp 20-21)

Engineer.Lieutenant Colonel V. Anyushkin

The TNR-3RM fuel pump-regulator is intended-to deliver a specific

amount of fuel to the coiabustion chamber of the S-300M turbostarter and
oil to tthe -hydraulic clutch coupling- between the- starter and -the- turbojet
avi~ation engine when starting the engine,. It also ensures accelerati6n
of the turbostarter to operating revoluticns (31,000-35,000 rpm) and
stable operation at these revolutions with sufficient power to turn the
engine.

The primary elements of the TNR-3RM are the geared pump I, the
screened filter 2, starting screw 3, starting valve 4, reduction valve 6,
and the centrifugal regulator. The pendulum fork 18 of the centrifugal
regulator Is activated by means of a conical gear 20 setin the grooves
if the pump's drive pinion shaft 19.

The screen filter 2, set in the high pressure channel directly
behind the rocker asbembly, keeps the starting and operating jets from
becoming dirty and the plunger of the centrifugal regulator against
sticking.

The starter valve 4 develops the necessary pressure drop for
normal operation. It provides for the dependable firing of the combustion
chamber to provide good atomization of the fuel to the starting jets.
Regulated to a pressure of 0.9-1 kg-f/cm2 , it hinders fuel leakage'at
the beginning of 'the starting cycle when the fuel pump productivity is

still low. During subsequent work of the rurbostarter, the open valve
pperates as a jet tube for fuel drainage. The opening of this jet tube
(Ls changed by turning starter screw 3 to set the necessary turbdstarter
jickup time. If the ambient temperature rises, the acceleration time toehe working revolutions increases aý-d can go beyond the permissible

limits. Therefore, the turbostarter is regulated to obtain the normal
parameters of engine starting. This is done by turning the starter screw
and checking at the same time that the temperature of the gas would not
exceed 8000 C. Checks are made for every 1/8th turn of the screw. Con-sideration in this process i's also given to the fact that the time of
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repeat starting and *Iso the starting of'a preliminary heated turbo-
starter is increased somewhat.

It is necessary to remember that the pickup assembly is •so
designed that it does not ensure a sufficient accuracy in delivering fuel
at any moment of turbostarter acceleration. The amount of delivered fuel
is close to the required only at >the beginning and. completion "of the
acceleration process and that at average revolutions (in the range from
6,000 to 7,000 rpm) it is greater than the required, with the result
that there is the possibility of increased gas temperature. There is a
special device in the p6 "Is centrifugal regulator to reduce it.

A single-stage centrifugal regulator determines, the operating
revolutions of the turbostarttr and the revolutions for oil delivery to
the, hydraulic clutch (29,000-31,000 rpm).

The regulator has two openings 15 in tlie upper part of the
plunger 16. Spring 13 works on the plunger with a force of 0.13 kg-f,
ensuring its immobility to 6,000-7,000 rpm. If the' trbostafter begins
to de alop *,greater number of revolutions, the plunger displaces upwards
until lodged arainst collar 8 in bearing 12, located in plate 9. The
plate is pretged by spring 10 whose tension determines the operating
revolutions of the, turbostarter. When opening, 15 is opposite window 14,
there is an additional delivery of fuel in bushing-o17 (up- to 26,000 rpm),

'with the result that the normal starting temperattire of the turbostarter
is ensured.

Fuel drain ceases in the range from 26,000 to 28,000 rpm because.
spring 10 begins-to compress and the opening passes beyond the upper
edge of the'bushing's window. The turbostarter is accelerated to the
'operating revolutions. The moment at which oil is delivered to the
clutch and excess fuel is drained depends on the degree of compression
of springO1 regulated by screw 11. The design of the plunger is such
that oil is delivered to the hydraulic clutch somewhat earlier than the
fuel drains. For example, if the working revolutions of the turbostarter
are 32,500 per minute, the oil begins to enter the hydraulic clutch when
it is operating at 30,000 rpm. The fuel, drain through the centrifugal
regulator begins at 33,000 rpm.

The amount of fuel drained at the operating revolutions is
determined by the position o'f bushing 17 and plunger 16. When window '14
is completely open, fuel drain is not determined by the centrifugal
regulator but by jet tube 5, which is so constructed that the necessary
amount of fuel would be delivered to the combustion chamber to restore
operating revolutions (68-73 kg-f/hr). A short-term increase in the
number of turbostarter revolutions is permissible. In all cases,
however, it should not exceed 35,000. If the number of revolutions
exceeds 33,500 per minute, then regulating screw 11 should be loosened.
Each time it is turned 1/-16th of a turn, the results should be checked
by starting the engine. 1i the number of revolutions drops below 31,000
per minute, regulating screw 11 must be tightened.
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There must be a specific fuel consumption (85-100 kg-f/hr) which

must correspond to the working revolutions. Turbostarter power depends
on fuel consumption and, consequently, so does the normal course of
engine starting. Its working revolutions must conform to the permissible
gas temperature, •which should not exceed 6800 C at an ambient tempera-
ture of up 'to +150 C and 7000°C if it exceeds +150 'C. Turbostarter power
may be reduced considerably as a result of filter pollution, worn pump
gears, atmospheric changes, and other conditions. Thus, the drop can be
so great at high ambient temperatures that the engine simply cannot be
started. Turbostarter'power is increased by raising the fuel pressure
in front of the nozzles. The .required fuel operating-pressure is
ensured by reduction valve 6. It maintains a pressure of 18 kg-f/cm2

in front of the operating nozzles. Fuel-consumption in this case is
95-96 k.-f/hr and the working revolutions are 32,500 per minute. There
is 95-100 horsepower at the turbostarter's output shaft.

Turbostarter power is usually rated by the time the engine
develqps 400 rpm during its cold turning process, This time should not
exceed 45 seconds. If it is greater, it may be assumed that there has
been a decrease in fuel delivery to the combustion chamber and in turbo-
starter power. Therefore, screw'7 should be tightened by two turns,
after which the results are checked by cold cranking of the engine. If
the starting time cannot be substantially'reduced, it means that too
much fuel is pouring through the, seI:,ting screw, After tightening it
by 1/8th ,of a revolution, the resti.ts should again be checked. If there
is an increase in fuel consumption at working revolutions, the gas
temper~Iture at the turbostartei outlet may exceed the permissible value.
In thtu-case, screw 7 should bc loosened by one turn, after which the-
results are checked by cold cranking of the engine.

The use experience with the TNR-3RM fuel pump indicates that its
propef adjustment, as well as its prompt inspection and cleaning of the
filter, ensures its sufficient reliability within the limits of the
established service life.
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The TNR-3RM fuel •pump-regulator.

Key:
1 -- geared pump 1i -- adjusting screw

2 -- screen filter 12 -- bearing
3 - starting screw 13 - Spring

4 - starting valve 14 - window

5 -- jet tube 15 -- opening

6 -- reducing valve 16 -- plunger
7 - screw 17 - bushing
8 - collar 18 -a pendulum fork

9 - plate 19, 20 - conical gears

10 -- spring
a - to tbhe co1bustion c' - to the hydraulic clutch

chamber d - from the turbostarter oil

b - to the drain tank pump.
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CONTEMPORARY TEACHING MEANS (pp 22-24)

Engineer Colonel A. Balandash
Engineer Lieutenant Colonel V. Khomich

Training highly qualified officer cadres is a most important task
of the higher military training institutions. Along with such widely
used- technical means of education- as films, strip films, and tapes
recordings, a large role is als6 played by electronic computers, tele-
vision, and video recordings.

Unfortunately, some instructors limit themselves to the use of
chalk, blackboard, and posters, even though it is widely known that the
use of technical means of training expedites, improves, and lessens the
cost of the training process. Thus, according to data from the Military
Engineer Academy imexi Dzerzhinskiy, the use of such means raises the
lecture rate by 10 percent, and, conseqiently, makes it possible to con-
siderably increase the volume of information. It also helps to better
hold the attention of the students, since after 20-25 minutes, there is a
weakening in attention to, a monotype lecture.

Some of the devices which currently are penetrating deeper and
deeper into the training process are the LETI-60 strip film projector,
the "Proton" slide projector, the "Ukraina-4" film projector, the table
model portable EDI-454 projector, and the EPD-452 epldioscope-filmstrip
projector.

N. The use oxperience of technical means at the Military Academy of

Armored Troops imeni Malinovskiy makes possible the recommendation of a
number of methods for their use. Strip films demonstrated during lectures
should, consist of a small number of frames (5-12),. A larger number of
frames is permissible only in showing different types of vehicles and
machinery in the descriptive part of the lecture. It is important that
each frame would fulfill a specific methods task upon which it is
necessary to concentrate students' attention. Good results are obtained
from the use of strip films combined with posters: numerical data and
graphs are given on posters, while descriptive matter (the overall view
of an assembly, the dynamics of a process) is shown with strip films.
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Some frames may repeat diagrams and graphs given in textbooks, and it is
necessary to refer to the sources during the showings, as this will help
the student during his independent study. Scenarios in which the goal
and content of each frame are given play a great' role in the development
of strip films.

The greatest usefulness is obtained from strip films when studying
such courses as tank operation and rehabilitation, production technology,
and tank electrical equipment. For example, during studies and lectures
on tank operation, it is expedient to use strip films to demonstrate to
the students the different types of wear, forms of corrosive destruction,
and various'means of servicing the vehicles in the motor pool and under
field conditions.

The EDI-454 projectors open great potentials for the instructors.
They help to demonstrate during lectures all graphic materials, recordings,
and use of formulas. The fact that the records were made ahead of time
has a positive effect on the quality of the material demonstrated. If
recording on transparent tape is done during the lecture, the lecturer
always faces the auditorium. When the EDI-454 is used in studies on
tactics, the dynamics of battle can always be quickly and accurately
repr6duced by repeat buildup of diagrams, previously made on film, as
overlays to the initial situation.

There is a constant improvement in the technical means of
information transmission, .An apparatus for remote control of projectors
by radio has 'already been developed and their light-technical parameters
are being improved. 'Slide projectors will have a much greater capacity,
up to 200 slides, in the near future. Their reliability is improving
and their dimensions decreasing. Daytime film apparatus is under inten-
sive development. Unfortunately, the problem of wide production of film
(necessary for the training process is still to be resolved.

The use of television probably has the greatest prospects. The
latest technical achievements in this field are forcing a new review of
its possibilities in the training process. At the present time, it is
used with very limited methods goals. Thus, the Military Academy imeni
Frunze uses a closed television circuit to transl~ate films to a large
,number of auditoriums, demonstrate exercises on 'large-scale sandboxes,
and transmit interesting lectures and communiques.

The expansion of videotape techniques and the development of
small-size and inexpensive television projectors makes it possible to
more fully and with lesser material expenditures to use such advantages
of television in education as demonstrations without the need to close
the lights, to show the dynamics of processes in a slowed tempo, and
many others.

One of the basic directions in improving the education 1 process
of engineer training is that of widely using technical means of control
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and programmed study. It was mentioned by Marshal of the Soviet Union
M. V. Zakharov at the All-Army Scientific-Methods Conference in 1967 that
scientific studies in military training institutions and at the troop
level indicate that there are still many potentials to further improve
the quality of specialist training.

The technical means of supervision by degree of satisfying the
basic didactic requirements and, consequently, by complexity of arrange-
ment may be divided into three groups: simple, automatic, and control
devices based on the use of electronic' digital computers (ETsVM).

The simplest control means ensure supervision and self-supervision
during the independent study process with programmed training material
and control programs. They use the' selective answering method.

Matrices or perforated cissettes are the most widespread. They
are successfully used in the training process of a number of military
academies. Their arrangement is quite uncomplicated (Figure 1):
1 - the matrix base, 4 - insert,,6 - upper cover, 2 - stopper, and
7 -- ,peg. Control- is-exercis~edý by a controI blabk. 5 and, a coded blank 3
placed onithe matrix; the coded'blank has squa'res, corresponding~to the
correct answers, in a bright red color. Blank 3 is placed-on the bottom
of the base with an opaque insert with openings in it, a control blank,
and a transparent upper cover witkopenings all placed on top. The

assembled matrix is held together by a stopper which is stamped by the
instructor. During the control process, the 'sudents punch an opening

Sin each'row corresponding to the code of their selected answer. Answer
correctness is checked by the color of the code blank square visible
through the punched-out opening.

The simple control devices also,,inclucle special control blanks,
plotting boards, and perforated cassettes which make use of standard
perforated cards, perforated envelopes, and perforated slides.

The control devices would be even simpler if the self-checking
function was removed from them. In this case, the function of external
reverse communications - checking answer correctness - must be done
by the instructor. The simplest form of this group of control devicesS£is the group control unit (Ff~gure 2). -Tt consists of a case i, a
source of light 2, code plates 3 with openings, and control scales 4

with movable slides 5. For general contrdol purposes, the studentiare
issued scales with individual control programs. According to the code
of the selected answers, they move the slides covering the openings in
the control scale. The instructor rates the number of wrong answers by,
the number of visible openings on the code tables,

The simple control devices can be linked to a device to evaluate
correctness of answers. At the present time, two types of such complexes
are in existence: the lecture auditorium equipped with a feedback device
and auditoriums with automatic control. The feedback devices help the
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instructor to exercise control by simultaneous questioning of all students.
This raises the activity of the trainees, forces them to constantly
followthe materials b.•ing given, and the instructor','obtains efficient
information on the degjiee to which the students master the questions.

Such devices represent a series of buttons, keys, 'and switches,
permitting simple responses to be-made to the instructor's,-questions
("yes"; "no"; "don't know"), and the instructor's panel which summarizes
or documents the answers to posed questions.

10 4 0 0:

the aut.omatic control auditorium is distinguished by the great
number of post'ible answers. Thus, in some of them the student's panel-ý
a well with five sockets for a double plug -takes off voltage from
any of five po~nts on a potentiometer. The correctness of the answer
is checked by a coded matrix mounted on the instructor's panel and the
results of answers to the first question are prinrted on a standard
electrical machine.
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The K-54 information-control device is an automatic means of
control (Figure 3). This is a controlled filmstrip projector which
emits information in the form of text or graphic representation pre-
liminarily placed on a strip of film. It is handled by the trainee with
the use of a control unit accofding to a directed program also imprinted
on film. The K-54 has a logic element which can assess selected answers
to 15 questions. This device consists of a case 1, which has a film-
running mechanism 3,with cassettes 2, an optical projection system 4, and
an automation unit 5. The front panel has a semi-transparent screen,
five numbered answer-buttons, a button to turn the machine on and off,
a light panel to assess one answer, and a panel to assess a series of
answers.

Control is exercised in the following manner. The program frame
appears on the screen after the machine is switched on. The answer is
made by depressing one o, the buttons. The panel indicates the correct-
ness of the answer and the program frame is changed.

The KISI-5 ("Lastodhka") device expands the instructor's capa-
bilities to check the knowledge of the trainees. Moreover, the students
can use it for csetf-checking, independent study, and traiinfng. This
device can be supplied with a static accumulator which fixes all opera-
tions performed by the student during the machine's operation in a
control state and also the time expended for each operation.

Control-machines provide a great usefulness but, unfortunately,
they do-have a number of shortcomings. First of all, this lies in the
limitation of their~memory which makes feedback very rigid' and formalized.
Secondly, they pin down-the initiative of the students to a, certain
degree. Thirdly, they cannot differentiate among the students as ,to
their degree of preparedness. All of these shortcomings can be com-
pletely, elimi`rdted if electronic digital computers are used which would
perform all control functions during the teaching process: information
retention, its presentation in a convenient form and at the necessary
speed, an assessment of the student's knowledge, and the selection of
appropriate portions of the training material according to the student's
knowledge.

It should be remembered that the ETsVM also helped to more
fully resolve the tasks of programmed training. Possessing a huge
memory and rapid action, the electronic digital computer is the founda-
tion in training complexes and has the potentials for better adaptation
to the knowledge level and capabilities of the students.

It is essential to have a large amount of data concerning the
student, his thinking, and his memory to provide a more th6Tough
individualization of training. The modern ETsVM make it po~isibl~ to
store not only a significant volume of training material, bult also the
work history for a large group of students which can be cufunted in
hundreds and even thousands of persons.
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The wide use of electronic digital computers ,is economically
justified only when a large number of students ire simultaneously
served. Under mass training conditions, the EsaYM becomes the founds-
tion of the training complex's automated system which also includes
student panels, linking devices, communications lines, and many other-
elements- For example, a training complex of this type was established
inthe Militsry Air-Engineer Ac.demy imeni Zhukovskiy. It is used to
conduct group exercises employing the programmed method, group practical
exercises to develop and strengthen different skills and ability, and
group control to perform work of an accounting nature using the electronic
digital computer as amultipaneled computer.

The complex consists of student panels, linking devices, and the
BESM-2M series digital computer. The circuit of this computer has
certain'small additions which have no effect on the machinels normal
operating state. The student panels have keyboards to introduce symbols
and commands into the' ETsVM, a drum to change the register designations
of the keyboards, a digital light panel, and two signal lamps ("correct"
and !ETsVM occupied")" The panel helps introduce information in e
freely constructed form into the ETsVM. The linking device includes a
clock, commutator, local-control system, and elements--to coordinate-the
conmunications channels withithe ETsVM.

The analogue computer (AVM) has a particular place in training
highly qualified military engineers. These machines not only help to
model the processes taking place in automatic systems, but also visually
demonstrate their dynamics, perform investigations on'the effect of
individual elements on the work of the systems as a whole. For example,
the EMU-8, MN-7 and IPT-5.analogue computers are'widely used in the
training process of the Military Academy of Armored Troops imeni
Malinovskiy in the department of electrical equipment and automation.
During lectures, practical studies, and laboratory studies, the students
learn how to make good use of the AVM to solve engineering problems.
They subsequently use this knowledge in doing course and diploma projects
and during independent scientific research activities. "The AVM gives
the best results when calculating stabilizers, in determining the
characteristics of transient processes, and 'the-characteristics of
speed and mechanical Oarameters.

Various'training devices are used to inculcate the students with
practical skills. These adaptive training devices significantly raise
the efficiency of the training process.

In order to intensify the process of skill acquisition, the
training devices must not only ensure training, but also the registration
of qualitative criteria of progress assessment in a form which could be
used to analyze the actions of the trainee and compare them with those of
the instructor who works under identical conditions. It is precisely
these possibilities which you find in the TT-3 training device developed
in the Military Academy of Armored Troops imeni Malinovskiy.
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It is intended for the initial training of officer candidates in
training tank chasti and in military training institutions on how to
drive tanks under conditions extremely close to actual. This is done
through the use of a special computer unit in which all logical operations
of tank driving and the dynamic properties'of the engine, suspension, and
transmission are modeled' with sufficient accuracy. The combination
oscrilation which is generated by the drive is close to that which an
actual -tank would do when mo,ing under identical conditions.

The training device's control panel helps the study director to
follow the actions of the students and' to give them instructions over
the tank intercom. Special counters make it possible, immediately after
training with the-device, to objectively evaluate the preparedness level
of the student, as well as the qualitative and quantitative indexes of
his work. The use of acquired data, along with the standard graph, can
also be used to' determine when the skills acquired by; the trainees are
such that the training device no longer has to be used and work shifted,
,over to diiving actual vehicles.

It should'be mentioned in conclusion that by using'the technical
means of training in the educational process-of training military engineers,
there is a substantial increase in study level and a fuller realization
of -he basic didactic principles. The work..of the professorial and
instructorial staff is eased considerably, methods are improved, and
there is an increase in the efficiency of independent study by the
future engineers. The education cost is also significantly reduced.
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'THE TANK PROVING GROUND COMMAND POST (pp 24-26)

Engineer Colonel A. Rym*Tenko
Engineer ColonelrV. Chernenko

The latest technical means and automated 'systems with whichthe
tank proving ground command post are equipped help to raise the tz'a•.hing
quality of tank crews. For example, an automated panel was deyv.oped in
the*Military Academy of Armored Troops imeni Rali.novskiy to ease the
training effort and to provide an objective evaluation of student
knowledge level. By using this device, commands are sent by the
selector to the training sites, indication symbols of tanks positioned
along •the Jumpý-off line can be lit up, the study director can have
radio communications with the tank crews, thereadiness of the vehicles
to move out can be noted,, and the moments fiiced automatically when the
tanks leave the jump-off line and when they return.

Moreover, the lights on the panel as they light up, make it
possible to ,follow the movement of a-iehicdl along a route sector of any
length and its entry into a".Drescribed area, to automatically record the
time to perform exercises number 3 and number 5 by each trainee and'
podrazdeleniye a'i a whole, to switch on the movement time counter in the
event the tank stops, to fix the length of time it stands, and also to
determine the distance between vehicles when moving in a column.

The panel has a tank radio set, a6GU-20 selector, a tank clock, and
and a VSA-5 rectifier. A model of the tank proving ground (on a scale of
1:2,000) is portrayed on the sloping panel (Figure 1). The control
instrihuments are located on the vertical panel, while the control switches
are on the horizontal panel. There is also a telephone.

Elements of Ehe electrical circuit, the VSA-5 rectifier, and the
radio are located in the inner compartments of the control panel. Two
tank storage batteries may also be installed there to be used in
emergency cases.

In addition to the control panel, the control system also includes
electrical circuits to illuminate the points where the vehicles are
located at the jump-off line at night.
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Before the exercise begins, the PK switch (Figure 2) is set to the
position corresponding to the number of -vehicles in the column., Switch
P1 is changed to the number corresponding to 90 percent ,o*'the vehicles
in the column and the switch Kobshch is connected. At this moment, the
step selector ShImust be in the position shown in the sketch. The
exercise director then uses the selector to give the command to inspect
the vehiclesj- enter into communications, and report on readiness; to
move. Receiving- a radio reply from the crews (in any sequence), he-
"depresses keys KI-KlO corresponding to the vehicle.numbers and lights
light up on the panel, indicating the readiness ,of the tanks to move.
For examp1'e, if key KI is depressed, the current passes tbrough the
winding of relay Rl, 'contacts Rr-i and RI-2"which block it as they close,
and switch on.slamp LGl. The other lights come on in the same way- After
Sieceiving, the reports from all, crews as to readiness to move, the
exercise 4irector disconhIects K and all -RSM-! relays are discharged.
'Kobshch is then switched on' again. -"

Assa tank moves, its antenna closes- two suspended leads, above the
jump,-off line, which are insulated, from each other, with the result that
th, start counter (Figure 3) is activated and current flows through the
closed R4-1- contact and the winding of relay Rl. Contacts Ri-I close
and biock relay winding R2. Thd step selector ShI is activated when
contacts R2-1 are- closed. At a specific position, -contacts ShI-l close
and• ielay ,R3- is activated - its contacts R3-' are opened and the R3-2
are closed. Condenser C, which had been charged up to this point, is
discharged through the resistance and winding of relay R4. The latter
immediiieely activates and in a period of 3!6- seconds (until such time as
condenser C is discharged) keeps contacts R4-1 open and R4-2 closed.
Because there is no current ii the winding of relay R1 and contacts
RI-l and R2-2 are open, no voltage will be applied to the windings of
relayR2 and to ShI with,,the result that there is no overheating of the
1ow-ohmic winding of the- Sh.

Contacts R4-1 close after 3-5 seconds and the input unit will again
be ready to receive-signals from the next vehicle. The circuitry of the
start counter and the finish counter may also be made with a single
insulated lead. In this case, an airtight microswitdh is mounted on one
of the supports holding -the suspended lead. The reviewed schematic of
the input-unit eliminates the delivery of two or several signals from one
vehicle because after activation, it does not reait' to antenna vibration
for 3-5 seconds.

When the step switch is moved from position 0-13 to positý.on 1-14
(see Figure 2), the SD-60 timd counter and t~h three MES-54 impulse
counters are switched on. One of these registers the movement time of
the first -vehicle, the second measures the movement time of 90 percent of
the column vehicles, and the third measures the movement time of the
entire column. In order to provide autonomous work of the counters, the
armature design of the second ShI field was changed so that the switching-
on of the contacts of the next impulse counter after the start of the
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second vehicle would take place without switching-off the preceding
counter.

If the first vehicle stops along the route, then its corresponding
MES-54 counter 'na be, temporarily disconnected'by switch-K-1. In this
case, lam LVl will begin to bl6hk. This blinking will cntinue until
the' exercise 'director receivep,+a radio signal from thc tank commander
that movement has been restarted.

Other time movement counters are switched-off in o similar way.
When the first vehicle returnis to the Jump-off line, the finish counter
disconnects only its NES-54 counter Aile the time counter for the
movement of 90 percent of the vehicles 'in the column and that for the
entire column continue t60p-'oprate. "We will demonstrate this by an
example. Let us 'assume that the column consists of'seven vehicles..
Then .... 'P (see Figure 2) must be in position 7, P1-6. After the,
sixth Vehicle has started', the movable contact of the stop selector must
be in position 6-19. Relay R6 is activated, contacts R6-1 are open, and
contactL R6-2.are closed; the time counter for the sixth vehicle con-
ttines to marK off the time.

As soon as the movable contact passeseposition 6-19, the circuit
of relay winding R6 is disconnectid and the time counter for the movement
of 90 percent of the vehicles in the column.,stops. This takes place"
because the back part "1" of P ShI armature slides off segmtent 6-19
and disconnects the miasf;.,

As the tanks return to the jump-off linei the fliish counter is
3ctivated and the movable contact of the ShI~s second field disconnects
the,;$S-54 counters in the appropriate sequence and the movement time of
each tank is fixed.

The automitic shifting of the step selector armature from the
posiVton when all impulse counters are in operation to the position
ensuting the consecutive switching-off of'the.impulse counters by the
finish'counter is done with three fields of the step selectqr (not
depicted -in the schematic). It returns'the ShI to the initial position
after all vehicles have returned.

As the last vehicle leaves the start, the movable contact of the
Sstep selector automatically shifts to position 1-14. Now, as the
ve vehicles pass'the finish line, 'the finish coutnter is activated and the
back part of the ShI consecutively dioconnects the electrical circuits
leading to,'the'MES-54 impulse countnis. The counting of the travel time
ceases.

AR socn as the movable counter reaches the 23rd segment, theIdifcuit of the third Shl, 'ield is, closed •d• the armature automatically
returns to the initial position. The fourth field of the step selector
automatically switches-6n the SD-60 time counter when the first tank
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crosses the starting line and disconnects it when the last vehicle
returns to the jump-off line after having passed the finish lina.

The circuit provides for thctpositions of the vehicles ac the
jump-off line to be fixed by lightuoh the control panel. If a
vehicle leaves, the light correspording to its number automatically
switches off. This takes place in the following manner. As soon as the
start counter is switched on, the novable contact of the first ShI field
moves from position 1 to position 2 (see Figure 3). The rear part "a"
of the second field's movable counter disconnects contact'l as it moves
from position I to position 2 and lamp LI-I turns off. Simultaneously,
the W,3-54 impulsetime counter of the first vehicle's movement is
switched on.

At the moment the vehicles return to the finish line, the impulse
countezs stop, the circuit of side "b" of the ShI armature closes, and
lamps lIl-LIlOonce again light up, showing the'numberof the returning
vehicle.

The equipment of the control panel is such that the passag;e of
each vehicle across the jump-off lir.e can be controlled. For this
purpose, there are ten lamps at the periphery of each line to indicate
each venicle's number., -The radiomar-operator -turnsa them- 6n manu..illy
after the radio report made by the vehicle commander that the appr.Ariate
line has ibeen-passed. For example, when the firtt vehicle crosses line,
number 4 (Figure 4), switch P4 is placed in the first position, -.witch
Kobshch is turned off, and'button "V" is depressed. The current passes

F through lamp Ll and relay winding Rl. Its contacts RI-l are cloted and
Sthe relay blocks itself. If switch ?4.is-ýlaccd in the second position,

lamp LI will.burn because the current now passes through the closed
contactsi RI-I. If for some reason tne tank crossed a line and a report
was not made, the operator does not awitch~on the lamp signalling crossing
of the line. To ensure independent awitching-on of the control lamps,
each line's circuit has a DGls-27 diode.

In this way, the position of (nach vehicle along the route is
fixed aid&,the proper radio exchange by the trainees is checked. tn,
addition, it is possible for the exeiz;i'• '{drector duting the tip.,: 'inter-
vals between the reports to make preliminary 6s~imates ofhfifeh s :ances
between the vehicles as they move in the column. The time intervalsF are
measured by switching on ,the free MES-54 countiers. However, the oxercise
director first asks the column chief by radio as to the average speed of
movement. The approximate distance in meters is calculated by a trans-
lation,tible.
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TO THOSE STUDYING THE TRACKED SELF-PROPELLED FERRY (p 27)

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel G. Voronov
Engineer K. Yudin

'The ,training device of the joining mechanism and operating model

of the ramp expansion mechanism of a tracked self-propelled ferry (GSP)
helps in the training of personnel and to demonstrate the joining and
unjoiningo'rocesses of thi GSP semiferries.

The training device (Figure 1) is made from series assemblies of
a GSP mounted on special tables. The tabla legs, made from pipes', have
springs and rollers. The rollers provide free movement for the table
carrying the Joining mecqhanisms in any direction, while the springs pro-
vide the oscillating movement t6 imitate actual conditions of joining
semiferries into ferries when there is a slight tide or wave.
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During the training process, the left and right parts of the
training device are set at a distance of 0.5-1 meters from each other.

'The end pieces of the joining mechanism winches are placed into the)jaw
slitsof bothp'arts and the ratchets and pawls 6re lowered. The parts
are drawn together by turning the handle. As soon as they approach each
other and the supports of the ciossramp units make contact, the work
phase is changed by the switch handle - the locking mdechanism is switched
on in each winch. The movement of the connecting pieces in and out of the
* jaw openings indicates that the operation has been completed.

The model of the expanding mechanism (Figure 2)- consists of two
hydraulic cylinders (medium and small), an assembled screw and nut, and
sectional aseemblies of the decking elements - the traffic part of the
semiferry. It is mounted on a frame welded from 30-mm diameter steel
pipes.

In order to follow the-wbrk of all assemblies of the ramp-expanding
mechanism during opening (closing); it is necessary to place the piston
of the medium cylit Ader to its extreme position by turning the handle. At
-the same time, the screw will move to the right and enter the nut. This
corresponds--to a -completely opeijed ramp.

In order to-demonstrate the process of locking the ramp, the'piston
of the small hydraulic cylinder is lowered,to its extreme position flush
against the cylinder lid. As soon as the nut is firmly caught by thethreads of the screw, the prbeess of locking the ramp is completed and the

hydraulic system is-unloaded. The demonstration of closing (folding) the
ramp is performed with the model in the reverse sequence.
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BIRTH OF THE GUARDS (p 2 7 )

The Soviet Guards...

When we pronounce these words, we see in our mind's.eye •the
initial period of'the Great Patriotic War -' the severest in its-
history. Possessing superiority in men and equipment along the axes
of his main thrusts and discounting his loss2s, the enemy advanced
toward- the vitally important areas of the ý,'untry.

The Communist Party called upon the-Soviet people to fight'toý
the last drop of bloo%,- to defend each pound of native 'soil. Ahd like
steel,-passing through a •furnace, they tempered themselves in battles
which reached extreme degrees of ferocity. The ranks of the bold among
the bold. and the brave among the brave continued to grow. The blitz-
krieg doctrine on which Hitterite strategy was based fell through.

InnSeptember 1941, the news flashed cround the front: Four,
rifle divisions - the 100th, 127th, 153rd, and 161st -- by demonstrating
exemplary bravery, courage, discipline, and organization were ienamed
into Guards. "In the difficult situations of battle," it was stated
in the order of the USSRPeople's Commissar of Defense, "these divisions
often inflicted'losses to the German-Fascist troops, routed them, and-
filled themn with terror."

The Soviet Guards are the flesh and blood of the people. Its
ideological birthplace emanates from the revolutionary past of our
country, For example, it is known that .the platform from which
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V. I. Lenin spoke in, the square ,6f the Finnish Station upon returning
from his4emigration in 16 April 1917 was a,'piece of armor which was
partof.othe first armored Red'Guird detachment. The Guards tank
regiment hid its inception at this time.

Victories onEhe fields of battle inevitably accompanied the
Soviet Guards as its remarkable valor was multiplied at a high military
art. The Guards chast and soveineniy. were a true school of combat
experience. The soldiers of all branches of arms attentively studied
this experience, tried to inculcate it, and achieved this honorable
title for their chast and soyedineniye in fierce battles with the e'iemy.

By the spring of 1943, the army and navy had more than 300 Guards
chasti, ships, soyedineniya, and ob"yedineniya. In all during the Great
Patftotic War, the Guards title was awarded to 11 combined-arms and six

Stank a.mies, 39 rifle, seven cavalry, 12 tank, nine mechanized, and 13
aviation corps, and to many divisions, regiments, and ships.

The Soviet Guards carried their banners with the portrait of the
great'Lenin and those burning word s "For our Soviet Homeland" froM the
walls of Moscow and Stalingrad to Berlin, Prague, Vienna, and the shores
of the Pacific Ocean,. They- gained immortal glory for themselves along
this road.,

The Guards,, which was used as the example for all armed forces,
even now is in-the Vanguard of combat and political training. It is
the one which set the slogan of "The-Nyear of the 24th CPSU Congress, a
year of outstanding training and service." Under this slogan,,all
Soviet fighting men are enthusiastically carrying out the responsible
tasks assigned them by our Lenin party.
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DETERMINING THE ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY OF
SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION OF LABOR (pp 28-29)

Engineer Colonel Ya. Shmakov
Engineer Lieutenant Colonel I. Makarenko

The Directives of the 24th CPSU Congress for the Five-Year Plan
to develop the USSR national economy during 1971-1975 proyides that the
industrial -base -of the socialist economy be- expanded and- improved, the
technical level and effectiveness of production be rpised, and that the
quality of manufactured products be fundamentally improved. The wide
introduction of scientific organization of labor (NOT) an's production
control assumes great significance in solving these tasks. Only in this
way is it possible to ensure unwavering growth in productive labor and
an efficient use in material a4$ labor resources.

With the changeover by the enterprises,to the new system of
planning and economic incentive, the NOT plans have become an inherent
part of the- technical industrial finance plans. A. mandatory statistical
accounting on a scientific organization of labor basis has also been
introduced which helps (the higher organizations to coordinate enterprise
activity, implement-control, and summarize andpdisseminate leading know-
how. The annual and long-range NOT work planning on a branch level is
also of significance to raise production efficiency. The proper planning
and implementation of NOT plans bring perceptible results. For examp]e,
in 1970 this gave more than one-sixth of the total productive labor
increment for the repair enterprises of the USSR Ministry of Defense as
a whole.

However, serious shortcomings have also-been dncountered• in the
planning and introduction of NOT measures. Many enterprises did not
know how to properly base productive expediency and economic efficiency
of the planned measures. At times there was an absence of technical and
economic calculations based on norms and indexes reached in the fields
of technology, economics, physiology, and psychology of labor. As a
result, measures, were frequently included in the NOT plans which had no
relationship to the scientific organization of labor.
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In order to eliminate such shortcomings on the country national
economy level, the Scientific Researv. Institute of Labor developed a
methodology for determining the ecbi6imic effectiveness of NOT measures.
This methodology was-approved by the State Committee of the USSR Council
of Ministers on matters of labor and wages.

It is usually difficult for enterprise workers engaged in work
planning according to NOT to separate from all of the measures planned
for implementation the ones which are most expedient from an economic
point of view, that is, those whose introduction could have a significant
effect on the technical and economic work indexes of the sector, the
shop, or the enterprise. At the planning stage, the new methodology
helps to determine the calculated and, after introduction, the actual
economic effectiveness of each measure.

The basic indexes of the economic effectiveness of NOT measures
determining the feasibility of their inmplementation are the annual
economic effect and the growth of productive labor.

The--annual -economic effect is determined by the formula:
Eg (S- S2 ) Vg - YenZed where Eg is the annual economic effect in
rubles; S and 2 are the production costs for a unit of product (work)
before anA after the introduction of measures, in rubles,; Vg is the
annual product (work) volume tviter the introduction of the measures,, in
norm-hours, units; Yen is the -normativecomparative factor of economic
effectiveness (the amount ii.. 'everse ,to the normative period of cost
amortization); ,Zed are the one-time expenditures associated with the
development and iftroduction of measures, in rubles.

The economic effectiveness to the end of the planned period is
usually calculated as the actual economic effective, as is the effective-
ness in computations made for the year. The first hag a direct effect
on the effectiveness of enterprise (shop,.sector) work indexes dCring

the current year, while the second is to the end of the period f6r the
obtained effect.

The amortization time of measures planned for introduction should
not exceed 1.5-2 years, otherwise the effective action of introduced
measures will not permit an amortization of means expended on them. The
most suitable period for the introduction of work.place'type projects,
replanning of production sectors according to NOT requirements, andother measures requiring capital expenditures is taken at 6.7 years.

The second basic index of economic effectiveness - the growth

in productive labor - is determined by product output for each worker,
by reducing the number of workers, by-reducing labor-intensiveness, and
by increasing the duration of the stable work efficiency phase.,

The annual economic effect must be very carefully determined. In
practice, .it is sometimes calculated relative to product (work) volume
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set for the current year. This leads to an artificial increase in the
expected magnitude of effectiveness. To make proper calculations, it
is necessary to take product (work) volume provided for in the plan for
the year following introduction. Only in this case will the calculated
magnitude of economy, given by the introduction of one NOT measure or
another, correspond to the actual. It is also necessary to take into
consideration the duration of the effect so that the magnitude of the
annual economic effect would fully characterize the ,economic significance
of the planned NOT measure.

While developing the measures, primary attention should be given
to those which, encompass a large amount of work types (listings) and
in which, specialists of higher qualifications are engaged. These are
the measures which will derive maximum effect in the current and in
subsequent periods.,

This;method will also help to determine the more optimum sequence
in the development of NOT plans and.in the measures provided for them;
that is, the specific periods to start and complete work depending on
the magnitude of the anticipated economy. It has been established that
the average values of expected• economy'from>the introduction of measures
during the first quarter are 0.917 of the calculated magnitude of annual
economy, 0.667 in the second, 0.417 in the third, and 0.167 in the
fourth.- 'As we can see, the actual economy obtained by the enterprise as
a result of introducing measures in the fourth quarter is nearly 5.5
times less, in-comparison-with the one if these measures had been intro-
duced in the first quarter.

The new, method makes it possible to optimize the distribution
of money allocated for NOT introduction between different enterprises
and elementsý0f-a single enterprise. It will also help to more
objectively resolve matters of material stimulation of work on NOT.
Up to now, the prize sum was most often proportional to the magnitude
of the annual economy in money obtained as a result of introduclng NOT
measures. Now it is calculated and distributed among those engaged in
production proportional to thdir individual-contributions.

How should the economic effectiveness of NOT measures be cal-
culated? The method recommends that this work be started by determining
the basic data necessary to perform the entire complex of calculations.
Depending on the nature and content of the measures, as well as their
final results, these data may include the labor-intensity of the annual
program, the execution of output norms, the average annual wage of the
-workers, the number of workers, the loss in Work time, the wage fund
deducted for social security, and so forth,

Supplementary calculations are then made to reduce labor-
intensiveness pertinent to reducing the number of workers, the economy
in wages, and a reduction in work time loss. Only after this is the
economic effectiveness computed by formulas recommended by the method.
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Let us review this on the example of performing such calculations. At
the armored vehicle assembly sector, there was an increase in the
productive labor of the primary workers, whose average rated number
was 46 persons', from the introduction of unit and subunit delivery of
items performud by two )auxiliary workers. The average monthly work
time loss.or*ror to th'•e introduction of the measure was 66 minutes or
14 percent, after introduction it was 33 minutes or seven percent. The
average annual wage f6r one worker was 1,620 rubles. Deductions. for
social security was 6.6 percent. The work time fund for the year was
230 days. The average monthly wage for an assistant worker was 100
rubles.

We perform the auxiliary calculations using these initial data.
The reduction in work time loss in the year will b~e•66- 33 • 46 • 230 =

60
= 5,819 man-hours, while the wages for two additional assistant si•rkers
will be 100 • 2 • 12 = 2,400 rubles. Deductions for social security
will be 2,400 • 0.066 = '58.,4 rubles; the relative economy in numberi
of workers will be 14- 7 '46 = 3.4 persons, the economy in wages for

700-,77
the year will be 3.4 • r,620 - 2,400 = 3,108 rubles, and the economy
in deductions for social security will be 3,108 • 0.066 - 158.4 = 46.7
rubles. This is followed,4by the computation of the'increment in
productive l'abor which wiAl be equal tO.P = 3.4 • 100 = 8 percent and

46 -3.4
the annual economic effect is Eg = 3,108 + 46.7 = 3,154.7 rubles.

Here is another example to determine the savings obtained by
reducing product production cost.by reducing cadre turnover which
during the year can be reduced by 4-6 percent as a result of establishing
favorable w6rking conditions, stimulating -the growth of productivity,
aiid by inculcating a communist attitudde td'ard labor and other NOT
measures.

The method reccmmends that tnese calculations be made by the
formula: -

where KTI and KT2 are- -he cadre turnover factors before and after
implementation of a complex of measures; FTi is the average annual
loss expressed in money caused by cadre turnover (the economy in money
obtained by the enterprise as a result of reducing, cadre turnover).

Let us assume that prior to implementation of the measures,
the cadre turnover factor was 13.2 percent and 18.1 percent afterwards.
In the expression 4, primarily 'includes a, reduction in

-22;

product output over a two-week period by workers who decided to quit.
Some sources recommend that this reduction be taken as 20 percent. If,
as an example, one worker produces 250 rubles worth of product in two
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weeks and the number of workers quitting for personal reasons during the
Scomp~uted year is 60 perrons less than in the pasle year, then the economy

expressed in money will be 250 - 20 • 60 - 3,000 rubles.
'100

The second' index is the loss suffered by the lack of products
received:.during the course of two months from specialists newly hired
and as a result of their nonfulfillment of the norm. According to data
of the Scientific Research Institute of Lator, this, loss is 10 percent
per month. If we take 1,125 rubles as the two-month product output by
one worker and take into consideration that newly-hired workers during
the current year is 40 men less than in the previous year, then the
savings wi1i° be 1,125 e 10 • 40 - 4,500 rubles..

100

The third index is the expenses associated with teaching newly-
hired workers. According to the Scientific Research Institute of Labor,.
the costs are 100 rubles::per person. By this factor, the enterprises
save 100 • 40 - 4,000 rubles.

And •the fourth factor, is the supplementary expenditures associated
with..administrative work in hiring--_nd firing, workers by their own
volition, which can be taken as five rubles per person. In thi's case,
the savings in money is (60 + 40) • 5 = 500 rubles.

In this manner, the tptal smouDý, of savings which the enterprise
obtained by reducing the cadre turnover factor from 13.2.percent to 8.1
percent is Es - (3,000 + 4,500 + 4,000 + 500) 8 .- T1) ff 4,636 rubles,.

This sum will be even larger if we take into consideration. ps an
example, a factor such as the loss applied to the enterprise by newly-
hired workers who cause spoilage during the time *they assimilate the new
work.
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THE CHAST' ACQUIPES A VEHICLE (pp 30-31)

Engineer Colonel V. Ivanov

Running-in' is the first and very important period of new vehicle
opei•tion during which the surfaces of parts are worked-in and packing
and gaskets shrink. The operating life of the'vehicle, its reliability,
and its economic and dynamic indexes depend on how fully the require-

Iments ot the manufacturing plants and the' rules of running-in are
carried out.

The- running-in period for .new vehicles is three months and six

months for those to be placed into ,prolonged storage; during this time
they must cover 1,000 kilometers with strict adherence to prescribed
operating states.

The organiiation of running-in 6f new vehicles greatly depends
on the correct distribution 'f vehicles to podrazdeleniya. They should
be assigned •strictly according to tables,.cf organization and with a
consideration of the tasks facing the podtazdeleniye, an analysis of
the number of vehicles assigned to the:chast',, afid their technical state.

This can be -done in different v ;ri 01-asionally, s6 that there
would be no hard feelings, 1-2 vehicles ire assigned to each podrazdeleniye.
This significantly complicates storage, use arn? maintenance, and the
organization of studies to learn the new-equipment. Moreover, the
increased number of vehicle types in each podrazdeleniye hinders opera-
tion and maintenance of the vehicles in combat readiness. Also, it is
not easy for the commandeir and their deputies for technical matters to
completely assimilate vehicles of different types. Therefore, the
podrazdeleniye should be provided with vehicles according to tables of
organization, but gradually, one podrazdeleniye after the other, with
preference given to the combat podrazdeleniye. Vhis also facilitates
the organization of running-in the new vehicles.

A no less important task is that of retraining drivers to whom the
running-in will be assigned. Obviously, they must be selected from
among the most experienced and best disciplined soldiers, This is quite
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understandable. If the running-in rules are not observed4, theni little
.use is gained from the fact that the vehicle is handled by an experienced
driver. During the retraining process, it is expodient not only to
clarify the features of running-in of the received vehicles to the
drivers,-but also to convince them "of the need to strictly observe the
operating rules and conditions. WewIl note that thezmaintenance, of
revolutions limits of the ZIL-131, ,Ural4375, aid--GAZ-66 \engine,s, 'which
-have no limiting nut under the. carburetor, wholly depends 6n the con-
'Acientiousness and discipline of the driver.

No matter how experienced the Orivers, they must thoroughly learn
She requirements of vehicle running-in instructions as well as the
running-in rules and conditions prescribed by the manufacturing plants
for the vehicles of a;given type and to pass atest. Taking into
consideration that vehicles being run-in must n6t be loaded by more
than 75 percent-of the nominal cargo capacity and that their speed
should not exceed, 60 percent of the maximum, it is useful to explin 'to
the drivers the tonnage that this represents for a givei )hicle awd
the .amount of specific cargo that this covers. It is al • useful toi
determine the speed limits along the routes and individual imectors where
the running-in will take place.

The use of only ýrescribed grades of fuel, oil, and lubricants
for the new vehicles is a mandatory ocondition for successful running-in.
Therefre,t the necessary supplies of these materials should be established
prior to receiving new vehicles. Care should be taken in advance to
ready the number signs without which running-in of new vehicles is not
permitted.

Actually, iunnng-in begins at .the time that the chast' repre,,
sentative receives the new vehicles. Right then, be it at the motor
tractor depot of the higheroelement, at the railroad station, at th6
port, or at the industrial plant, he is obligated to perform a control
inspection and to organize the necessary technical maintenance.
Occasionally, 'some of thetechnical, maintenance (TO) operations are
carried out only after the received vehicles have been taken to the chast'.
This practice is not permissible.

During the control inspection, it is recommended that primary
attention be given to .the state of all external fastenings and that -any'
loosenings be tightened, to the presence of. oil and lubricant in all
assemblies and their quality. All lubrication p6ints, provided for in.
TO No. 1, are greased, arid the remainder checked and greased ai necessary.
The'oil is drained', rom !the lubrication system, filtered', and only then
put back into the system, This must be done Vecause particleg may be
left in the oil which were, torn from the metal."surfaces during test
stand engine runnot incrn e' which accidentally 6,1tered duringfassembly.
As we know,g they increagso the abrasive wear r' item svdrfacess.

in order that the vehicles be readied for their first run
properly, it is expedient to assign specialists-repairmen to the
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drivers and instruct them to-correct any malfunctions, ,adjust ignition,
the fuel-system devices, electrical equipment, and other jobs requiring
special skills. It is recommended that prior to, engine'starting,.after
the requirements of the manufacturing plant set forth in the 6perating
instructions have been followed, of vehicleswhich have been-parked for
a prolonged time at depots or-were-,transported by rai.lroad or-water
transport, the cylinders pf ,internal combustion engines be filled with
20-25 grams of oil through the sparkplugs openings and the cylinders of
diesel engines filled with 15-100 gramiis through the air intake system.

When adjusting carburetors, some drivers try to ensure that -the
engine-would operate stably at low revolutions,. 'This should not be done
because increased wear in non-worked parts is inevitaible in a new 'engine,
It is useful. to warn drvers against this practice.

Of all assemblies of a vehicle,, the greatest attention during
'running-ir is required by an engine whose frictioning parts require
particularly careful work-up. Therefore, it is necessary to warn all
drivers that, during. runnitng-in,, especially when starting and' warming
up an engine, high; crankshaft revolutions must be6 avoided and movement
should'be started(only after an engine has been heated by gradually
increasing the load. Prompt ,shiftirig to lower gears should be done 'in
,order to avoid overloading the engine of a vehicleg-being )'un-in. Engine
braking must not be done as its nonworked-up coupling parts are not

Sready for higher'loads.

The appropriate traver route, during running-in is required to
carry out these requirements. Whenever possible, the road ,should be
level, without steep upgrades or downslopes, with: a hard and dry soil
so that the engine would not be subjected t6 large loads, the work state
should not be changed frequently or sharply and 'the need for,,enginie
braking be excluded.

Control-meas:,ring instruments are dependable assistants tothez
driver in determining the state of the ,basic systems and mechanisms.
Constant attention should be given to the instruments :and the slightest
deviation from the norm should be taken as: a command to immediately stop
the vehicle and engine to clarify und elimiiate the cause of malfunction.

During a prolonged run (for a period of one day) it is useful to
perform control inspections while enroute - check the state of packings
and gaskets in assemblies and systems,, the degree of heating of assemblies,
and-units, and the t[ghtness of all •fastenings. In the event ol.
leakage is detected, it is recommended'that not only an inspection of
the gaskets be made, but also that the breather pipes of the assenblies
are clean and not polluted withWdirt or foreign objects:and that 'the
amount of lubricant is within the prescribed limits.

The deputy commander for technical matters and the chief of the
motor tractor service are the immediate organizers and supervisors of
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new-vehicle running-in. They are the -ones who must ensure strict
adherence to established running-in rules. Im-ediately after distri-!
:bution,of vehicles and their assignment.by chast' orders to drivers who
will- perform the iunning-in, vehible operation is planned" If there is
a large-number of vehicles, the 3peration V•an (run schedule) is best
+formulated by stages, that is, 'kn such a wiy that the vehicles would
iauire the neceisary kilometrige and, would& not enter into regulir
-service simultaneously. This •*;ill provide a greateriusefulness in
using the run-in vehicles aid their better maitrtenance at technical
'maintenance points by the speciAlist-repairmen. But, we will mention
once- again, that the running-in time should not be extended. It must
be performed within three months. We will emphasize that individual
vehicles should not be sent over., great distance from the location of
the chast'. This will hinder-control over their operation and in
providing necessary assist~nce to the driver. He will-not always be
able-to correct a malfunction inma new type vehicle. In that case, it,
will'be fiece~sary-to send out specialists or a tractor for towing.

The instructlons &ovide for the expenditure-bf motor resources
urinithe--r'unning-in +period of- combat, and Jine:group- vehicles,,. as-

rule, only for training purposes. Such requirements seem extremely
strict to us and its execution only extends the running-in-time.
Additionally, exercises on combat training+ re associated withmovement
over roadless terrain which is harmful to the vehicles being run-in. It
would"be more correct to permit the new vehicles to be used for adminis-
trative-technical and other needs during thib period with kn obvious
adherence to established operating states, load norms, and running-in
rules.

The running-in of different types of vehicles should not be
performed in one way. The recommendations should always be'followed
which are set forth in-the plant instructions. Thus, for the ZIL-131
vehicles, it is necessary prior to running-in, to check and tighten the
stud nuts of the cylinder blockheads and the intake and exhaust manifolds
for ascold engine and th,ýn after the first 100-120 kilometers. This is-
done to prevent a burn-through of the gaskets and a breakdown in engine
operation.

It is not recommended to "coast" during the running-in of a ZIL-131
as this does not provide any fuel savings but only increases wear on
engine parts and týeansmission. During "coasting" theengine-temperature
drops and, consequently, the formation of sludge indrý-es in-the lubri-
cation system. 'There is a breakdown in the normal pro6.ess of working
fluid preparation which, in this engine, is warmed by the cooling liquid.
A frequent change in work states characteristic during,"coasting" also
)has a negative effect on the engine.

There is also a feature on how to use the throttle valve pepA-.
The great power reserve of the engine installed inithe ZIL-131 anr kts
good pickup does not require t1at the, pedal.be depressed to its limit
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-in the -event' •f a one-time increase 'in- eqgirne i.Aetance, as th s.i'done for'the •IL-157 and'ZIL-151 vehiclds. -Thf- should be hb e hur~ry to

"••"engage then,dkop'ddo'rgear-whien moving onto a w.:? road. -It must be

• mentibned that At is generally not recommendrl-, ,o drive-a Z1L-I31 for
an extended-time with-the'trottle valves open 6%•that unnecessary
Sdetonations in the cyliiders, wouild be avoidira

SThe chief of the technical control pc .L (kTP) has a rather

important role in Proper running-in. It mb- ýseem ,to some that new
vehicle's only undergo a perfunctory, check e •he KTP This belief is
/ quite erroneous., It iS necessary o tht '"chief to carefully[inspect'each vehicle to be run-in bcoxe t 'eaves the motor pool and
upon its return; particular attentiop must be given to the adjustment
of the-contr6l mechanisms, the gasketi. -anhwhether or, not the driver
knows the basic rules of running-in. It ; recorffnended that posters
with tecnical data on running-in and a .!,agram of the route be used.

P , rompt and good quality control 1,bpections land tedhnicaI
L maintenance performed during the running-:i period and upon i•ts com-

ple6on' are just 'as important as observing- ruleand conditions. -This
is best done at the t6chnical maintenance points through which all
vehicles,to- be run-in are passed at-eeaablished times adcording to the
running-in schedule,

Tightening operations occ6!py ',,,great volume in the maintenance
of new vehicles. Dislodged connections, gaskats, and extraction of
bol,ts during running-in leads to a weakening of assembly fastenings,
especi.llyof the engine, the distributor box, cardon shaft -flanges,
reducers, and drive shafts. It ias important to tightly fasten all
fastenings, adhering to established torque ,pressures.,

In conclusion,, we would like to mention that even before running-in,
the personnel must be made acquainted'with the guarantees of the manu-
facturing plant and the method irý which claims. are -submitted.- In addi-
tion, it is expedient to direct-the drivers' attention to the fact that.
the plant's guarantee is effective only when the instructions applicable
to the vehicle are carefully followed. The guarantees do not cover

-+ damages occurring as aresult of poor or late maintenance, improper
operation, malusage, and storage-;of vehicles under conditions which do
not conform to the instructions. However, if damages occur even though
all rules of operation are 6bserved, a claim must 'be immediately sub-
imitted to the manufacturing-plant in the prescribed order without
disassembling the malfunctioning unit or assembly. It is necessary'to

*'4 be firmly aware 6f these tenets and no attempt made to independently
correct the malttiiection by disassembling-the unit, otherwise the claim
right maybe loit.
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'FROM THE HISTORY OF EQUIPMENT (pp-31-32)

Longest in the World

In-1934-4935 the world's longest telegraph-telephone line~was

set up between Mobcow-and Khabarovsk (8,715 kilometers). This was done
y •_building- 2, 34 kilmitera of new andrebuilding 6,181 'kil6meters of

Sold- overhead 'lines which carried, a total of 34,'860-k~ilometers of-, c-ppei
wires (two •twin-lesd circuits), 'One line used imported high frequencyequipmint and the other used domestic equipment; moreover, ourfequip-

ment successfully withstood equetitio pr-

The right-of-way crossed 18'krays and oblasts.,and rovided
telegraph-telephone co~m'nications f,)r hundreds of indust'cial centers.
This-main line differed not only in its scale,, but also• i1i new'prin-cpids~ofline suspension'. New rules for trahsposing copinerw and

bimetallic telephone circuits were Oeveloped and used for the first
time in its design and construction; this ensured their multiplexing
in a broad frequency band (up to, 150,000 hertz).

Wire Broadcasting

I•I April- 1921, •he'Kazad radio formation base developed an
.amplifier which, by-using-a h6rn with a telephone from a military
forepost set, provided voice loudspeaking. This loudspeaking device
wis soon brought to Moscow and successfully tested, with the horn
mounted on the balcony oi the Moscow Soviet. As a result, the Soviet
of'Labor -and Defense issued a decree ofi 3 June 1921 to organize ,the
loudspeaker bioadcasting of news in six squares of Moscow. Thus, the
foundation of wire broadcasting was laid.

Generato: Tube

In .1923, the outstanding Soviet radio engineer M. A. Bench-
Bruyevich, while improving the technology and methods to produce and
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pump out the first domestic geneiat6rs, tested a new tube providing 25,
kilowatts of power, an item whi.ch the West was even unable to dream of.
at that time. A year later tbf'sNK'bcgorod laboratory which he directed
assembled and tested, a model 100-kilowatt tube.

First Heat Direction Finder

The possibilities to detect ships by their heat emission was
studied in the USSR long before the Greatý Patriotic War. Even in 1934
a group of staff members of the All-Union Electrotechnical Institute,
under the supervision of Professor V. Granovskiy, developed a test
model of a shore and ship heat direction finder.

The shore, heat direction kinder using a,,che-and-a-half meter
mirror could detect, for example, - destroyer at a distance of 16-22
kilometers and a cargo ship at a distance of 8r9 kilometers. Target
direction (finding) was done with very, high accuracy - 1.0-1.5 degrees.

Series-produced heat direction ftiides, s'Abseqqently developed
on the base 6f these i,•itialmodels, were used during the Great
Patriotic War aboard Soviet navy vessels.

First Changeable Sight

The changeable sight for height was first developed by Tulai
gunsmiths in 1770 for ,the 12.7-mn Cossack rifle. This sighti with,one
permanent and two changeable pieces of different height in-combination
with the good ballastics of the rifle,, ensured its, good accuracy and,
range of fire. The previously used sight, a front sight -and rear
sight of 1 permanent size, permitted aimed fire- to be conducted only
at short ranges.

Base-Striker Fuse,

The first'base striker fuse was developed and placed into the
general issue of the Russian army in 1883.

As the shell encountered an obstacle, the striker moved- forward
and heated the primer with its pin. The explosive charge was ignited
through an opening in the adapter and •thc explosion took pace. This
fuse-was safe to handle, dependable, and did not require- ao preliminary
operations prior to firing.

Rifle With Polygonal Riflings

-Striving to make the loading of rifled'weapons easier, the Tula
gunsmith, Tsyganov, was the first to •use polygonal riflings in 1783
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in fthe barrel .of a Cossack rifle, of approximately 10 millimeters caliber,
which he had develbped. Its cross-sectionsa1tfOmt- was that of an equi-
lateral itriangle. These riflings provided the prOjecti'e with-a -high
velocity and there was no failure during firing and accuracy was -better.

In the West,. -polygonal r'iflings c&&e into beitig only in 1751 in
'German rifles which -had rectanjular cross-wectional' rifling.

I
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STORAGE PREPARATIONS (pp 32-33)

-Engineer Colonel ,A. Abramov, candidate of technical sciences

All armored vehicles which have •not been used for more than a
month, depending on the proposed duration of operating break, are placed-
into. sh~ni-tdjiwin or rong-item stor~ge.

The sequence of technological operations carried out during the
vehicle preparation period depends Wi any case on the storageperiod and
technical state. Thus, in readyifig a vehicle for short-term storage, it
must be serviced according to the scdpe of technical maintenance (TO)
No 1. If the vehicles are to be used two or three times during the year,
then the individual 0perat-lns of this form' of technical maintenance
(lubrication., checking the adjustment of mechanisms), need,-only be
carried out once a year. Experience shows that it is besm to do-this
following the second \time the vehicle leaves the motor pool.

Vehicles placed ir long-term storage are -divided into two groups
by scope of preparatory work: those which have been used and new
vehicles. Both groups,, regardless of-their-kilometrige (from the moment
of the previous regular technical maintenance) undergo TO No 2. In
addition to the work provided for in TO No 1 and TO No 2, a series of
additional work is performed to all vehicles in preparing them fcr
storage. This supplementary work will be discussed in this article.

Technological charts are made for each vehicle before beginning
to ready it. The chart is used; to note the volume of work according to
the type of-technical maintenance, data on vehicle dbndition, and
instructions on preparations for storage. The sequence in which to
perform technical maintenance of assemblies and units is based on the
possibilities of utilizing existing means of mechanization and the
number of specialists-repairmen called in to perform complicated tasks.

The personnel are then instructed and -reminded of the more
important operations and on the requirements of technical safety. Only
after all of these matters have been understood are the crews permitted
to begin wqok.
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There is no need to examine in detail the scope and order of work-
performance as it iS set forth with sufficient cla'i'ty in the appropriate
instructions. Consequently, we will dwelt only on those opera~tons which
require more careful attention.

Storage batteries which ..",ave been put into an-operating stateare
placed into position and connected to the low current charging net after'
careful inspection. In individual cases, the batteries are placed in
specially equipped boxes placed alongside the vehicles and are also
connected (with the exc3ption of the dry charge) to the low current
charging net.

The engine systems require careful handling during the preparatory
period. A careful check must be made of all hose connections, devices
to exhaust ir from. the fuel system tanks, the fuel distribution valve,
the tightness of the drain cocks and valves, and other assemblies in
order to prevent leakage of fuel, oil, and coolant. In no "ase may the
fuel tanks be overfilled. The durite hoses can only be made from cold
resistant rubber.

MWe.ill comment :that all type•s f fuel filters, except the TF-l
(TFK-3), of. short-term storagf, Vehicles are washed out once a year while
'he TF-l (TFK-3) filters afe washed out; according 'to the Regulations on,
materiel and vehicle operation but not less than once every three years.
Oil and lubricant in the power train assemblies is replaced if it has
worked the prescribed period.

This work is done every time a long-term storage vehicle which has
been in operation-passes through preparatory work. At the same time, the
filters are removed from the fuel tank funnels, the, dirt removed, wrapped
in pergament paper (preliminrrily greased Zor ion-imothballed` vehicles),
and placed in the vehicle. Oil in the lubrication system is replaced
each time the vehicle is prepared 'for storage. iqTe amount of oil used
must conform strictly to the norm.

If the sealing of the cooling system was never checked during
vehicle operation, then it is recomended that this'be done after five
years of storage for new vehicles being readied for storage and after
three years for those vehicles which have gone through major repair. It
is recor•nended that the system be washed out ahead of time to remove any
scale',

The most arduous operation is that of disassembling mechanisms
'1hich is done to check the condition of parts and for the replacement of
consistent lVbricants. This is done only to vehicles which have gone
through the guaranteed run.

The •hanging of running gear parts of short-term storage vehicles
its done gradually.
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Whlen the lurcn-in the ýpower -train, aisemblies of medium tanks
is, changed, there is no need -to -wkiah out 'these- assemblies. The lubr.--
cant is changed in the planetary-gtqar rot'sition mec'hanisrn,,of medium tanks
an riemovers mqouhted, on theire'chaissi's' only dui~ng repairs',; The

frictioit couipling. me~hanism bearings- are I.Lu-bricated once- a ye~ar -for-
shicrt-t-erm ,sto6rage vehlicles and durilfg each, preparatory-p-eriod 1fo 'lonig-
term storage vehicles and4,,this must'ýbe- followed ~ei. e& y--b clann
gout ;the lub~ri cant, deliver3F ppe to #6h -bearings.

When-readying vehicles' for long.-term storage, the insulation-of
electric leads and cables- iiwst be checked'. This is'done by dis4con'necting
the, lead (cable lead) from-the power source and-the consumer and the-
rnegoohmmeter connected to t~he lead wire and vehicl~e-chassis is us1ed to
measure. insulation 'resistAtice. If it is 'less than 0.5 megohm, the-.old'
cable terming4,, are removed -and the insulation resistance measured again.
If it is again- less thain the; ,indicated value, then-:the lead (cablL) is
completely replaced,i but if'it reads more than ').5 rniegohm, then only' a-
new terminal must be added. '.This is done by winding the bare lead and,
-insulation- withz~a-_polyvi~ny-1 tchloride -tape.. -'A.poly-vinyl. ch 'loride_,tube. i1s
then placed on the end of the lead and terminal, wrapped in tapea, anhd'ý_

- -, the place of tube placcinent is first covered with shellac or a bakelite,
lacquer. The terminal may be bent to e~ase seating of the tube.

This. can be done in another way. 'The bare lead and insulation-
are wound with a rubberized electrical insulation tape which is then
covered with a band made of cotton threads (No 00) and 'Saturated with
~shellac or bakelite lacquer. Both-methods may also be used to riplace
damaged terminals on leads whose insulation resistance is more than
'0.5 rnegohm'at the first checking.

The greasy and corroded metal winding of electrical leads is
cleaned off with-dry rags. The leads, rubber tipp.-and caps, as well

t as brushes and contact panels, may not be gleaihed-with gasoline or
other solvents.

A 'few words about the' features of readying wheeled vehicles for
storage. A very complex and r,-'p6nsible operation is that of their

4suspension, whiich is done to take -'the load fr'om''the tires, springs, and
other elements of the running,g' Oe~r, it is recoummended that'this be
done-only to those vehicles which atc to be stored for more than-,six
months. This- is done '-,y plac-in*g su'ppoits under the springs of such a
height that the wheeils would not touch-thd ground.- A. preliminary

~oerto~ito unload the, springs, i's by placL,'f_;F :ptdade_'s- bietw~en ýthe
'spirings and the body w,,i`.h oare ',f a ýA-ze U-30 pr_;ýýnt gjý,kr than the
distance, between thi sprting,-ýnd-liody,., V~~cele' vidly t i blne
sdik Ipelisidns are suspended ,in 'puch' ap Mannier thqjaih 'i~ hdees would not
touch-the ground and the lo.;-Or supjports - of -trh balancers would be
unloaded,., The'supports on which the vehicles are suspended are made
frorai strcdng matarial and placed on au'hbird and solid ground or on
'hoftzontally placed runners.
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I~n servicing &_vehicle, its:oireinic equipmient and spare parlts-anid
- -tools-ae checked and replenished, to tenw-atrhihthe ' re put
thz ýp~ýs secured.

zUponl Completing all preparatoi-y work, it is- necessary to' check
on how well. the work:vas performed, the asseimblies and aggregates,
plumbe,', and. the vehiiqle'made- availabl'e-.for -inspectioA,,by tAi receiving

-cowniission., The velilbie can then be ohblldafter thiia.
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LAYING COMMUNICATIONS LINES -(p 33)

Engineer Ya. Marchevskiy

As shown by practice, a reduction in the time to lay and remove
field communications cable lines is 'facilitated by making full use of
-the ýtechnical -potentials of. cable laying vehicles and by a, wellgplanned
work organization.

For example, when laying cables, the duties among the teammembers
are distributed in the following manner. The first and-second opeiatursi
who are in the vehicle, place the next cable drum in the Aduy 6tand and,
ready it for work by freeing the upper coupling half and carefully

checking the condition of the outer windings.

Prior to installation, when the last row of cable comes off the
drum, the first operator gives the command "Attention" over the intercom.

SThe driver-mechanic repeats the command and reduces speed to 3-4 kph.
The command "Stop" is given when there are 3-4 windifigs left, After
stopping, the third 6perator goes to the back of the vehicle and pulling
on the cable, quickly unwinds the rest of it. He •hen connects the lower
free coupling half with the upper coupling half ready on ,the. duty stand'
and gives the command "Forward" to the driver-mechcnic., The second
operator moves the cable manually in the vehicle's body.

In thisicase, the maximum time taken from the moment the vehicle
stops until it'begins moving agLan is not more than-35-40 seconds'. The
initial-speed of the vehicle shouid not exceed 3-4 kph so that :the
coupling halves would not be damaged when passing over the laying blade6
At this speed it is easy tO disconnect and join the coupling halves
during checking and line alignment and .it also-avoids breaking the contacts
in the coupling half.

Communications are established more quickly by those podrazdeleniya
which, making use of all available means, first lay the cable on the sur-
face of the ground and then after checking, bury it. It is easy to lay
cable along the-ground s~rface by using high-side trucks. In doing it
this way, the symmetrical, soldered, insulated, and interconnected
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construction length cablesa (10-15 'kilometers) are manually placed in the
vehicle body winding to winding so that the windings would not be broken
when dropped from the vehicle,

The cable is picked up by a,-team of three men. The vehicle's
speed is changed within limits of 3-5 kph. The order of work execution
may be the f6llowing: the cable is passed under the vehicle moving
along the line. It is picked up by the first operator who is in the
center of the truck body, who passe3 it to the second operator, who
places the cable-winding to winding in the 'forward part of the body.
Then, as cable accuriulates, the second operator hinds it over to the
third. He rolls the cble into a ring at the back end of the truck body.
The 6pe'rtorsashould cnange places during work because the one who is
in the middle of the body has'the hardest job.

The work of removing buried communications cable- is significantly
expedited and the work of the first operator eased by a manual towing
stand with individual hydraulic drives from 'the wheels. The installation
of this device takes not more than 35-40 tiiinutes for any truck. The rate
of cable laying along -the -ground -surf ace increases-.

Also worthy of attention is the experience-in remoAing buried
cable corimunications lines. However, as practice has shown, the
established norms may be covered if the proper hoisting height is
'selected for the digging knife under the cable and that it be exactly
oriented abbie the right-of-way in a,hor-izontal plane.

The p6sition of the removed cable upon leaving the cassette is
the reference 'br -settingýthe digging knife. If the knife moves precisely
along the path, then'the cable moves out of the truck body along the
center without touching the sidea. Movement of the blade to the right
or left is determined by the cable position toward one of the truck body
ýides' The third operator, who rides the trail-er plow during line
removal, corrects the blade position by giving directional hand eignals
to the :irs' operator. The latter, using the tumbler-switches on the
vehicle!s instrument panel, shifts, the trailer plow in the necessary
direction.

The optimum depth' of burying is also determined by, the position
of the cable upon its exit from the'cassette. If the cable is unevenly
jerked out of the 'cassette, then burying should be deeper. When the
cable is smoothly unwouhd, and is presoed against the lower steel roller
without gripping, this indicctes that the proper burying depth has been
selected. The latest modifications of cable vehicles-additionally have
a portable control panel so that the third~operator could move the
trailer plow and regulate the burying depth by himself.

An important item to consider during cable laying is the differ-
ences in soil, its moisture content, density, and stickiness. The
protective layer may be too thick in dolid soils, w4hich hampers cable
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removal. If the sector of solid soil is small, then the protective zone
esetting is not, changed 'but assistance is given to manually stretch the
cable at the point where it leaves the cassette- behind the upper large
roller. The protective -layer setting is changed when the sector with
changing soil structure Is of considerable length.
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•S!.ARPENING ELECTRIC TOOLS (pp 34-35)

Engineer Lieutenant Colonel V.,Belikov

The productivity of electrical tools is greatly dependent on how
well they are made- ready for work. However, this is often believed to
be nothing more than a lubrication and adjustment of all mechani'sms and
the main item is forgotten -;;the need to carefully grind and finish
cutting surfaces- and 'to properly pl,1ce theWorking elements. But it is
the state of the planing blades, cu~t'lltiscs, Irills, and milling
cutters that determines' not only the productivity'6f the tool but also
the quality of the operation performed. Moreover, if the working element
is not properly readied, then the tool's service life is reduced. Strange
as it may seem, there is but l'ittle said'on this matter in technical
literature. Therefore, ir.. our estimation, it is useful to bring tip the
basic rules which are most widely used in making electrical tools ready.,

We will mention first off that grinding quality greatly depends
on the proper selection of the grindirýg wheel by hardness and graininess.
Large-grain wheels do not provide the necessary cleanliness for the
processed surface while wheels with too small, grains become glazed. As
a result, the cutting edges are overheated and their surface becomes
bluish inicolor. It is recommended that the preliminary grinding of a
(wood) cutting tbol be done with a grinding,wheel with a 40-22 graininess
and final' grinding at 4xgraininess of 25-16. It is best to use the SM-I
and SN-2 soft wheels 6r, if unavoidable, average hardness wheels ST and
ST-l. It must be remembered that the harder the tool to be sharpened, the
softer must bethe wheel.

The gAinding wheel must be checked before it is used and if
necessary, it should be adjusted by angling or rounding its faces (figure
I). Any radial or side wobbling must be corrected. Trimming is also
done to restore the cutting capabilities of the abradive. Thic is done
with a diamond pencil. Ii this is not available, an abrasive wheel or a
silicon carbide file with ceramic binding of the grain which is one or two
sizes larger than the grain on the wheel to be trivaned may be used. We
will mention that the tool to be used to trim the wheels must be fastened
to a special holder.
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The tool to be sharpened ýmust be fed -smoothly' and evenly., One
should not force the grinding, 1.ncrease the lateral feed, or'pri.ss the
blades sharply against the-wheel. Thi's will 1hadto a burningof the
blades and can ruin the tool. The cutting- edge6 of the sharpened tool
must be shrp-, without any temper colors, nickP, and scratches, and must
have the-correct geometrical form.

As a rule, the planing blades of electric planers are,-sharpened
only aldug the rear face of the cup-shaped wheel to an angle of 15 degrees
or rounded. Delivery rate at the end of sharpening, when the blades are
formed,, must be one-half that of the initial passes. Finishing is added
to the blades to eliminate any sharpening defects, to make the blades
sharper and, at the same time, of sufficient strength. This is easiest
done manually by using a whetstone of white electrocarborandum on a
ceramic base with a grain size of, 6-10 and a hardness of SM2-SM1. The
whetstone must be lubricated. The blade must be so held that its back
edge would be at an angle of 2-3 degrees to the whetstone surface (figure
2). The pressure is gradually reduced on the blade and it is rubbed over
the whetstone in a circular motion until a face of not more thaný0.5 mm
is- formed -on zthe--blade -edge. ZAny--_nicks-or scratches are Jremoved by
moving the whetstone, without pressure, first over the front edge and
then over the back edge. This increases;tool sturdiness by 2-3 times.

It is very important that the cutting knives be properly installed'

on the drum (rotor) of the planer. All the blades should be at the same
distance from the. center. If this is not done, only one blade will worki
it will- quickly dull, and the Surface of the processed item-will be wavy.
The working edges of the knives are set at the same level as the fixed
rear skid and strictly in parallel to it. If this is not followed, work
quality is poor (a staggered profile is formed) and productivity is
reduced. All of the knives must be evenly weighted to prevent drum
vibration. They should be weighed together with the fastening strips.
The permissible difference in the weight of two pairs of knives of up to
100 m•n in length, should not exceed one gram. If necessary, the weight
of one of the blades is reduced by grinding down the edge opposite tothe cutting odge. Metal should not be removed from the side edges.

The cutting knives are set in the drum with the use of a template-
scale which is laid against the rear skid. The cutting knife which is in
the extreme tippiir position must lay agi'inst the template with iti cutting
edge along the entire length (figure 3). A properly adjusted cutting
knife is lightly tightened with screws and then again checked against the
template. The side screws and then the inside screws are tightened and
the same sequence followed for the second cutting knife.

The teeth of siw blades are sharpened on an IE9704 lathe with a
consideration of the work for which the saw blades are intended. Ripping
of wood is done withýsaw blades with teeth sharpened at a right angle to
the, side surface. For crosscutting, the saw blades should have teeth
sharpened at a sharp angle. At oblique sharpening, it should be remembered
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that the sharper the blades, the less stable is their cutting edges.
Optimum sharpening of the front edge is at 'n angle of 50-55 degrees.

All the teeth of a properly shsrpene6' saw blade have an identicall
pitch, height, and angle with ,the spaces between them smoothly ro,•ided.
In order to reduce tooth friction against Pie wood, every other r'one is
bent to a different direction. The amount depends.on the nature and
wetness of the wood (Table 1). In all cases, it should not'exceed (to
one side) one-half the thickness of the saw blade. The maximum per-
missible angling of the teeth to one side for-the saw blades of the
IE5101 (1-153) aridlE102 (S-456) electric saws is 0.8 mm.

Table 1

Type of Wood Processed Absolutc Humidity Amount of Deviation of
of the Wood, in % Saw-Blades (to One Side),

in mm

Soft (pine, fir) Up to 30 0.50-0.60
Over 30- 0.60-0.70

Hard (oak, beech) Up to 30 0.40-0.45
Over 30 0.50-0.55

The teeth are worn unevenly during the work process and thsjr
'deviation breaks down. Tool productivity drops and sewing quality
•worsens. In order to avoid this, a so-called joining is done to the
periphery and side surfaces after two or three sharpenings or after tooth
deviation. This is done on grinding lathes. The teeth are first straight-
ened by height. The back edges of the teeth are brought up to a rotating
polishing wheel. The disc and wheel planes must be mutually perpendicular,
As the protruding teeth are ground down, the feed is smoothly increased.
Side joining is then done -" the protruding edges of individual teeth are
ground down. The saw blade is fed to the polishing wheel in such a
fashion that their planes would be parallel. It is not permitted to
grind down a layer of material thicker than 0.2 mm because this can form
flat areas on the edges which sharply increase saw blade friction during
work,

This work may also be done manually witho',t removing the saw blade
from the electric saw. Safety rules must be strictly followed when this
work is done. The safety cover must be in place and the file held in a
holder. The work is done at low revolutions (the electric saw is turned
on and immediately turned off). The amount of 4irejoining surface on a
tooth should not exceed 0.3 mm. After placing the saw blade Into the saw,
a check must be made to see that its plane is exactly perpendicular to
the axis of rotation and that the latter is identical with the axis of
spindle rotation,
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Chain sawe yire filled after 3-4 hours of work. They must be
'preliminarily wiped •and washed in kerosene. It is very important that
tooth ge.metry be retained (figure 4, table iJ. it is rec6mnended that
PTs-15M chain saws be- sharpened in this sequence: first the cutting, and
undercutting teeth on one side,, then the ones on-the other side,. and
finally, the plunging-teeth.. The front edge of the cutting teeth are
sharpened at on-angle of 60 degrees, the undercutting teeth at 70 degrees,
and the plunging teeth at 90 degrees. The back edges of the teeth should
not be processed because this causes a quick reduction in .initial devia-
tion. Joining of a chain saw is done by first straightening-out the
teeth on one side and then on the other. It is usually-enough to reduce
the height of 10-15 of themore protruding teeth.

Table 2

Size of Sharpening Angle, in Degrees, for Teeth
Angle Designation __

S-,:Cutting Undercutting Plunging

,Back 9-10 9-10 9-10'

Front 0-5 0-5 10-15

Front Edge E 55-65 55-65 90

Back Edge'E 1  54 80 90

The height of the plunging blades in a chain saw ready for work
must be 0.6-0.,9 mm less than that of the cutting teeth and that of the
undercutting teeth by 0.4-0.5 mm. After checking and sharpenling, the
chain saw should be washed ,in kerosene and dipped for s &vervF minutes
into melted solidol and then wiped and the excess grease removed.

A properly tightened chain saw should be easily moved by hand and
when tightened with:a small force (on the order of one kilogram) should
move by 2-3 ma. The chain should move for a short time after the motor
has turned off,

The plunger chain should be sharpened along the forward edge. The
required leading angle (20 degrees) is done on a sharpening lathe. The
blade and chain are se.t in such. a wa" that its center would be 0.34 of the
greatest radius of týe blade from the side surface of the grinding wheel.
All teeth sE6ul\d haveo an identical height and angle of incidence of the
front •edges while the czttinn edges should be equidistant from each
other. It should be kept in mind that tightness has a particular effect
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[ on the work of the plunging chain. An extremely tightened chain quickly
wears out,, which leads to an overheating of the guide rollers and motor.
An insufficienitlghtness causes vibration, with the result that accuracy
and quality of performedwork drop. Chain tightness is checked by pull-
ing'it from the ribs of the guide roller with a force of five kilograms.
The-deflection should be 6-8 m.

Both the saw and plunger chains which have not been used, initially
stretch out during work. This is why-new chains must be run at idle
speed for 5-10 minutes and then'several test sawings performed. ChainV tightness is then adjusted again.

Twist (auger) drill bits used for drilling wood against the grain
(figure 5) first have the cutting blades sharpened along the back edges,
then the undercutting edges, and finally the drill Center. The sharpen-
ing angle of the cutting edge is 45 degrees. The undercutting edges are
sharpened only on the inner side. The cutting edges of a drill must be
exactly perpendicular to the longitudinal axis and at the same level; the
undercutting edges must have a rounded forim and identical'height; and the
directingcenter is situated exactly along the drill axis. The height of
the undercutting edges is 1-1.5 mm and that of the guiding center is,3-4[um. Drill It ts used to drill 6penings in wo6d along the- fiber do not
have any undercutting edges. The peaks are sharpened at an angle of 60
degrees or 120 degrees.

NSelecti6n of the metal drill'bit angle of sharpening depends on,
the material to be processed. Thus, it is 116-118 degrees for steel,
cast iron, and hard bronze (figure 5b)i The drill'bifs are sharpened
on sharpening lathes provided ;with special adapters. The drill bits are
set at an angle of 58-ý60 degrees to the side surface of the grinding
wheel and rubbed without removing' them from the wheel and without
changing the angle of incidence so that an eveni back edge would be
obtained., Both cutting edges of a finished tool must have an identical
length and must be' at the same angle tothe drill bit axis; the center
of the lateral edge must coincide with the-axis of rotation and be at an
angle of 55,degrees to one of the cutting edges and 125 degrees to the.
other.
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Figure 1, Grinding--wheels fixed. for undercutting (a) ihnd with a
rounded -face (b1).

Figure 2. Finishing a cutting blade-on a whetstone*

Figure 3. Mounting cutting blades ,n the rotor of a electric-sawr l-3 -.

front and rear -skids; 2 -t.emplate-scale; 4 tightening screw!
5 -blade; 6 - rotor

6 5 4

figure 4o Geometry of cutting (a. +and plunging (b) teeth of a chainsaw:
-],-rear angle; - front angle; - angle of rear edge hon-

ing; - angle of front edge honing.

Figure 5o Drill bit honing anglest a - woodworking augerl b. -. etalwork-
ing twist drill bits.
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HUNGARIAN. TANK PERSOML- (p 36)

Engineer Colot,#l Ye.-Kosyrev

The military post which we visited ofi the invitation of our
Hungarian friends is named after Janos HUnyadi, one of the wonderful,
he'roesduring the struggle against Turkish-overlordship. Tank-personnel
live and train here.

'We were met by the deputy regimental couwuander for political
-matters, Lieutenant-Colonel bezef Pot. Naturally, our conversation
entered into the training and education of-personnel. The lieutenant
colonel stated that Just as all soldiers of thc. Hungarian People's
Army, the taukmen are persistently mastering knowledge and skills to
be a firm link in the defensive organization of the-Warsaw Pact.

! -We were convinced of their successes after having visited the
driving exercises-. There are many outstanding drivers. An example is
Komsomol-member Private First Class Istvan Durko. He is a mechanic-difiver~and has wo'nthe title of "Outstanding Hungarian Serviceman"
twiceii This day, just as always, he brilliantly overcame rather complex
olistacles8.

We should mention that the regiment has a good material-training
base. The tank proving ground and the firing range are automaid'. All
elements are available necessary for fruitful combat training. 'Under-
water driving classes are in a separate building.

We enter the training building. There is a l~,rge signal light
panel on the wall in the entrance. After giving the signal to begin
the next;:exercise, the duty officer switches ,the appropriate tumbler
switches and, looking at the p1nel, can see which cl-sses are occupied
and which are free.

The classes have, standard furniture - light metal frame chairs
and tables placed along the wall in the shape of the letter "U". Sectionat
assemblies and units are set on carts so that they can be moved :to, the
center of the class. Here also are posters, diagrams, electrified stands,
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- and, Icharts. Some of thet, ýre ,permanent'iy fixed. 1,The others can be
removed when there is'i nheed to do so.

There ls a film training device in the driving class which they
had made. themselves. Accirding to the deputy regimental commander for
technfcal matters, Engineer Major Laslo Leanfilvi, the soldiers work
with great satisfaction' ir. this class: they are attracted by-t, training
process. There is no. doubt as to th6 usefulness of such training devices.
Comrade Leanfalvi was convinced of this through his own experience while
studying at the Higher Academy of Armored Troops imeni Malinovskiy.
Today, in his own work,ýhe fully Ltilizes the knowledge acquired during
his years of training in th",' Soviet Union and strives to introduce much
of what'h learned in the acatdemy into the technical training and
vehicle operation practice.

Particular mention should be trade that the constant exchange of
know-how with tank personnel of the fraternal armies is a, long tradition
in the regiment. The deputýy commander, Major Ferenc Kantor, pointed this
out by saying that in their training,ý the tank personnel constantly feel
the friendly ,elbows of their neighbors to the right and left. To the
left lies the Soviet tank regiment which is part of the Southefn Group
of Forces. To the right, ,iuediately across the border, stands the tank
regiment of the Czechoslovak People's Armyý. The comrades-in-arins enrich
their experience and discuss and solve combat training problems during
joint exercises, demonstrative exercises, conferences, and in friendly
meetings.

The regimental command and the party organization, which is
-headed by-MaJor Denes Oborni, -feel it their primary duty to further
strexngthen the fraternal ties and the combat readiness of the socialist
armie6. Our Hungirian comrades base their work on the expressions of
'the First Secretary of thetcentral Committee of the Hungarian Socialist
Workers Party, Janos Kadar, who stated-that the imperialists "even today
have not turned away from their intent to reverse thelwheels of history
and to unseat, through open force br by subversive activity, the rule of
the working peoqle in socialist countries. H6wever, the Soviet Union
and the socialist countries have sufficient power to properly repel the
efforts of any aggressor to conquer them. Hungary deems it necessary to
strengthen the organizationof the Warsaw Pact which is a mighty a)•d
reliable shield for all socialist countries 4nd for all humanity.'

We parted from our comrades-in-arms it the peak of the training
day. In the name of the regiment's personnel, Lieutenant Colonel Joszef
Pot asked us to transmit warm greetings to the Soviet tank personnel
in-conjunction with the traditional holiday - Tank Day - and to assure
them that the Hungarian tank personnel, just as the entire Hungarian
army, are always ready to carry out their military duty.

o~
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One of the best methodologists in Private First Class Ondras Tonay
the chast', company commander and Private Ervin Feldi have
Captain Be-la Chibro gives much much to learn from the experienced
attention to training driver- repairman, Senior Sergeant Laios
mechanics. Zok.

,.am .

Tank driw.r,-'nechanic, Private First Class Istvan Durko,

carried out his exercise with an "outstanding" rating.
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NERVES OF THE FRONT (p 37)

Colonel M. Sekirin, docent candidate of historical sciences

-The expanded net of radio and wire commuvications is often
compared to the nerves of -a living organism. Just as a disruption to
-the -physiological: -continuity-of nerve- -fiberst -results inhuman--ailments,
so any breakdown in communications has its effect on troop control.
This concept is found throughout the book by Marshal of the Signal
Troops I. T. Peresypkin.* Its author traversed the rough road from an
enlisted political soldier and signal battalion commander in the Red
Cossack division to USSR Peoples Commissar of Communications, chief
of the Main Signal Directorate of the Red Army, and -Deputy Peoples
Commissar of Defense. The establishment and development of the Soviet
signal troops took place before his eyes and with his active partici-
pation. The technical rearming of the Red Army on the eve of the war
required huge resources. In the event that war erupted, it was planned
to make wide use of peripheral centers and general state communications
lines. Even more so because considerable results had already been
achieved in the development of the country's telephone system and radio-
fication. 'The first large groups of shortwave and ultrashortwave radios
and field radio centers were made available prior to the war to the
national economy and to the troops. Postal and other means of com-
munication worked well. But there were those difficulties which had to
,be eradicated after the war started.

The complete lack of cable lines at the beginning of the war had
a negative effect on the- stability of wire communications. Because -all
of the communications lines were overhead lines and were suspended along
railroads and highways, they were frequently made inoperative by enemy
aviation and diversionary 3roups. This resulted in the loss of com-
munications at the army-front-center level and communications were also
disrupted at the troop level.

* I. Peresypkin. "... And Even More Important In Battle." Moscow,
Sovetskaya Rossiya Publishing House, 1970, 253 pages with illustrations,
cost 87 kopecks.
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Many commanders• and headquarters relied on telephone (wire)
communications with-which they were accustomed. But since it was often
broken, 'it was felt that communications were lost. Not all knew how to
make use of radios. Some simply underestimated .the role of radio com-
munications or else were afraid that enemy radio intelligence would fix
the position of, the cormnahd post (headquarters) so that they sent the,
radios as far as possible from their dispositions. The book's author
referred.,to this radio fear as '! child's disease in the initial period
of the war."

Consideringthe experiences of the initial engagements, the
ýGeneril Staff and the Supreme Field Headquarters of the Supreme Commander
in Chief made a judgment, of this so-called radio fear and its concurrent
undere~timation of the means of radio communication. The decisive intro-
duction of radio into troop control became irrevocable. Personal radios
were introduced for rommanders and commanding generals, which followed
them in all situations. "Radio communications wfth the use of personal
'adio sets," Icomments the book, "were so organized' that the commander

"wo Id have the possibility to tie into the senior officer, withsub-
ordinate trbops, and with his staff. The introduction of personal
ýradios -was-a-very -ieportant ;me osureand-played-ca-great-role-to--improve'
troop control."

The book also describes the material-technical prerequisites'
which make possible the establishment of stable'communications at the
troop level. A new radio plant was established duying the first months
ot the year which began the mass production of por',able shortwave and
ultrashortwave 13-R and A-7 radios. Nearly 70,000 of these sets were
made available to armored troops and artillery chasti during the war.

Even earlier iln Moscow, a telephone' and telegraph equipment plant
was set up' in the buildings of evacuated enterprises. Machine tools
from the Krasnaya zarya and Kinap, plants were delivered to it by aircraft
and hcross the Road of Life from blockaded Leningrad. Specialists called
back-fr6m the front, together with'the workers and their families, set up
in an unbe2i'evably short time the manufacturing and delivery of telephone

-equipment, field telephone switchboards and stations to the front'.

It is only regrettable that in the recollections of I. T.
Peresypkin, little is said on how the development and assimilation of
many new models, the'modernizationoof existing equipment including
telephone and telegraph sets, switchboards, and low frequency ampli-
friers, and the modernization of field telephone and telegraph cables
took place during the war years. The author could have acquainted the
readers with ;the sctentists and designers who provided the front with'
such remarkabie poptable radio sets as the, RB, RBMi ,RSB., the
Partizanka and Sevier, the RAF and RSVF vehicular radios, the RUK-5
radio centers, andý the Karbid attachment which, in combination with
the RAF-KV-4 and RAF-KV-5 radie5• •provided letter printing communica-
tions by August 19i!#4.
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The book's contents were determined to v rLi~ i degree by, the
author's personal experience and service. He 6i\es.i consid rable
detail the communications support for the battles at, Noscow. Stalingrad,
and Kursk and the operations conducted at Voronezh•, i the Donbass,
on the Dnepr, beyond the Dnepr, in Belorussia, PolaiW.,,4ndGe' any.

The reader is acquainted with certain charges wfht., too zplace ifr
the organization of communicationsý. For example, front-levei radio

4 groups with three or five radios were used in the Right Bank Ukraine6
and the first-mobile telegraph-telephone center Installed in thRb'odies
of 12 vehicles was used in Belorussia. This center had Bodo and STr35,
equipment, telephone switchboards, and high frequency telephone equl-ý.
ment. As practical experience shqws, the mobile centers fully justified-
themselves as they were able to maneuver and promptly establish coma
munications during the shifting of front -and army headquarters. Two-way
radio c6mmunications and communications by-elements of the operational
rear over independent networks were implemented, for the first time.

The :lear desckiptions of the deeds of the signalmen is one of
the merits of the book. It is known that more than 260 signalmen were
awarded the title,of Hero of the Soviet Union and ,tens of thbusands were

awarded battle orders. Many warm words are spoken about the signalmen-
girls whodemonstrated bravery and loyalty to the homeland on the fronts
of the Great Patriotic War.

The author did not avoid inaccuracies of a factual na-ure. Thus,
pages 149, 151, 152, and 153 describe his visits to the control elements
of allegedly the 38th army. But since it describes his meeting with
KK S,. Moskalenko and his coherts, then reference is obviously being made
to-hisvisit in early 1943 to the 40th army, which was, operating on the
Voronezh Front. GeneralK. Moskalenko commanded the 38th army up to
July 1942 and then again beginning in October 1943.

In recalling the offensive in Eastern Prussia, the author
erroneously feels that our troops captured the city of Gumbinnen in
October 1944 (pagb 233), whereas this actually took place on 21 January
1945.

Obviously, the listed errors do not reduce the overall worthiness
,and rich concepts of the book.
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SERVICING CHEMICAL EQUIPMENT (pp 38-39)

Lieutenant Colonel N. Shnir

Each chemical-reconnaissance man Is well aware that the operation
of chemical reconnaissance equipment at Lw temperatures is characterized
by a reduced sensitivity of the indicator tubes to toxic agents because
the reaction speed is reduced.

In order to avoid this, ,-ame indicator tubes have to be warmed up
in winter in a special heater which is part of the set. Care must be
taken in doing this. The tube with the red ring and dot must be placed
in the side socket (test and control tube) before using when the temper-
atures are negative. When the ampules thaw out, the tubes must be
iurnediateiyl removed and' one placed'in the rack rnd the other in tfhe
pump opening. If this is not done, the reagents may overheat and lose
their properties. As soon as air is sucked in through the test tube,
both tubes must be warmed up for one minute and then the lower ampules
imay. be opened. A longer holding time (in determining toxic agents in
harhless concentrations) also should not ,exceed the prescribed time.

For example, the sensitivity of the indicator tube with the single
yellow ring noticeably decreases not only at negative temperatures but
also at positive temperatures which do not exceed- 10-15 degrees Centigrade.
The most favorable conditions for interreaction of the reagents with the
toxic agent's occur if the tube is warmed up for several minutes after air
intake. A change in the co:lor of filler element can then be noticed.

A re'liable tube which gives true readings in winter and ,summer is
the one with three green, rings. Howeybri in the case of dubious readings,
it also should be ploced for a time in the heating unit. Aifter this,
then, is when the coloration of the filler element should be d't'irmined.

The work of the automatic gas signalling unit depends on the
temperature. When cold air is drawn through the indicator tape which
has been soaked with a liquid reagent, it becomes wetter than at

4 positive temperatutes. As a result, there is an increase in the
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aerodynamic resistance of the main gas line. 'Increased dampness of the
indicator tape may also be caused by larger reagent drops falling on the
tape vhen the instrument's work cycle is changed. If th... time period
incre.,ses by even a portion of a second, the size of the drops increases
by 10-15 percent. This can take place as the chemical scout tunes the
instrument in a warm buildihg but works with it in the open air. The
tape drawing mechanism will naturally undergo strong loads. Movement
will be slowed down and the time-cycle shift will increase.

It must be remembered that such changes reduce the efficiency
of the pump drawing the'air to be checked through the main gas line.

* This is why it is necessary to make sure that a normal voltage (not
more than six volts) would be applied to the electrical motor and that
the sizes of the drops would be properly adjusted.,

Duringthe winter, the condition of the reagents in the drair
tank should be checked more: frequently, every four hours of operation,
and promptly removed. Otherwise, the absorption filter may bfdome
polluted. It is also important to'make more frequent checks than
-usual-of -the--supply iolthge- iný al lcircuits-because 'the' capacity of a-
storage battery sharply drops in very cbld weather. This requirement
pertains to all machines -and instr~uments in which storage batteries are'
t.sed.

Thus, the water 'system-of the TMS-65 must be warmed up (blown
through) by the exhaust gasses from the veh'icle engine before stakting.
Thisq operation is performed until warm gas escapes from the drain cocks
and valves. If the outside air temperature is below -30° C, then the
same must also be done with the oil in the hydraulic system. Thiis

'done by switching the hydraulic system oil p!umps to the "idle!' state
or else warm the oil ,tank with warm air or exhaust gas~tes. The oil' must
'be drained from the System upon work completion.

In readying a machine to operate in cold(30-400 C weather, the
water system pipelines, the 2.5 VS-3a pump, and the slide vilves and
drain cocks must be warmed. The pump is warmed by a blowtorch until
such time as the external shaft can be'turned by hand. After the
engine is started, the water syste66should be filled with hot 4ater from
special containers (if the vehicle is moving, the watýý in the containers,
can be heated by'the exhaust gasses)., In very cold' weather, the inner
walls of the water system lines and sleeves become covered with ice; it
must.be removed every so often. Upon completion of work, water is pumped
out of the system by means of the 2.5 VS-3a and the drain cocks arid plugs
left open.

Solar oil is usually used to start the AGV-3 power unit for a.
steam boiler. During winter, a mixture of solar oil and gasoline is
used in a 1:1 ratio (by volume). This mixture is made ahead of time and
stored in a small compdrtment of the fuel container. Before activating
the mechanical pumps and fan, the Moskvich engine must be warmed with
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the radiator closed. The pumps are turned on consecutively. First, the
oil pump,- and then the water pump. The oil pump is manually turned to
prevent breakage (the water pump must be disconnected - the belt removed
from the pulley wheel). Between these two operations, the steam boiler
should be filled with water and when hot water appears in the system, both
pumps and walls of the fuel container are warmed. The 'fuel must be
warmed to prevent any interruptions Ld the work of the jet nozzle. If
this is not done, the fuel filters may ice up at the intake pipe.

The jet nozzles must be turned on at intervals of 5-10 minutes
before switching on the water pumpi the steam coll'ector heated with a
blowtorch, and the steam hose, one end of which is lowered into the tank
with water, is connected to its middle opening, The water pump shaft is
turned miciually and the gearshift.disconnectep when the belt is piaced, on
the pulley wheel. The steamrh6se is used to warm the water lines.

,Only warm water shouid enter the boiler. Both valves in its
drain line should be so adjusted that the w*ter would flow in a thin
stream from the system, otherwise the system may freez6 up.

In stopping power machiner during w;ipterj,. it is also necessary
to take-certein of its features into consideration. For example, when
fudel delivery to the fire bo. ceases, the valves on the steam collector'
must be closed and the valves and'cocks on the boiler and steam lines
opened. 'The latter actions are n6cessary so that steam would not con-
dense in the steam lines. The water pumpmust be placed int. ,a neutral
position and the water completely reMoved from the liquid-carrying
utility lines.

The condensate must be promptly removed from compartment machinery
and if necessary, steam hoses should be used' to heat all of its utility
lines. -Valves and cdcks should'be opened upon completion of work.

When operating the ARS-12 and'DKV machines during winter, an
effort should be made to prevent frfezing of the deactivating solutions
in the utility lines, tanks, and instruments. Prior to starting, the
ARS-12 mechanical. pump must be heated with hot water and the same done
to thepower box housing. Then, after manually turning the pump's drive
shnft, the pump 'should be made, to Op'erate at low revolutions. After

'woik, is. over, all fluid should be removed from- the utility lin'es -and
units'. The PR-4 pistol grip and hose nozzle must be kept dry and con-
,stantly rubbed. The hoses and sleeves mustnot be sharply overheated
because rubber becomes brittle at low temperatures and 'cracks at the
bends.

In order for the TDA machine to work without interruption during
the winter, the power 'take-off box, ,the gears, and the assembly drives
must bewarmed up with a blowtorch following which the-machine is "cold
started" and the jet nozzles in the combustion chamber are fired up.
Gasoline will sometimes not ignite so it is necessary to open the
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butterfly valve of the air line. If this does not help, then it is
recommended that the casing'of the combustion chamber be.waimed'with a
blowtorch. The temperature in the chamber is brought up to 9000 C and
the sm•oke-forming substance in the tank is heated to 15-200 C.

The operation of degassing units also has its own features in
cold weather. Thus, when the temperature is -100 C and lower, the
DK-4 gas-fluid sleeve can be straightened outonly after it has been
heated for two minutes with a gas-liquid stream.

equipment operation under winter conditions as by not knowing them, it

is impossible to establish accident-free work of the equipment.
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HELICOPTERS IN THE FALL (pp 38-39)

Engineer Colonel I. Kurmaz, candidate of teihnical sciences
Engineer Lieutenant Colonel N. Mikhaylychev

The operatlon of helicopters during the stiring and fall, in-:the

so-called transitional periods- characterized by ?;harp tempezatureSvariations and profusive rains - is associated awith certain difficulties.

During the readying of >equipment to oper'ate at this time of year,
particular attention should b ' given, along wlfth other jobs, to the
fitting and repair of covers, ali.ncn=cc airtight covers and hatches,
and to fuel tank caps. The prompt checking of the proper functioning
and cleanliness of fuselage drainage compartments and the tail beams
is of great significance. If the drains are clogged, ,then at low
temperatures the wateri~hch has accumulated in the compartments
freezes, a matter not permissible for those areas where such important
elements are placed as rotor reducer, hydrauric boosters, and the contro.
system actuating arms.

Icing of the hel icopter's rotor or tail rotors can lead to
dangerous consequences during the starting process or at the moment the
transmission is engaged; Experience shows that ice forms essentially
at the ends cf the blades, particularly 'if the drainage openings are
cl6gged with snow of ice.

*Icing of the blades causes a change in the aerodynamic and
weight characteristics of the rotor, with •the result that engine
revolutions are 'reduced, as is the amount of tractive force produced
by the blades. Moreover, helicopter vibration can increase significantly.
Consequently, each time before an engine is started, it is necessary to
check the'c•ondition of the rotor and tail rotors and any ice which has
formed on their blades must be xr:moved. Particular attention should be
given to the blades of the tail rotor because a thin transparent layer
of ice occasionally forms on their surfaces which cannot be detected if
helicopter inspection is performed without the use of special stepladders.
Strong rocking of the helicopter when the engine is working is a sign
of icing of rotor '\lades.
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A disruption in the weight balancing-of thew'tail rotor caused
by icing of its blades leads to a higher vibratiobn level of the tail
beam and causes shaking to the helicopter. As a result of this, there
is a higher stress applied to the horizontal hinge insert supports of
the rotor and tail rotor.

The most s,.rious attention must be given at parking areas to
prevent snow and water from falling on the rotors. Particular care
must be taken in removing the protective covers from the rotor and
tail rotor blades because any freezing of the covers to the irtor blade
surfaces can lead to damage. This can be prevented by warming tbe
covers(with hot air; particular care must be given to the temperature
in the inwediate blade area which should not exceed dO-700 C. After
the covers are removed, the blades are warmed and then rubbed with dry
rags to prevent freezing over.

When examining an engine prior to starting, a check must be made
to ensure that the rotors of their compressors and free turbines have
not frozen to the body. This is done by turning the rotors a few times,
using the metei and. a half long metal rod with -a--piece of rubber- hose
fastened to one end. If this operation requires considerable effort,
then engine heating should be done by using a heating unit.

Engine starting at low temperatures is difficult because of the
higher viscosity of the oil and lubricants and'also because of poor fuel
evaporation. Under these conditions, it is necessary to carefully control
the charg- state of the onboard storage batteries and the proper function-
ing of airfield starting facilities because any attempt to start an
engine from low charged onboard storage batteries or malfunctioning
electric power supply sources may lead to anextremely high (spattered)
temperature of the gasses beyond the turbine and cause engine pumping.

When the ambient temperatures are low, it is recommended that the
rotor reducers also be heated to a temperature at which their blades
turn freely. The degree of oil rarefication in the reducers must-conform
strictly to the ambient temperature.

When a piston engine is started at low temperature, gasoline may
not be added until suchtime as the fuel-air mixture ignites in the
cylinders. Otherwise, the condensate- forming on-the sparkplug electrodes
hinders starting considerably. Even in this operation, positive results
will not always be' obtained if the butterfly valve is opened and the
"step-gas" lever is raised. A premature engagement of the transmission,
without -sufficient heating up, increases cranking time and can lead to
an overheating of the 'clutch coupling.

The following are indicators of a weight imbalance of the blades:
shaking of the helicopter, a movement of the rotor blades out of the
cone, and rocking during steering. One of the causes of the weight
imbalance of blades can be an accumulation of water in the spaces of
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its'compartments. If there is a large amount of water, the center of
gravity in the compartments is moved to the rear edge of the blades with
the result that the antiflutter characteristics 4z 'the rotor deteriorate.

A cause of moisture accumulation in the compartments of 'all-metal
blades cellular filler is the clogging of drain openings. It is therefore
necessary to periodically check them and, if necessary, clean them out by
using a wire with a rounded end.

The centrifugal blade overhand limiters will sometimes seize at
low temperatures because of excessively greased shafts. Therefore, when
the temperature drops to -10-150 C, it is necessary to remove the excess
grease and, slightly lifting the blades, check their movement. If the
overhang limiter shaft seizes, it should be washed out and then greased
again.

The low temperatures sometimes cause the control cables to hang
and occasionally to such a degree that they make contact with structural
eltments. In individual cases, the movement of the control elements is
reduced. These are the- reasons which demand a periodic check on cable
tigutness using a- tension gauge.

In addition, reduced tension causes increased, vibration of the
cables 'nd'he bushing and roller bearing unit. There is also a greater
probability that resonance vibrations will occur in this unit which
causes it to wear out rapidly.

Such are but some of the more characteristic features of operating
helicopters during periods of sharp temperature drops. A knowledge of
these features will help the personnel to ensure flight safety and to
raise the' combat readiness of the equipment.
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FROM RATIONALIZATION TO INVENTIVENESS (pp 40-41)

Major Technical Service V. Yamdhuk
honored RSFSR efficiency expert

Over the past five years, ourphast' has maintained first place
in te district in the organization and results of efficiency expert and
inventive work. It was- awarded first-prize for -achievements in this
field during the All-Armyq competition honoring the 100th anniversary of
V. I. Lenin's birth.

The successes made by the personnel in their technical creativity
are quite logical. The chast' has modern equipment whose operation and
maintenance'requires broad knowledge, great experience, and a proficient
approach, to the solution of daily technical problems which are constantly
brought up. All of these qualities are pcssessed by the officers as well
as by the soldiers and sergeants, the majority of whom have a middle aii
middle- ýechnical education. It is within their grasp to solve such
important tasks as improving the methods and reducing the time required
to perfo0' adjusting operations and irepairs to equipment and the
creation of devices ensuring the automation of individual productive
processes. Implementing, theo1condepts of the innovators,, various devices
were created within the chast' to extend the service life of equipment
as were many training aids and technical training means.

Because of the enthusiasm and initiative of the soldiers,
repair and adjusting. operations were specialized and several repair
workstands were developed, equipped with diagnostic instruments to
'6valuate parameters.

The command and the party and Komsomol organizations are
demonstrating constant concern for the efficiency experts and direct
their creative searches for the solution of the more vital problems.
Favorable conditions have been established for this work. In each
podrazdeleniye there is a shop with measuring devices, tools, and
machine tools. There is also an experimental production base. True,
it is not large, but it is so equipped that the necessary complex
'models suggested by the efficiency experts can be made there. In
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addition to the necessary materials and tools ,it also has ready-made
standard assemblies and stages by means of whichr,it is possible to
assemble, the necessary radiotechnical devices and 'check their operating
efficiency and characteristics.

As a rule, the youth show great interest in technical creativity.
However, some of the soldiers-do not have confidence in their,,own effort'.
Thus, a kind of psychological barrier is developed behind which aie
hidden many potentially'creative capabilitieso, A favorable situation,
thoughtful individual work with each beginning inhovator, patience, and
tact is required to uncover them and to direct them elong the proper
channel. It is not only necessary to help -the youh'g, -efficiency expert
during the fl;,-st stages', but also to give him some hints on how the
work should be done. Herein lies one of the main duties of the commission
on inventions which, in our case, is composed 'ofofficers .who have rich
practical experience in organizing efficiency expert work. The personal
participation in technical creativity by commission members, especially
of its chairman and secretary, helps to further understand the works and
needs of the innovators.

The belief exists that far from every-engineer or technician I-
able t! become an efficiency expert, that talent aad: calling are requived
-for this. Our 'experience makes-it possible'-to affirm--that anyone -who
has anything to do with it not only can but must improve equipment and
the methods of its repair ard operation,, This is the reason why we
strive to shift the center of efficiency expert work, to the podrazdeleniye.
This facilitater, the application of a massnature to-technical creativity.

So it is not by chance that we give such great attention to the

activity~of the company and battalion committees on the organization of
technical creativity. They are -formed on conmunal beginnings. The
committees include engineering and technical officers, secretaries of
the party and Komsomol organizations, and active effic'ency'experts.
The c6mmittees are headed, as they should be, by the podrazdeleniye
commanders.

The duties of the committee are ,quite varied: its members
actively take part in implementing the plans.of efficiency expert work
compiled by the commission on inventions of the chast' 'and make thematic
tasks known to the personnel.

The committee also does much work to propagandize technical
creativity and to give ,concrete assistance to the soldiers. Considerable.
success in this field was achieved by the committees headed by 'Major
V. Rudenko arid Engineer Major I. Belash.

An exe jle of the work of bringing in youth into technical
creativity is the work done by the conifilttee member in one of the
podrazdeleniya, Engineer Masor I. Korzun. On his recommendation', a
young soldier, Private G. Netrebo, was able to develop a necessary
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but simple control' device for a job; then, with the assistance of the
officer, he worked out his first suggestion. It was adjudged to be an
efficiency expert item and its author was awarded a monetary prize; his
comrades warmly greeted his succresful beginning in creative work. A
year later, the members at the district conference on inventions reviewed
with great interest a signalling device-for the security of individual
sites which had been made on a high technical level. It was developed
by Netrebo who was now a sergeant.

Because of the concern shown by the committee, a friendly
collective of innovators is at work in•,this podrazdeleniye. In one
year,,they developed 33 valuable efficiency expert suggestions. -The
author of one of these, Private First Class V. Kanareykin, was awarded
a gold medal by the USSR VDNKh.-

,Recently, Sergeant G. Netrebo, Private First Class V. Kanareykin,
and other'efficiency'experts were discharged into the reserve upon
completing their period of service. It can be said with'confidence
that the creative approach to assigned tasks which they learned in the
army -and the -ability to- critically examine any,_complicated. technical
device has made them valuable workers for the national economy.

The solution to complex technical tasks by thie-eficiency experts
of the chast' has opaned' the road not only to develop effi•ciency expert
suggestions whose value go beyofid the liiiits of the chast', but also to
inventions. True, it was not an easy thing to make the gp, from effi-
ciency expertise to inventiveness. It was necessary to clarify for the
efficiency experts the essence of inventions on the examples of, s',er
technical decisions covered by patents. The commission on inventions
had to do much work. Its gecretary, Engineer Major Ye. Savit-kiy, was
sent to take courses at the Alr-Union Society of Inventors anid Efficiency,
Experts where he heard lectures on the fundamentals of patent handling,
on the order and rules to make up requests, and other matters.

SStudies were held with theefficiency experts oktiV during which
such matters were discussed as how to make up a description of the
invention and3 its main element - the formvla, they learned the signi-
ficance of '"a3 substantive innogation,""piiority," and other matters.

The study of parent information was organized within the limits
of possibility so that authors, upon engaging in complex developments,
would know in which directibn to develop equipment in their fields of
interest. For this purpose, the library subscribed to necessary
literature and, in particular, to such periodicals as the bulletins
entitled "Discoveries, Inventions, 'Commercial Models, Trade Symbols,"
"Questions on Inventions,"-and "The Inventor and the Efficiency Expert."

The results of this work were eiglt requests filled out on proposed
inventions. The first positive decision on the issuance of author rights
was received byEngineer Major Ye. Savitskiy. The district command
warmly congratulated the inventor for his creative success.
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Thus, the, efficdency',4xperts and inventors of,6ur chast' are
implementing the instructionsiof the Directive of the 2"4th CPSU Congress
on raising- the incentive role oa' patent matters and patent information.
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REQUESTS DEPARTMENT (p41)

S~Requests

21. Engineer Major Yu. Znamenskiy: Information is requested
•' ,on how to dry high pressure cylinders• and absorbers.

I-

SThe-methodt -0e, use;-of -blowing-_ them~tout, with- dryr air- -takes- up- much
i•time because the huimidity has to be frequently checked by an indicator-.

22. Engineer Lieutenant Colonel V1, Tert'yakov: We are interested
iii a method or's portable item to check the density of welded seams, in
•pipe connections during assembly,

• • We encountered difficulties in-checking the completed pipelines
:•for solidity.

SRev,.estd,.Fulfilled

17. Senior Technician-Lieutenant A. Repin (No 7, 1971) was
interested in a device-using an electric or pne~umatic tool to remove,

. pins and bolts from motor vehicle engines and assemblies.

As reported by M. Frolov, the senior engineer at the "production-
technological service to agricultural production" pavilioniat the VDNKh
USSR, a device of this type " the PIM-1763 (P3130) reversf.ble pneumatic
socket tool -- was demonstrated at the pavilion. It was used to ýighten

S~and unfasten bolts and nuts during assembly and disassembly-Jobs.

S• It c~fisists of a reversible pneumatic iotatihg motor, a handle
:• with starting device, an impact-pulse mechanism, and a housing. The
i motor is'located in the front part and inaluids a stator, rotor with
• , four blades, and a front and rear cover closing off the stator. The
Sreversing ring is located in the back cover, it changes the direction-
S~of the compressed air entering the motor.
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onsBefore-beginning work, a socket to fit the bolt or nut to be worked
on is placed on the spindle. The socket is thenpisaced over the, nut or
bolt and the impact wrench-started •by depressing the trigger. Thesez are
the technical charsacteristics of the impact wrench: maximum moment on-
the wrench - 20 ktlogram-moters, thread diameter (for steel) - M6-M18 wn,
number of idle revolutions by the spindle - 10,000 rpm, air consumptiont
for tightening - 0.9 cubic meters per tinute, air pressure in the net -
six atm6opheres, size -- 212 x 76 x 178 I m, weight _- 2.5 kilograms.

The PIM-1763 impact wrench is sel.ies produced by the Gorodok
"So3yuzsel'khoztekhniks" repair factory, ,Ukrainian SSR. Its list price

is 20 rubles.
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THE EFFICIENCY EXPERT RELAY (pp 42-45)

MomorHUK

A device developed by Soviet army employee A. Medennikov helps to
quickly determine the numeration.of cable leads when they are Unsoldered
into plugs, sockets of various types, and tips. It can also be success-
fully used to number the leads of cablesland braided wires.I. The device consists -of sockets A to which the inkerts of the
plugs, terminals, clamps, or hooks for tips are attachea, a 1.5.24 volt
light B, and a power source and separate lead C.

The finished end of the cable (plug, tip) is connected to socket
A. Any lead from the other end of the cable-is connected to the separate
outlet C. The light which lights up indicates the lead number. The
number of leads in a cable to be unsoldered can be unlimited.

--

As reported by Lieutenant Colonel N. Tamanov, an cptical cap to.
-control sighting practice was suggested by Engineer Major A. Canin antd
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Sergeant. reenlisted service V. Yefimov. It consists of an objective I,
which is fastened to the barrel of the submachine gun 8 by screw clamp 9,
and an illuminator 4 mounted on 'he cighting stand' 7. The illuminator

"has a reflector 6, an electric light 5, a condensing lens 3, and a target
glass 2 with cross hairs. The illuminator may be powered from a 6 or 12
volt- storage battery.

Preparations for training are done by placing the submachin'e gun
on the sighting stand and• training it on target. .1, set up .t an actual
distance. The size of target 11 depends on the focat length-of the
objective. A second, control, target 'E0 is placed opposite the illuminat6r
in such a way that the-cross'hairs of the target glass would be projected
in the center of the target. The. illuminator is turned on by closing
the contact under the trigger. The trainee aims and "fires." When the
contacts are closed, an image of the cross hairs appears from whose
position it is possible to evaluate the sighting accuracy.

0 T, Ip. Y*R2

R ~ ~ ~ g I AU 2x UY
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As reported by Major V. Matchenko, the telegraph apparatus check
and adjustment panel suggested by Senior Sergeant reenlisted service
A. Ruznetsov mik-is'possible direct shop checking and adjustment of
telegraph setsoperating "on the line" andý"on itsdlf."

Power is obtained from the 220-volt alternatink current network.
The voltage is stepped-down to 110- volts on passing through transformer
Trl. It is then fed through rectifiers DI-D4, smoothing filters Sl-S2,
aild onto the motor and line plugs Fl, F2, F3, F4. The plus of the
smoothed' current is applied to the dummy line through resistor R3, which
is 6 resistance rheostat from 0 to 1,200 ohm calibrated every 100 ohms.
A milliamperemeter is connected to this line by button'KNl. At the
same time, the positive voltage is fed to the second socket of line plug
F2 and the negative voltage through the dummy line to thi' 'first socket
of line plug Fl. Connecting the second socket of plug Fl and the first
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socket of plug F2 sets the operating conditions ior two sets similar to
7' l"on line" operation.

The "self" operation of the telegraph sets is checked by using
the panel to which resistor R7 (or the electromagnet of the CT-2M
apparatus) is mounted and is connected to sockets I -nd 2 of line plug
F2 through tumbler switch V6.

flPj

An adaptor tu check the ,operating efficiency of the AVO/5M device
was suggested by Sovi'et army employee A.; Vaselkov. A direct. or alternating
voltage and a direct or alternat~ing, ec~frent of a give• magnitud~e can be
obtained at its output; it caii also ~be connected to the output to cali-
brating resistances of three n3minals.

The operating efficiency of the device i's determined by the
readings of the indicator. Resistance is measured on all three scales,v01tage on one and; current ln four.
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The standard selsyn-receiver developed by Soviet army employee
'V. Chernyavskiy is intended to bheck selsyi-counters and course
selectors in UPK-3, UPK-SI, nde PA-;AGD units under both fixed and
field.conditions.

It uses a selsyn-redeiver from a PA-AGD aviation unit with a
360-degree scale graduated every one degree. The vernier scale computes
angles to an accuracy of 0.1 degrees. The panel uses a detector volt
meter with a measuring range of 0.5 and 15 volts and a tube volt--meter
with a measuring limit of 25 and 150 mi-llivolts to determine fu\'.l
coordination of the standard and checked selsyn.

A bit to punch openings for a horizontal-milling machine was
developed by Soviet army employee G. Kravchenko. The horizontal shaft
is mounted on two radial ball bearings 2. A crank 3 is at the end of,
this shaft to transmit advance-return movement to plunger 4, to which
the punching tool ist fastened. The bit engages with the machine tool
spindle by a clutch •cupling 1. The bit mechanism is mounted in a
welded case whose flai~ge is fastened to the mochine tool bed.
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The divice to teachv drivers how to handle transport vehicles
was developednby Engineer Cony onel A. Kuperman, Engineer Lieutenant
Colonel I- Shur, and Soviet army employee A. Dombrovskiy.(author's
certificate for an invention No 247810). It is successfully used
at the Riga Higher Military 'Engineer Aviation School imeni Yakov
Alksnis.

This training device differs from known similar-type training
devi~ces in that it permits any maneuvering to be done with a scale
model without changing its position relative to the driver. The
terrain mock-up is of a repeat typg automatically c"ontrolled by a
reversible electric motor powered through a control voltage amplifier.
The magnitude of the voltage is proportional to the sine of angl, Fof
steering wheel turn and the speed of the scale model formed by a sir,6
electric transducer and tachogenerator.

The functional diagram of the training device is shown in
figure a, the functional diagram for drivifg the terrain mock-up is
shown in figure b.

The training device consists of a stationary driver's cab 1,
a moving model 5, a rotating terrain mock-up 7, and an automatic system
for driving the terrain mock-up with a')power unit 2 and coupled to a
selsyn-counter 3. Selsyn-counter 8 is coupled to the steering wheel
drive 9. The model 5 has selsyn-receivers 4 and 6 coupled respectively
to the drive and turning wheels.

The system powering the terrain mock-ip includes a tachogenerator
10 connected to a power unit 2, a sine electric counter 11 connected to
the steering' wheel drive 9, a booster 12, and a reversing motor 13 which
rotates the terraih mock-up.
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A panel to check the VZA storage battery charging rectifier of
ran -RAS-KV and RAS-KV-K radio was developed by Soviet army employee P.
Adgin. It is. used to check (outside of the radio unit) the VZA
rectifier's conformity to technical conditions. The rectifier is
connected to the panel by couplings and grid prongs.

Power supply and lighting is checked by short-term switching
of switch P2. The burning of bulbs L5 and L6 indicates a 24-volt
direct current. The electrical circuits are checked for short circuits
by using the Pl disc coil switch. If bulb Ll ights up at this moment,
it means that a short circuit has occurred.

The oil press, designed for a pressure o1A 250 kg/.cm2 , following

modernization performed by Major I. Krivokhizh drid Sovi'et army employees
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D. Burkov and L. Ladyzhenskiy, develops a pressure of 2•000•kg/cm 2 and
more. The modernization is in making the press sleeves_ irom vinyl
chloride, ring-shaped, aud imnovable. The drive screw ii also immvable
and simultaneously serves as the cylinder 4 for the rod. The diameter
of this screw was increased to 30 mm. so that the threads-would be.
stronger. The immovable sleeves 5 provide dependable padking And long-
term work of the press.,

A special nut 1 fastened to the pilot wheel 2 moves along the
drive screw and displaces the 10 nmm diameter rod 3, which is made from
stainless steel. The press is filled' with transformer oil.

Soviet Wrmy employee R. Churashev suggests that the parabola and
alignment of radar antenna mirrors be checked by means of a special
device. It is mounted on a table I and consists of a plate -2 to which
two supports with nuts 7 aze fastened, a support 5 with nut 9, and a
clamp 4. The template 10 is fastened to sujport 5 in such a manner that
it can displace vertically and rotate around the vertical axis. The
antenna to be checked 8 is fastened by a jack 3 and tWo bracket .arms of
the antenna framework to support 6.

The mirror is placed in the plane of the template surface by
tilVing-the antenna along the large axis of the paraboloid by means of
nut 7 and along the smaller axis by jack 3. Then, by rotating the
teiiplate, the antenna curvature is checked with a simultaneous alignment
of mirror surface.

The device will improve the quality of mirftor restoration, will
improve lab or'productivity, and will also improve production standards.
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FOR YOUR NOTEBOOK (pp! 43-44)

Bearings From Wood Plastics

Sleeve bearings made from layered wood plastics are distinguished
by good wear resistance which approximate the strength of textilite and
nonferrous metals. The greatest wear resistance is in the face surfaces
of layered-wood plastic and the least is on the surface parallel to the
glued layers. This should be taken into consideration-when designing-
sleeves and-bushings for the bearings. Wear on the journals of shafts
operating in pair with layered wood plastic inserts is less than when
using bronze or antifriction cast iron.

The negative qualities of wood plastics is their absorption of
water and expansion; at the same time, the absorptive power of the
material makes it possible to use water as a lubricating substance.

Wood plastics have a relatively low modulous of elasticity with
the result that the bearings have a greater springiness. This is
reduced by using thin inserts collected into a cassette. Another
shortcoming of this plastic is its low heat conductivity; therefore,
considerable attention must be given to lubricant selection and to
the method of ,its delivery which all has an effect on the intensity
of heat take-off.

It is recommended that the following conditions be observed in
designing bearings made from lr.yered wood pulp plastics.

The following is used for the thickness of the inserts: about
five millimeters for a shaft diameter of up to 50 millimeters, 8-10
millimeters for a diameter of 60-100 millimeters, and 10-12 millimeters
for diameters of m6re than 100 millimeters.

In order to facilitate heat take-off at large specific pressures
and surrounding speeds, the thickness of the insert should not be large,
its length is approximately the same as its inner diameter (a lesser
length if oil is the lubricant).
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When determining the clearance between the shaft and ,the bearings,
consideration is given to the heat expansion of the shaft and bearing,
the fineness with which the iurfaces are processed, and the cooling and
lubricating conditions. If the wood plastic does not work against the
face surface, then consl'eration is given to possible changes in size
from insert swelling. If it operates with its face to the surface of
the shaft journal, then during lubrication and low specific pressure, a
clearance is accepted for third class precieion and a fourth class
precision for high specific pressure. At a diameter d of the shaft
journal of more than 25 millimeters, a clearance of 0.04 millimeters +
0.002 d is recommended for low specific pressures and 0.04 + 0.003 d
for larger specific pressures. Larger clearances should be taken for
wood plastic bushings than for metal ones in order to prevent shaft
seizure during heat expansion. When working at an average intensity,
a clearance of 0.10-0.15 mm should be taken for shafts with a diameter
of 25-100 mm and the clearances increased for more intensive work.

It is recommended that bushings be pressed into cassettes-with a
clearance primarily for oil lubrication. If lubricated with water, the
bushings-swell; consequently, the -roll clearance should:be small. The
amount of roll clearance prior to pressing in of the bushing is 0.5-1.5
percent of the inner diameter of the bushing for oil lubrication.

Liquid mineral oils, water, emulsions, and lubricating grease are,
-used as the lubricants. A circulating lubrication with machine Ol is
used for loads of up to 20 kg-f/cm, and at speeds of up to four meters
per second. Further'increases in specific loads up to 200 kg-f/cm2 and
speeds up to 7-10 meters per second require a 'water lubricant. It is
recommended that emulsion be used for more rigid work conditions of the
bearings.
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Drive Belts, Selecting the Belt for Work

SDrive Belts

Work Conditions Cottort Cloth Rubberized

Specific tractive capability Average High
"Sharp, oscillations in the

work load (shocks) Permissible Not recom-
mended

-Permissible short-term overloads By 30-40% By 20-30%
Retains initial tension, Unsatisfactory Good
Crossing drives, take-offs,

sheaveo-ýr flanged pulleys Unsuitable Suitable
(without any
facing)

Permissible temperature increase Stable up to- -Oscillations
500 C up to 600 C

(without
facing)

Increased humidity Unsuitable With two-sided
facing

Water vapor Unsuitable Suitable
(with facing)

Dust Not recommended Suitable
(without
facing)

Drives With Rubberized Cloth Belts

Flat rubberized cloth drive belts are manufactured in three ty'sp:

Type A - notched, used for small pulleys and high speeds (more
than 20-30 meters per second);

Type B - layer-rolled, used for heavy work with interrupted
loads and at average speeds (up to 20 meters per second);

Type C - spiral-rolled, used for work with small loads and at
low speeds (up to 15"meters per second).

GOST 101-54 provides for belt widths up to 1,100 millimeters.

,Belts of all types are made specific sizes. Type A and B belts
may be made endless: their length, agreed'upon at time of order, must
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not be less than eight.o.eters for a belt width of up to 90 millimeters,
and not less than 20 meters for belt widths of 100 to 250,millimeters.

Characteristics and Use of Cast Bronze -

"Brand of
Bronze Characteristics and Area of Use

Br. AZh Possesses great strength, hardness, and plasticl.ty (greater
9-4L than stannous bronze), and also a high wear resistance under

conditions associated with the heat processing of steel (NRS,
> 45)? It is suitable for the lower and average load limits
(pv %675 kg-f - m/cm2sec). It can take impact work. Items
-are forged at 700-9000 C.

Used-to manufacture bearitig bushings and inserts operating in
conjunction with heat pr6cessing of shafts at v to 2.5-5 meters
per second (at speeds in excess of 2.5 meters per second,
lubrication must be profusive);kworm gear wheels during heat
processing of the worm gears (NRS> 45), large loads and low
speeds; pump friction discs and drums; friction discs; thrust
rings.

Br. Szo A high-quality antifriction alloy with a high fatigue limit
and heat conductivity, used for filling steel pipe bi-llets,
to mantfacture bushings and bearings operating at loads of
pv •I00 kg-f . m/cm2 sec and high surrounding speeds on the
order of 5-10 metersper -second;, requires good lubrication
.(preferably under pressure).
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Width and Layers (Per GOST 101-54)

8 "&NASKIO IZ•ulvwCmill41

""_Off -,_______
S~~~T 6I1.,611 -171 m~

201 2I 2

40
20 20:50: $- 0 -0 701 3-5
40; 45:•30 15

A121t; ISO **I; 1 150s, 3 ,4-4
2"t; ns1 2t WI; 25CINA'NWAAl

Key: a - Belt Width in Millimeters; b - Type A;. c - Type B; d -

Type C; e -- Recommend"ed 'Number of Layers Depending on the Cloth'
Used; f- Belting O/B'-5, OPB-12; andý Weft Cotd'Cloth; gI- Betting
B-820; h - Only for Type A.
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LITERATURE FOR TANK PERSONNEL (insert)

10 Tanks and Tank Troops. A collective of authors. Moscow, Voyenizdst,
S~1970.

The first part. of the book reviews the contemporary state of
armored equipment, sets forth comments on the component parts of tanks
and 'armored ersýonnel6 carriers, improvements in- armament, -electricai and.
navigotional equipment, end means of communications, and also the repair
and operation of vehicres.

The second part covers questions on the use of tanks in modern
battle, showing their role in various types of combat operations.

Rybakov, K.•V.; Fueling of Tracked and' Wheeled Vehicles. Moscow,

Voyenizdat, 1971.

The basic requirements are set forth, as is the reasoning, for the
fueling of wheeled and tracked vehicles under field and fixed conditions;
recommendation is given on the best mutual placement of vehicles to be
fueled and fueling facilities, information is provided on the layout and
operation of fueling facilities, and recommendations given for the
struggle against fuel and oil losses.

Grigor'yev, M. A.; Purification of Oil and Fuel in Motor Tractor
Engines. Moscow, Mashinostroyeniye, 1970.

The author sets forth the theory, design, calculations, and methods
to test filters to purIfy oil and fuel in internal combustion motor-
tractor engines. The book provides an analysis of engine life relation-
ship to the qualityof oil and fuel purification and gives example on
reducing wear on-parts through the use of highly efficient filters,.

Petrov, M. M., Sotnikov, V. F.; Methodology in Learning the Funda-

mentals and Rules of Tank Firing. Moscow, Voyenizdat, 1969.
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The authors succinctly set forth the organization of exercises on
learning the fundamentals of tank firing and give methods instructions
on holding tank personnel fire training exercises.

StepanoV, A. P.; Amphibious Vehicles. Moscow, DOSAAF Publishing
House, 1971.

At the present time, the armed forces have a large number of
various types of amphibious vehicles (tanks, armored personnel carriers,
self-propelled-crossing devices, and, so forth). The author sets forth
the basic designs, operation, and driving rules for such vehicles, uncovers
some theoretical matters determining the design and operational-technical
parameters of amphibious vehicles.

Vishnyakov, V; A.; The Tank onthe Pedestal. Moscow, Voyenizdat,
1970.

The developmental history is given;for the legendary Soviet
"34" and its predecessors and heirs and how. the attempts of the Hitlerites
were paralyzed during the Great Patriotic War to achieve qualitative
superiority of all tanks over Soviet armored vehicles.

Krmnetskiy, I. I., DranoVskiy, A. I.,; Automatic Driving of

Wheeled and Tracked Vehicles Over Permanent Routes. Moscow, Mashinostro-
yeiy, 1970.

The methods and means ofautomatic orientation in the movement of
self-propelled elements'over permanent rdates' are set forth. Tracked
and'wheeled vehicles are examined as elements of automatic control.

A description is given of system elements and automatic control
systems for moving objects, the-methodology is provided to calculate and
study them, examples are given for systems of automatic driving of tracked
and wheeled vehicles over permanent routes.

Farobin, Ya. Ye.; The Theory of-Turning Transport Vehicles.
Moscow, Mashinostrbyeniye, 1970.

The book analyzes the turning of wheeled and tracked vehicles.
Experimental materials are given on the features of curvalibear movement
of vehicles over roads and roadless terrain, individual examples are
given on turnability indexes identical for all kinds and types of vehicles.
The static and dynamic turnability of ordinary'and coupled tracked vehicles,
half-tracked vehicles, and vehicles with self-adjusting wheels are given.
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Akatov, Ye. I., and others; Engines for Army Vehicles. Moscow,
Voyenizdat, 1971.

P A review is given of the theoretical bases of the working process
of engines, adjustment, work modes and .harac.eristics, and the theo-
retical bases for superchargers and the processes accompanying the opera-
tion of fuel system elements.

Karpenko, P. I., Lyndin, V. S.; Tanks Under Water. Moscow,
Voyenizdat, 1971.

The methodology is given on holding exercises on underwater tank
driving during tactical maneuvers including the crossing of water
barriers.

The contents and forms of party-political work during the process
of tank personnel skin diving training are described.

Army Vehicles. Theory. Textbook. Moscow, Voyenizdat, 1970.

The book covers questions on the dynamics of rectalinear movement
and turning of vehicles, power transmissions and converters in the
mechanisms, traction calculations, smoothness of drive, and roadability
and the fording of water barriers;

Concise Fuel Reference-Dictionary. Compiled~by K. F. Kushnirenko,

Moscowi Voyenizdat, 1971.

the reference-dictionary gives a short explanation of special
military-technical terms and meanings issociated with ,the trainspoztation,
pumping, storage, and quality control'6f lubricants and specifl fluids.
Physical-'chemical indexes are given,4Zor fuel, lubricants, prid special
fluids, 'as well as their use.
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1971 MASHINOSTROVYENIYE PUBLICATIONS (insert)

tl"yin, V. A.; Tin Plating and Lead Plating. Third publication,
revised, and augmented.

A description is given of the methods of electrolytic depositing
of tin and lead, using various types of electrolytes. Methods are given
to. prepare -the -electro6lytes, their -characteristic featuresi and.the-
causes of failures during the work process.

As opposed to the second editionj nei6 electrolytes to depo3it tin
are raviewed. A number of new examples'are given for the use of tin
plating,and lead plating in instrument building and machine building
technology.

Nikandrova, L. I.; Chemical Methods to Obtain Metal Coatings.

A review is made of the methods of chemical nickel plating, copper
platihg, sil'er plating, tin plating, and chemical paladium-platingof
metals. the ,composition of the solutions used and their properties and
the, fields in which the coetings can be used are given.

5odner, V. A.; Systems for the Automatic Control of-Aircraft
Engines.,

Contemporary methodsx dre set forth for the synthesis of aircraft
'enginedcontrol systems on the basis of the criteria,,of accuracy, mutual
relationship of the various control circuits, and the features of flight
states.• -he sequence of designing the ,systems with a consideration for
the coordi-atid-hbi df engine, reducer, and fuel regulating equipment
characteristics is reviewed.

Koitunova, L. N., Roykh, I. L.; Vacuum Cok\ting of Steel.
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The book describes in detail the methods to obtain fto.%tive
vacuum coatings, the physical-chemical properties, and the possibilities'
for applying protective vacuum coatings made from aluminum, titanium,
chrome, zinc, cadmium, and other'metals.

The effects of thq applicatioficonditions on the anticorrosive
and mechanical properties of'the described coatings are covered.

Data are provided on the use of anticorrosive and wear-resistant
vacuum coatings: the protection of high strength steel and the possi-
*3ility to replace tin plating sheet iroh--with aluminum plating in a
vacuum.

Abibov, A. L.,vBoytsov, B. V., and others; The Use of Structural
Plastics in Aircraft.Manufacturing.

The wide introduction of plastics, whose mechanical and tech-
nological properties are no worse than for metals and their alloys, has

zbeen quite.-prevalent in the past few years in aircraft manufacturing.

Theauthors have systematized and summarized domestic and foreign
know-how in the field of using plastics in aviation and missile. building.
The book provifdes •the physical, mechanical, and chemical properties of
plastics,, describes the technological processes of using plastics in
building -srge-size cylindrical and spherical sheathes, triple-layer
panels with'light fillers, and other structural elements.

AkhmedzyakoV, A. M., Chizhov, B. N.; Processing the Results of
Jet Engine Testifig&4,

In the testinig of both new and repaited air-breathing jet engings
'(VRD), a deviation its noticed in their charatteristics from the pre-
scribed. This occur's as a result of .the inevita~blle production errors.
Consequently, an additional finishing-off of the parameters is; performed
after testing.

The value of the bodk proposed by the authors is that it,'ndt only

provides improved'methods for'processing VRD test results, but also the
methods to correct engine characteristics, during the test process. The
methods described for processing test results and, engine finishing are
accompanied by numerical examples and recommendaý'iohs.

Contemporary Rotor Theory. Under the editorship of doctor of
technical sciences A. K. Martynov.

The book is the fruit of the collective efforts of renowned Soviet

specialists, doctor of technical sciences G. I. Maykapar, candidate of
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technical sciences B. E. Baskin, Ye. S. Vozhdayev, and others. It has
been written on the "basis of many years of theoretical and experimental
research.

c• The book reviews aspects of the vortical theory of the rotor, with
c consideration of its work (at axial speeds, with the presence of a
horizontal component speed, at oblique blow-in).

Calculation and Analysis of Aircraft Movement. An engineering
reference.

Equations are given for the movement of winged aircraft (Lt.> for

different methods-of target homing and methods to solve these equations.
A description is given of the characteristics and methods of researching,
LA as objects of control, the optimization criteria of their movement
depending on the prescribed• flight mission.

"Odinokov, Yu. G.; Testing Aircraft for Strength. A training aid.

The book sets for the methods to calculate the strength of basic
aircraft elements with a consideration for their load conditions, power
schematics, and structural features.

VWing calculations take ifito account the form of its plane, the
magnitude of elongation and temperature stresses asa result of aero-
dynamic heating. Calculations are given for the aircraft's chassis
for strength and a calculation of the shock-absorbing devices.

A special chapter is devoted to aeroelasticity; it reviews the
flutter-type elasticity vibrations of a wing, divergence and reverse of
ailerons, methods to balance the control 'stick, and other matters.

1
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HYDRAULIC POWER STEERING UNIT OF THE GAZ'-66 VEHICLE (backpiece)

Hydraulic steering is intended to reduce the effort applied to the
steering wheel when turning the drive wheels and to absorb shock loads
originating when the wheels hit an unevenness. It consists of a valve,
operating valve, power cylinder, and oil lines.

The double-action vaned pump is mounted on special engine brackets
and is activated with a compressor by pulley which is linked by two wedge-
shaped belts to the crankshaft pulley.

The operating valve of. the power unit, fastened by two bolts to
the front end of the longitudinal steering arm, regulates oil flow built
up by the pump to the left or right cavities of the power cylinder
depending on the direction to which the steering wheel is turned. There
are four threaded openings in the valve housing. The oil line connecting
pipes are screwed into them. Oil is delivered through one under pressure
from the pump and is returned through the other to the oil tank. The
other two connect the valve cavity with the left and right cavities of
the power cylinder. There is also a slide valve in the operating valve
housing which can move to either side of its central position by 1.5 nm.

Under pressure from the oil delivered from the control valve, the
power cylinder activates the lateral steering arm and turns the guide
wheels. A rod and piston moves back and forth inside the cylinder. Cast
iron piston rings are used. Part-lined coupling blocks are bolted at
each end of the cylinder. The cylinder is fastened by a ball hinge to
a bracket arm mounted on the front axle reducer.

Hydraulic steering unit maintenance is the periodic checking of
the oil level in the reservoir and replacing it, lubrication of the power
cylinder hinge, and checking the tightness of the belts and of all elements.

Belt tension can be changed by increasing the position of the pump.
However, itsangle must be such that the oil level would reach the screen
of the reservoir drain filter. If sufficient belt tightness cannot be
achieved by angling the pump's position, then it is expedient to fasten
the pump to the additional opening. Tension is normal when the belt can
be depressed by a finger to 15-20 mm between the pulleys.
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Oil is the hydraulic steering system is changed by raising (removing)
the vehicle's front wheels and the pump reservoir cover opened and the oil
drained. It is also necessary to disconnect the pressure and power hoses
from the operating valve and the hoses from the connecting pipes of the
power cylinder. All of the oil can be drained from the power cylinder
only if the steering wheel is moved to the right and left as far as it
will go several times. Upon completing this operation, the rest of the
polluted oil must be removed from the reservoir, the pump filter screens
washed, and all elements:removed from the reservoir and the-entire
hydraulic steering system also washed out.

Oil is poured into the cleaned system in a specific sequence. All
hoses are tightly put on, then the oil is poured into the reservoir up to
the intake filter screen and pumped at low engine revolutions. The
steering wheel is turned to its limit 2-3 times to both sides. The oil
level must remain constant in the reservoir. If the level has dropped,
the required amount of oil is added.

If the pump must be disassembled during the operating process, it
is first necessary io replace the mutual position of the distribution
disc relative to the stator and the position of the stator relative tothe pumi housing. The rotor, sta-tor, and vane setup must never be

disrupted: all of its items-have been selected individually at the plant.
The same should be kept in mind when removing the rear cover of the pump
in which the bypass valve is mounted. When replacing the rubber packing
rings which lie in the joints, they must be carefully raised at their
places of seating.

When assembling the pump, it is recommended that an exact place-
ment of the stator relative to the housing be obtained by using the joint
pins. The proper position of the stator is determined by! the arrow on
the stator, which must coincide with the rotating direction of the pump
shaft.

When the efficiency of the pump drops or there are interruptions
in its work, it should be disassembled and a check made to ensure that the
bypass valve moves freely within the cover. The indentations must also
be cleaned out or the cover changed with the. valves set. If any deep.
scratches are found on the face surfaces of the rotor, housing', and
distribution disc, then these surfaces must be polished. In the case of
wear to the vanes or if, they seize, then the rotor must be replaced in
unit with the stator and the vanes.

It sometimes happens that the pump operates but the hydraulic

steering unit has no effect on the steering mechanism. The cause of
this can be either a seizing of the bypass valve or a weakening in the

tightness of the safety valve. In the first case, it is recommended
that the pump be disassembled, the parts cleaned and washed, and the
entire system washed out if pollution is heavy. Any indentations noted
in the valve or socket are cleaned out. In the second case, the pump
should be disassembled and the seat turned.
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4

eteAn increased noise in the-operating pump indicates that there is

either insufficient oil in the reservoir, or the drive belts -are not
sufficiently tightened, or there is air in the system, or pump ,parts are
severely worn.

In conclusion, we will mention that if noise can be heard in- the
front part of the pump, at low revolutions of the crankshaft, this is
indicative of severe bearing wear. It is expedient to replace this
bearing.
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Key: 1 - Power Cylinder 13 - Slide Valve
2 - Lateral Steering Rod 14 - Housing
3 - Longitudinal Steering Rod, 15 - Nut
4, 22 - Pittman Arm 16 - So ket
5 - Control Valve 17 - Pin
6 -- Pump 18 - Thrust Rod
7 - Cylinder 19 - Spring
8 - Rod With Piston 20 - End Piece
9 -- Coupling Box 21 - Limiter

10 - Cylinder Head 23 - Joint Pin
11 - Packing 24 - Reducer
12 - Bolt 25 - Reverse Valve
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TECHNOLOGY AND ARMAMENT-TRANSLATION

ARMY ARMY MATERIAL COMM

C459, COMD-GEN STF COL C509 ABERDEEN R&D CTR (8)
C461 INFANTRY SCH C514 FRANKFORD ARSENAL
C470 ARMY WAR COL C517 WATERVLIET ARSENAL
C545 CMBT DEVLP COMD C519 MUNITIONS CMD
C557 USAIIC C535 AVIATION SYS COMD
C620 USASRD C538 WHITE SANDS MSL RGC768 OACSI-USAITAD C560 AVIATION MAT LAB
C788 OACSI-SOV/EEUR DIV C590 TANK AUTOMOT COMD
C072 CDC CONFOR GP C619 MIA REDSTONE (5)
C532 MEWTA-EL WARLABS C697 ABERDEEN PRV GRD

AMCRD-I
AMCRD-T

.NAVY STEAP-TL
AMXST-OC

D159 NAVAIRDEVCEN AMXST-IS3 (25)
AMXST-ST1
AMXST-ST2

AIR FORCE AMXST-ST3
AMXST-GE

E018 AF/RDQLR-SAMSO AMXST-SR
E408 AFWL AMXST-SD
E411 ASD AMXST-TD
E420 FRD(3) AMXST-SR
E429 SAMSO (IND) AMXST-CE

AMXST-CB (2)
AMXAM

UNIFIED & SPECIFIED COkRANDS

HI10 USAFE 497RTG (IRC) OTHERS
11300 USAICE ,(USAREUR)
H500 CINCUSNAVEUR 'DDCIIR (12)

CIA/CTS
K100, PACAF (2) S030' FRD LIB OF CONG

DIA/DS-4C (44)
L040 SAC 544TH ARTW (2)


